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Abstract 
 
 
 

 Historically, the curriculum followed in the education of American arts 

administrators has been haphazard or amorphous.  It was not, for example, until the late 

1960s and early ‘70s that formal arts management training was offered in higher 

education.  In 1942, the League of American Orchestras (the League) was founded with 

the goal of providing advocacy and educational resources to American orchestras.  As 

part of this mission, the League began educational fellowships for aspiring arts 

administrators.  This document provides an account of and critical reflection on my work 

and educational experiences as a League Development Fellow hosted at The Saint Paul 

Chamber Orchestra (SPCO) from July 2008 through December 2008.   

            In 2008, the League launched its Development Fellowship Program, for

            This fellowship taught me leadership, management, and organizational skills and 

increased my ability to be a productive member of an administrative team. The validity of 

 which I 

was one of the first participants.  I took this fellowship with the intent of enhancing my 

understanding of and skills in orchestra development, strategic planning, organizational 

practice, and leadership.  This document discusses and critiques assignments for which I 

was responsible while in residency at the SPCO.  It also analyzes educational 

opportunities afforded me by the League.  Analysis of specific assignments articulates 

project goals, methodology, and conclusions, while educational experiences discuss the 

purpose, overview, and reflective conclusion on the impact of these experiences upon my 

knowledge and insight.  The document also discusses the SPCO’s business structure, 

artistic structure, and fundamental philosophies driving the organization.   
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this document’s insights is confirmed not only through my analysis, but also, more 

practically, because many of the initiatives I put in place have been or continue, 

currently, in application at the SPCO.  Hence, the insights derived in this document are 

relevant for arts administration students, individuals in similar internship/fellowship 

situations, and for parallel organizations involved in advancing or altering development 

and management practices.   

The document provides the reader with a narrative of the League’s inaugural 

development fellowship year; insight into organizational and philosophical practices 

governing the SPCO; a methodological template, which was used in this document to 

present and analyze the specific projects for which I was responsible, that can be used by 

others in similar situations; and presentations, discussed in the document and available in 

the appendix, on orchestra development practices and effective leadership characteristics.       
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Chapter I 
 

Introduction 
 
 
 

 This fellowship was taken and dissertation written in partial fulfillment of Texas Tech 

University’s Fine Arts Doctoral Program requirements for completion of a PhD in fine arts.  

The Texas Tech University’s Fine Arts Doctoral Program allows students to choose among 

three different dissertation types:  traditional research, professional problem, or internship.   

 From the summer of 2006 through March of 2007, I worked as the development 

officer and head librarian for the Lubbock Symphony Orchestra (LSO).  This was my first 

experience working for an orchestra.  My experiences at this organization were difficult, but 

provided me with great insight.  When I left the LSO, I took an administrative position with 

Turner Construction Company in addition to my responsibilities as a part-time graduate 

musicology instructor at Texas Tech University.  

 Research and interviews that I had conducted throughout my graduate work at Texas 

Tech focused on arts administration topics.  My research illuminated major challenges facing 

arts administrators.  The most common concern was the need for resources in the form of 

money and personnel.  It was through my research and development experiences that I 

realized my desire to pursue a career in orchestra development.   

 As a member of the Association of Arts Administration Educators (AAAE), I 

frequently receive newsletters about arts administration education opportunities.  It was in an 

AAAE newsletter that I first read about the development fellowship opportunity.  I had 

considered applying for the League’s orchestra management fellowship and, although it was 

appealing, I did not have the ability to participate in a year-long fellowship program.  Upon 
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reviewing the development fellowship program, I felt that this was a perfect opportunity to 

advance my knowledge of orchestra development.  The six-month commitment was an ideal 

time frame; the fellows received a stipend; and the organizations hosting the fellows would 

either be the Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra (SPCO) or the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra 

(ASO).  I began the application process almost immediately.   

The development fellowship program is designed for individuals with at least one 

year of experience in development and career aspirations to become senior level orchestra 

development professionals.  Upon completion of the résumé round, the final candidates 

conducted phone interviews with the League staff members.  Later, candidates conducted a 

phone interview with the vice president and chief operating officer for the SPCO, Jon 

Limbacher, and the vice president for institutional advancement and learning at the ASO, 

Paul Hogle.   

I was selected by Mr. Limbacher as the candidate for the SPCO.  He arranged for me 

to visit the SPCO to determine if this would be a good fit for all parties involved.  After the 

fellowship was offered, I consulted with my dissertation co-chairs, Dr. Stoune and Dr. Smith.  

This fellowship would provide me with a rare opportunity to be a member of a highly 

functioning development team at one of the most innovative orchestras in the country, and I 

formally accepted the fellowship.      

This document is not a comprehensive discussion about every experience during my 

six month fellowship, nor is it a comprehensive document about the administrative practices 

of the SPCO or the League.  Instead, this document will provide the reader with relevant 

contextual background about the League and the SPCO, discuss and critique the major 
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projects for which I was responsible, and analyze learning experiences that greatly impacted 

my understanding of orchestra development, management, and leadership.   
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Chapter II 
 

The League of American Orchestras 
 
 
 

a. Overview 

The League of American Orchestras (the League), formerly the American Symphony 

Orchestra League (ASOL), was founded in 1942, chartered by Congress in 1962, and leads, 

encourages, and supports America’s orchestras while communicating to the public the value 

and importance of orchestras and the music they perform.  The League’s vision is to be a 

transformative and unifying force for the orchestra field—a catalyst for understanding and 

innovation, a place for conversations that matter, and the champion for orchestras.1

 

     

 The League provides a number of services to American orchestras, including: 

leadership development opportunities, organizational strategic development guidance, career 

resources for orchestra professionals, assessment tools, data compilation, educational 

conferences, seminars, and advocacy resources.  One of the most prestigious leadership 

programs is the orchestra management fellowship.   

 The orchestra management fellowship program was created in 1981 as a specialized 

year-long leadership development program for individuals aspiring to executive careers in 

orchestra management. Management fellows are in residence at approximately four 

orchestras of varying sizes during the fellowship period.  The focus of the management 

fellowship is to develop leadership and management skills in all facets of orchestra 

operation: management, development, finance, and operations.           

                                                 
1 The League of American Orchestras, “About the League,” The League of American Orchestras, 
http://www.americanorchestras.org/utilities/about_the_league.html (accessed January 7, 2009). 
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b. Development Fellowship Program  

In the spring of 2008, the League launched the newest installment of its orchestra 

leadership initiative, the development fellowship program.  This pilot program was based on 

the League’s management fellowship and designed to identify and prepare individuals 

aspiring to senior-level careers in orchestra development.  According to the League formal 

description of the program, the development fellowship was created to address a very serious 

issue in orchestra management: preparedness and retention of orchestra development 

professionals2

We know that there are insufficient numbers of qualified and experienced candidates 
available for development positions in America’s orchestras, and that the turnover 
rate is high.  In order to provide the learning and experience needed to prepare for a 
successful career in this field, two individuals will spend six months in a development 
department at a major American Orchestra. 

:  

 
The host institutions for the inaugural year were the SPCO and the ASO.  Each host 

orchestra agreed to provide the Fellows with a primary mentor during the program: Jon 

Limbacher, vice president and chief operating officer at the SPCO and Paul Hogle, vice 

president for institutional advancement and learning at the ASO.   

The League’s expected learning outcomes include understanding3

The unique skills required for success in orchestra fundraising, strategy and 
implementation around proposal development and donor solicitation, how fundraising 
goals are established, the integration of development work within an organization’s 
overall mission and strategic goals, [and] the culture of orchestras.  

: 

    
This was facilitated and achieved through ongoing mentorship and guidance from the 

host institution’s administrative staff, assignment of specific projects, site visits to other 

                                                 
2 The League of American Orchestras, “Development Fellowship,” The League of American Orchestras, 
http://www.americanorchestras.org/learning_and_leadership/development_fellowship.html (accessed January 7, 
2009). 
3 ibid. 
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orchestras, seminars, conference calls, and ongoing educational funding, up to $3,000, for 

professional development during the 2-3 years following the fellowship.    
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Chapter III 
 

The Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra 
 
 
 
a. Overview 
 
 The Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra was founded in 1959 by Ralph Burgard, a former 

advertising executive who had managed orchestras in Buffalo, NY and Providence, RI.  He 

was the first director of the Arts Council of America (currently Americans for the Arts). 

Burgard’s vision was to bolster Saint Paul’s economy and community by establishing a 

professional chamber orchestra with the help of the Saint Paul Council of Arts and Science.   

 Mr. Burgard worked with a personnel manager to contract musicians.  He eventually 

hired violinist and budding conductor Leopold Sipe as the full-time music director and public 

face of the organization4

A chamber orchestra differs from a symphony orchestra in the number of ensemble 

members, between 20-35, and repertoire played.  This was a typical size for 18th century 

orchestras and the music that these forces play is written for such an ensemble.  The chamber 

.  The establishment of the SPCO was met with some resistance by 

local officials and musicians because the Twin Cities, Minneapolis and Saint Paul, already 

had a 50-year old professional orchestra, the Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra (currently the 

Minnesota Symphony Orchestra), and a community orchestra, the Saint Paul Civic Orchestra.  

Burgard, however, felt that Saint Paul was in need of a professional orchestra to help create a 

cohesive and artistically advanced identity.  He argued that a professional chamber orchestra 

in Saint Paul would be sufficiently different from the civic orchestra in quality of 

musicianship and professional stature, and could be further differentiated from the 

Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra by repertoire and audience experience.       

                                                 
4 David Kenney, The Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra: 50 Years of Music (Minneapolis: Nodin, 2009), n.p. 
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orchestra audience experience is thus intended to be one of intimacy through performances in 

smaller spaces and closer proximity.   

In contrast, a symphony orchestra typically has anywhere between 70 to 100 

musicians and more extensive sections (larger and more types of instruments).  Much of its 

more popular and common repertoire comes from the late 19th and early 20th century.  

Symphony orchestras were designed to meet the orchestration and dynamic diminution and 

augmentation changes in compositional style. For example, the symphonies of Mozart and 

Haydn were written for chamber orchestra and much of Berlioz, Stravinsky, or John 

Williams’ music is appropriate for a symphony orchestra. 

Over the course of its existence, the SPCO has established itself as one of the most 

innovative orchestras in America and does not shy away from contemporary and often 

challenging music.  Bruce Coppock, president of the SPCO from 1999-2008, felt that it was 

important to introduce audiences to new music as well as to perform the more recognizable 

pieces.  The SPCO commissions new pieces regularly and performs all spectrums of music 

style.   

The SPCO does not shy away from the challenge of playing new music because of 

the organization’s dedication to artistic innovation5

 Adherence to the mission of the organization, coupled with a disciplined approach to 

creating and implementing strategies, are attributes of the SPCO that have made it one of the 

: 

The mission of The Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra Society is to present a world-class 
 professional chamber orchestra in the Twin Cities, dedicated to superior performance, 
 and artistic innovation and education, for the enrichment of community and world 
 audiences.                     
 

                                                 
5 The Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra Board Members. “The Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra Strategic Plan, 2002 
(revised 2006).” The Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra. 
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most inventive orchestras in the country.  The SPCO is governed by clear principles about 

what it has accomplished, whom it serves, and where it wants to go.     

 
b. Governing Principles  
 
 The SPCO’s governing principles are set forth in the organization’s mission statement 

and institutional strategic plan.   A virtue of the SPCO is its diligence in creating and 

managing the organization through this lens.  

Figure 3.1: SPCO Purpose, Core Values, and BHAGs6

 
THE SPCO’S PURPOSE: The organization’s very reason for being. 
 

Providing innovative discovery and distinctive experience through the brilliant 
performance and vigorous advocacy of the chamber orchestra and chamber music 
repertoire. 
 

THE SPCO’S CORE VALUES: The forces that undergird daily actions 
 

Excellence: Striving for peak performance individually and collectively throughout the 
organization. 
 
Intimacy: Striving to create powerful, deep connections between and among performers and 
audiences through music; fostering close collaboration and respect among all internal 
constituencies. 
 
Innovation: Aspiring toward versatility and the ability to invent and do whatever is needed; 
being willing to risk failure. 
 
Continuity: Aspiring intentionally to stay the course in pursuit of long-term goals. 

 
BHAGS: BIG, HAIRY, AUDACIOUS GOALS: 10- to 30-year goals which commit the 
organization to a huge, daunting challenge. The BHAG statement is followed by a series of bulleted 
descriptions, vividly describing what life would be like at the SPCO if 
the goal were achieved. 

“Setting the BHAG that far into the future requires thinking beyond the 
current capabilities of the organization and the current environment. A 

BHAG should not be a sure bet – it will have perhaps only a 50% to 70% 
probability of success – but the organization must believe that it can 

reach the goal anyway. A BHAG should require extraordinary effort 
and perhaps a little luck.” 

 
Collins and Porras: “Building Your Company’s Vision” 

Harvard Business Review, September 1996 
 

 
 

                                                 
6 The Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra Board Members. “The Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra Strategic Plan, 2002 
(revised 2006).” The Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra. 
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BHAG #1: 
To be widely recognized as “America’s Chamber Orchestra” 

 Sold-out series in key American cities of artistic significance 
 Unavoidable presence at major world festivals and concert halls 
 Regular high-profile European and international touring 
 Unanimous national and international critical acclaim 
 The international organization of choice for special artistic projects 

 
BHAG #2: 
To be clearly distinctive in artistic profile 

 Clear, focused profile as a chamber orchestra, with a diverse and eclectic repertoire 
performed in distinctive performance styles 

 SPCO musicians are equally proficient in the chamber music and chamber orchestra 
repertoire, and regularly perform as soloists. 

 Thrilling, dynamic, intense, passionate, versatile, enthusiastic, collaborative and interactive 
are words universally used by audience members and musicians alike to describe SPCO 
concerts 

 Control of or guaranteed access to distinctive, acoustically superior facilities that support the 
SPCO’s unique repertoire profile and act as magnets for superlative musicians, composers 
and conductors, administrators, board members and audiences 

 Innovative labor relations and the willingness to do business together in non-traditional ways 
 Strong centers of concert and program activity in downtown Saint Paul and downtown 

Minneapolis, surrounded by neighborhood venues throughout the Twin Cities metropolitan 
area. 

 
BHAG #3: 
To be the symbol of cultural excellence in the Twin Cities 

 Enthusiastic, trusting and overflowing audiences 
 A worldwide icon of the Twin Cities 
 Driven by service and responsiveness to its patron base 
 Serving the community and music in myriad ways: education, community service, 

collaborations, technology; extensive community engagement, outreach and education 
 The SPCO Board is the board of choice 

 
BHAG #4: 
To be exemplary and robust in financial performance 

 A culture of financial discipline and efficiency 
 Sufficient and sustainable financial resources to fulfill its purpose 
 Endowment provides a stable, continuing source for 25% of operating expenses 
 Employees are well and fairly compensated 
 Core revenue grows faster than core expense 
 A culture which motivates all constituents to contribute financially to the SPCO 

 
 
 Unique attributes of the SPCO that demonstrate commitment to these governing 

principles include the willingness to establish an alternate and more appropriate artistic 

model, undertaking the process of identifying its business model, implementing a patron 

development strategy, and creating innovative tactics to optimize patron engagement.   
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i. The Artistic Model 

 The typical organizational structure of an orchestra includes a board, executive 

director, and an artistic director as the top administrators of the organization. 

Figure 3.2: Traditional Orchestra Model 
 

 

 
 

 
The board is responsible for the overall governance and health of the organization, the 

executive director is responsible for the management of daily responsibilities, and the artistic 

director (the conductor) is responsible for the artistic planning of the organization. The SPCO 

was founded under this model and adhered in its organizing principles to it for over four 

decades.  

 The SPCO, only 36 years old in 1999, had firmly established itself within the 

orchestra community as an artistically excellent organization.  However, at the beginning of 

the SPCO’s 1999-2000 season, a new president, Mr. Coppock, was hired and charged by the 

board to take the organization to the next level: to become the preeminent chamber orchestra 

in the world.  One strategy that would soon become a defining and unique characteristic of 

the SPCO was the development of the artistic partner model.   

 Mr. Coppock, an accomplished cellist and arts administrator, was the key craftsman 

of the organizational change.  He argued that the traditional music directorship model often 

Board of Directors 

Executive Director Artistic Director 
(Conductor) 

Musicians Staff 
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disrupted an organization’s ties with the community, because the switch from one conductor 

to another almost always resulted in a drastic shift in artistic direction.  He was concerned 

that an organization’s identity could become too closely tied to a single conductor.  He points 

to creative chair Bobby McFerrin’s farewell concert from the SPCO as a pivotal moment 

which crystallized his concerns about tying the organization’s identity too exclusively to one 

person, rather than to the organization and the community it serves7

As documented by David Kenney, Mr. Coppock was intrigued by Deborah Borda’s 

(the President and Managing Director of the SPCO from 1986-1989) decision to create the 

artistic commission, or “triumvirate”, in the late 1980s and was aware of its brief existence. 

Despite the view by some that the experiment had been a failure, Mr. Coppock believed that 

this might be a viable artistic model.  He believed that the chamber orchestra could not 

achieve its full potential under the baton of a single, all-powerful music director

. 

Now Bobby McFerrin—[an] enormously gifted guy—was not even the music 
director, and yet he had become in some ways the public relations symbol of the 
orchestra.  And when he did his farewell concert at Orchestra Hall, there was a huge 
photograph of him above the fold on the front page of the newspaper.  That was a 
public relations nightmare for the SPCO because what it said was, the SPCO has just 
lost its leader.  And he wasn’t even the leader.  Thinking strategically, I said, ‘That’s 
a disaster.   

 
 Mr. Coppock felt that the traditional hierarchical artistic leadership model was 

inadequate to serve the greater need of the SPCO.  He suggested that an alternative model 

might provide the organization with congruency and community cohesion.   

8

                                                 
7 David Kenney, The Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra: 50 Years of Music (Minneapolis: Nodin, 2009), n.p. 
8 ibid. 

.   Mr. 

Coppock postulated instead, that by promoting the pillars of the organization, artistic and 

organizational identity shifts might be avoided.   
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The board and management eventually determined that the constant pillars of the 

organization were the orchestra, the music, and the musicians.  Through a re-envisioning of 

Borda’s triumvirate, in 2004, the organization dissolved the music director position and 

established an artistic partnership among Joshua Bell, Douglas Boyd, Stephen Prutsman, 

Roberto Abbado, and Nicholas McGegan.    

An artistic partnership is a collection of select artists, conductors, and instrumentalists 

that would work with SPCO musicians, the vice president of artistic planning, and the artistic 

initiatives committee to govern the SPCO’s artistic vision.  Artistic partners periodically 

rotate in and out of membership, in order to continue infusing the organization with new 

artistic ideas. 

 A partial goal of the artistic partner model was to provide SPCO musicians with the 

opportunity to participate in artistic planning and to become the public face of the 

organization.  During the 2002-2003 season, the administration, board, musicians, and 

musician’s union representatives worked to develop a new contract that would give SPCO 

musician a greater role in artistic leadership.   

  In the artistic partner model, the SPCO musicians assume the bulk of the responsibility 

for artistic planning.  The musicians work with guest artists, artistic partners, and the artistic 

initiatives committee to develop and maintain the SPCO’s artistic vision.  The vice president 

for artistic planning is the liaison among the musicians, artistic partners, guest artists, and the 

artistic initiatives committee.  The vice president for artistic planning oversees the artistic 

process and is responsible for optimizing artistic vision in accordance with the organization’s 

mission and vision.      
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Herb Winslow, the musicians’ lead negotiator, supported the agreement but 

acknowledged that some players were skeptical of the new balance of power.  “Some look on 

it as a scary proposition,” he said.  “It’s one of those things where you know it’s going to be 

an adventure.  You just don’t know how it’s going to turn out9

Figure 3.3: Artistic Partner Orchestra Model 

.”  

 

 
 

 
  

Six years into this new artistic model, the artistic partner model has proved to be an 

unprecedented success.  Terminating the artistic director position, emphasizing the SPCO’s 

musicians as artistic leaders, and nurturing the organization’s commitment to the community 

increased the community’s ownership in and support of the organization.   

 In addition to terminating the artistic director position and restructuring artistic 

planning operations, the SPCO also established a second tier of governance, the governing 

members.  Governing members are a group of individuals who have contributed at least 

$2,500 a year and who then elect to be named a “governing member”. If we think of the 

board as the inner circle of governance, the governing members are the next ring of top 

governance.  They have an independent membership committee and annual fund campaign.  

                                                 
9 David Kenney, The Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra: 50 Years of Music (Minneapolis: Nodin, 2009), n.p. 
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The governing members program provides the organization with a means to identify potential 

board members through early engagement rather than just through personal relationships.  

 

ii. Business Model 

 At the League of American Orchestra’s 2008 annual conference in Denver, CO, a 

discussion about the SPCO’s patron revenue model (a seminar entitled “Radical Revenue”) 

caused many to reconsider traditional industry practices, particularly in revenue structure.  

For most arts organizations in the United States, heavy reliance on ticket revenue is common, 

which can be problematic.  Emphasizing or increasing ticket cost can confuse public 

perception of the organization as a non-profit entity, and it can hinder earned contribution 

revenue in the form of contributions10

                                                 
10 Bruce Coppock, “Radical Revenue,” Symphony January-February (2008): 23.   

.   

 If we think of ourselves as being in the concert production business, with ticket 
 revenue as our core revenue, we severely limit potential income.  However, if we 
 think of ourselves as being in the patron-development business and think of 
 producing concerts as  our mission, new horizons appear.  
 
 Historically, orchestra business models are not clearly articulated.  Orchestras have 

instead tended to rely on some combination of ticket revenue, government support, 

foundation grants, endowment funding, selling advertising space or other services, and 

individual or corporate contributions to the annual fund.  For the majority of its existence, the 

SPCO was like most other American orchestras.  It had not taken the time to contemplate, 

understand, or articulate a business model.   
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Figure 3.4: Common Orchestra Revenue Structure 
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Understanding an organization’s unique business model provides the board and 

administrative team with insight into sustainability.  This knowledge helps identify 

sustainable resources and allows the building of more meaningful, informed, and focused 

strategies to acquire those resources.  Many orchestras operate without articulating or 

understanding of their unique business model and often defaults to a “do it all” fundraising 

tactic that is haphazard and cumbersome.   

 In 2001, a grant from The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation allowed the SPCO to begin 

a major institutional visioning process.  The institutional visioning process required 

uncensored and deliberate evaluation of the organization’s mission, programs and strategies, 

organizational structures, and revenue sources.  From 2001 through 2002, problematic 

practices were identified and addressed.  Through this process, the SPCO was able to create 

an appropriate and updated strategic plan and developed Big Hairy Audacious Goals 

(BHAGs) 11

                                                 
11 The Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra Board Members. “The Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra Strategic Plan, 2002 
(revised 2006).” The Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra. 
 

.  (This strategic plan still governs every organizational decision.)  During this 
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process, the SPCO realized the need for greater understanding, on the part of the 

administration and board, of its business model in order to identify sustainable resources 

needed to accomplish organizational goals.   

 In 2004, the SPCO created a business model taskforce (BMTF) comprised of the 

board and management.  According to Mr. Coppock, “For eighteen months beginning in 

September 2004, the BMTF met regularly to seek answers to business-model issues that 

germinated from one simple question: ‘How can the SPCO sustain itself over the long term if 

its earned income ratio remains where it is at less than 30 percent12

  Perhaps a more extended hypothetical example will help illustrate this principle.  The 

X Symphony Orchestra (XSO), for example, has a fiscal year 2008 (FY08) annual fund 

?’” 

 From 2004 through 2006, the BMTF heatedly debated the SPCO’s business model.  

They worked to find sustainable resources and to articulate strategies to acquire those 

resources.  Ultimately, the BMTF realized that the orchestra’s sustainable revenue was its 

patrons; not government or foundation grants, corporate partnerships, special events, or ticket 

revenue.  The SPCO determined that the most sustainable source of revenue was the 

community of people supporting the SPCO and the contributions from those individuals, not 

ticket sales or merchandise. 

  Also important was the organization’s ability to monitor its resources through 

meticulous assessment.  In order to assess the progress of any given campaign, it is 

imperative that the organization formulate metrics and critically decide how and where 

resources should be tracked.  The SPCO, for example, consciously made the decision to put 

only sustainable contributions in its annual fund campaign.  The SPCO has a keen awareness 

of the difference between one-time gifts and gifts that will most likely be present over time.   

                                                 
12 Bruce Coppock, “Radical Revenue,” Symphony January-February (2008): 21. 
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campaign goal of $1 million dollars.  $1 million came in from audience, corporate, and 

foundation contributions while another unplanned $1 million came in from Mr. Moneybags.  

XSO’s administrative staff put Mr. Moneybag’s $1 million in its annual fund campaign 

because it was an individual contribution.  At the end of FY08 the XSO has exceeded its 

FY08 annual fund goal by $1 million and feels good about the surprising campaign results of 

$2 million.  Mr. Moneybags is new to the city, his business practices are unknown, and he 

does not seem to have significant ties to the community.   

  The board and management are now developing the FY09 annual fund goal and, 

based on historic trends, determined that a 3% increase was necessary.  Since the XSO 

counted Mr. Moneybags’ $1 million in FY08’s annual fund, FY09’s annual fund goal is now 

$2,060,000.  Unfortunately, three months into the new campaign Mr. Moneybags is 

incarcerated for embezzlement and will no longer be contributing to society or the annual 

fund.  Since the XSO counted Mr. Moneybag’s $1 million dollar gift to the annual fund 

instead of as a major or special gift, and calculated FY09’s annual fund goal based on 

FY08’s results, they now have a situation where they must raise one million in new money to 

plug the Moneybags hole in addition to raising the new money needed to compensate for 

natural attrition and the 3% growth.   

  This example demonstrates the importance of tracking resources properly.  

Improperly tracking contributions can put the organization in a situation where it has an 

unattainable fundraising goal, a budget based on an inaccurate fundraising projection, and 

negative board and community perception of mismanagement.  By observing the success that 

the SPCO has maintained over the past eight years and through discussions about its revenue 

philosophies with Mr. Limbacher, it is reasonable to suggest that identifying sustainable 
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resources and understanding how they function within the organization is a major component 

of establishing a financially healthy organization.    

 Once the SPCO identified its sustainable resource, the organization developed a 

strategy with the goal of increasing revenue support.  The strategy included filling concert 

halls, providing individuals with a strong value proposition (an affordable, high quality 

musical experience), educating patrons about the organization and reasons to contribute, and 

increasing engagement.  The SPCO realized, understood why, and accepted the fact that 

concerts are a loss-leader, even when sold to capacity, and that it will never sell itself to 

prosperity.  Concerts are a loss because, even if every seat is sold, the cost of putting on a 

concert almost always exceeds revenue earned from ticket sales.   

 Subsequently, however, SPCO realized that there are potentially limitless numbers of 

individuals that may become investors in the organization, but individuals will never become 

investors unless they start coming to concerts.  Therefore, the fundamental strategy was to fill 

the concert halls.  This was accomplished by creating a strong value proposition: 

experiencing a world-class, accessible orchestra.  Accessibility was achieved by lowering 

ticket prices and by taking the concerts out into the community with the “neighborhood 

series”.   

 Once individuals experienced the organization, primarily through concert attendance, 

the SPCO focused on educating audience members about how the SPCO serves the 

community and the importance of contributions.  Education was achieved through print and 

electronic communication as well as personal phone calls from board and governing 

members to ask first-time attendees how they enjoyed their SPCO experience.   
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Once a patron took the first step in engagement, the development and marketing 

departments became responsible for increasing patron engagement opportunities.  Such 

patron engagement opportunities include the Liaison Program and club203013

 

.  

  With focus on patron development as the key to developing sustainable revenue, 

unique organizational practices began to happen.  While the marketing and development 

departments are two separate entities, the establishment of a patron-centered business model 

created the need to develop cross-departmental strategies.  For example, the patron-centric 

taskforce (PCTF) was created to help facilitate cross-departmental strategic planning.  

Comprised of members from each department of the organization, the PCTF has developed 

strategies to help convert general audience members into investors. 

 Identifying its sustainable revenue led the SPCO to develop strategies focusing on 

audience development.  Strategies were implemented to increase the number of new audience 

members, educate constituencies about how the SPCO serves the community, create a culture 

of giving, and enhance ownership in the organization through engagement.  These were 

created and implemented through the SPCO’s lens of audience development.           

iii. The Audience Development Pipeline 

The audience development pipeline (the Pipeline) refers to the SPCO’s philosophical 

and strategic approach to audience development and investor cultivation.  In the 

January/February 2008 issue of Symphony, an article entitled “Radical Revenue: A new 
                                                 
13 The Liaison Program a program for individuals who have invested a minimum of $150 during the previous 
season.  Individuals are automatically enrolled in this program.  Investors are assigned an SPCO staff member 
who provides them with personalized customer care.   Staff members provide assistance with such things as 
ticket exchanging and ticket acquisition for sold-out events.  Investors in the Liaison program also are invited to 
special events and receive personal emails and cards throughout the year. club2030 is a patron engagement 
program for individuals in their 20’s and 30’s.  Members of club2030 are can purchase $10 tickets to all SPCO 
concerts at the Ordway and Ted Mann Center.  The $10 seats are the best available in the house; which means 
they can get $10 orchestra and pit seats.  club 2030 members also receive invitation to special SPCO events.           
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business model challenges conventional industry thinking” by Mr. Coppock captured a 

critical philosophy governing the SPCO.  Mr. Coppock discussed both the path of discovery 

that SPCO took in order to create a new business model and the process he termed the “Ten-

Year Patron Development Cycle”14

Figure 3.5: Audience Development Pipeline

.  

15

 
 

 
 

 
As previously mentioned, the Pipeline came to fruition while the SPCO was working 

to articulate and implement its business model.  The Pipeline begins when an individual 

attends an SPCO concert.  The goal is to get the audience member to come back for a second 

and third concert, to become a subscriber then a donor, to believe in the mission and vision of 

the SPCO, and finally to become a “super patron”.  

The Pipeline also helps the staff identify and understand a patron’s relationship with 

the organization.  Some patrons are newly exposed and are noncontributing (beginning of the 

pipeline), some have strong subscription and contribution histories (middle of the pipeline), 

and some are super patrons and completely invested in the SPCO (end of the pipeline).  

Investors in the SPCO are subscribers or non-subscribers who give to the SPCO.  This fosters 

                                                 
14 The use of the term “Ten-Year” does not intend to suggest that this model is finite and will yield exacting 
results over a ten-year period. 
15 The Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra Audience Development Pipeline. 
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the idea of a community investment in the organization, which is the goal of the SPCO’s 

audience development efforts.  

The “exposed” portion of the pipeline indicates an individual’s initial experience with 

the SPCO through, primarily, concert attendance or educational events.  After the individual 

has been exposed to the SPCO, the goal is to have new audience member become single 

ticket buyer and then a subscriber.  A “single ticket buyer” is someone who purchases single 

tickets on more than one occasion, but has not yet become a subscriber.  Purchasing multiple, 

single-tickets is what differentiates this group from the exposed group. The “early 

subscriber” is an individual who has recently become a subscriber.  “Loyal subscribers” are 

individuals with a strong subscription history, but who have not become “subscriber donors”, 

i.e. they do have a subscription but do not contribute.  “Subscriber donors” are individuals 

who have a subscription and contribute to the SPCO.  Finally, a “super patron” is an 

individual who typically has a subscription or has had a subscription and contributes at a 

significant level, which may include planned giving contributions.    

The constant, or “value proposition”, throughout the audience development process is 

accessibility to an artistically excellent experience and organization.  The value proposition is 

the foundation of the SPCO’s audience development philosophy: easy access to a world-class 

musical experience and exceptional organization16

The SPCO consistently provides its audiences with affordable tickets and is 

constantly challenging itself to become even more accessible.  The SPCO continues to 

become more accessible by: not increasing Ordway evening concert prices in the last three 

.  Access is achieved through ticket 

pricing, location, and frequency.  Excellence is achieved in artistry, industry leadership, 

financial stewardship, audience development, and community support.   

                                                 
16 Michelle Bair, Theresa Gienapp, et al. “Board FY09 Annual Fund Background Material and Plan,” (2008): 5. 
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years, all neighborhood series tickets are either $10 or $25, $5 tickets are available for all 

children at any concert, $10 seats are available anywhere in the house for Club2030 

members, senior discounts, $10 student rush tickets are offered, all family music and holiday 

concerts are free, and the SPCO does not participate in variable pricing.  The SPCO performs 

over 150 concerts each season and can be seen in 11 neighborhood and concert hall venues 

throughout the Twin Cities17,18

Artistic excellence is achieved with world-class musicians and concerts, a successful 

artistic partner model, musician-led artistic planning, unwavering dedication to presenting all 

types of chamber music, and highly successful national and international touring.  Financial 

stewardship is achieved by being able to provide its organization’s investors with balanced 

budgets fourteen out of the last fifteen years, existing with no accumulated deficit or outside 

debt, and always strategically planning for external conditions that might threaten the health 

of the organization, such as a recession

.  

19

The community’s support for the organization continues to grow at a rapid rate.  Over 

the past eight years, the SPCO’s annual fund has grown from approximately $2.5 million to 

over $4 million; in FY08 the SPCO raised $4.244 million for the annual fund—a 6.4% 

increase over the previous year; and 60% of the annual fund is contributed by individuals.   

Through its audience development initiatives, the SPCO has increased the number of 

households served from 5,000 to 7,000 over the last 6 years, every concert is on average 86% 

.   

                                                 
17 The Ordway Center for the Performing Arts (the Ordway), completed in 1985, is a performing arts complex 
in the heart of Saint Paul that is home to many of Minnesota’s premier performing arts organizations such as the 
Schubert Club, the Minnesota Opera, and The Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra. 
18 Michelle Bair, Theresa Gienapp, et al. “Board FY09 Annual Fund Background Material and Plan,” (2008): 7. 
19 Ibid, 5. 
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sold to capacity, and the number of season ticket holders has grown from just over 11,000 to 

16,300 over the past 6 years20

                                                 
20 Michelle Bair, Theresa Gienapp, et al. “Board FY09 Annual Fund Background Material and Plan,” (2008): 5. 
 

.   

 The development and marketing departments work together to create strategies that 

focus on creating what the SPCO terms a “culture of giving”.  A culture of giving is created 

through educating the audience about the importance of giving through print and electronic 

pieces, in general conversations among patrons, musicians, and staff, and through special 

fundraising events, such as the pledge drive.  The board and governing members are 

instrumental in fostering a culture of giving by acting as advocates and leaders for 

philanthropic action toward the SPCO.  Not only do they regularly act as ambassadors of the 

organization in their personal and professional lives, they are also responsible for specific 

fundraising efforts as set forth by the development committee.     

For any organization, increasing patron engagement is one of the most effective 

means to foster “investment behavior”.  Investment behavior is the act of giving a charitable 

contribution.  At the SPCO, individuals are considered investors once they have given a 

charitable contribution to the organization; even if they do not have the ability to attend 

concerts.  Engagement includes all involvement and intimacy building programs provided to 

SPCO investors and audience members such as the opportunity to become a board or 

governing member, a green room or Club2030, e-club member, or to participate in the liaison 

program.  All of these programs are designed to enrich the audience and patron experience 

and to enhance the patron’s ownership in the organization.   
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Conclusion 

   The institutional visioning process undertaken by the SPCO was the key process by 

which the organization altered its artistic and business structure and has been undertaken by 

many organizations.  The League encourages and facilitates a similar process at other 

organizations through the Institutional Visioning program.  

  By analyzing its mission, purpose, core values, and unique socio-economic 

environment in which it operates, focused the SPCO’s strategies to better serve the needs of 

its community.  Having an understanding of an organization’s business model and unique 

sustainable revenue helps to develop compelling and effective strategies for revenue 

acquisition and alleviates mission drift (drifting away from the mission of the organization). 
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Chapter IV 
 Development Fellowship at The Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra 

 
 
 

The League of American Orchestras Development Fellow’s responsibilities vary from 

institution to institution and are primarily dependent upon agreements between the host 

institution, the Fellow, and The League of American Orchestras.  During the interview 

process, Mr. Limbacher, vice president and chief operating officer of the SPCO, and I agreed 

that my role in the organization would be as an active staff member working on projects to 

define and shape the 2008-09 development strategic plans.   

Once my fellowship began, I met with Mr. Limbacher weekly to discuss the status of 

my projects as well as a wide variety of topics relating to orchestra management; such as 

reconciliation between departments when there is a conflict and how to constructively 

manage board and staff members.  Our meetings were a combination of very candid tactical 

and philosophical discussions.   

On a daily basis, I worked on projects, ranging from mail-outs to strategic planning, 

independently or with the development team.  Working individually with many of the SPCO 

development staff, helped me understand each person’s responsibilities within the 

organization.  During my first week at the SPCO, I had an individual one-hour appointment 

with each member of the Development staff.  During this meeting, each team member would 

tell me about their job responsibilities.  I also had the privilege of working in a very cross-

departmental capacity with the marketing and finance departments, which provided me with 

a holistic view of the organization and helped me understand how departments interacted 

with each other. 
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In addition to the specific projects for which I was responsible, I attended SPCO 

board and committee meetings, development staff meetings, taskforce meetings, marketing 

meetings, and conducted information interviews with the development staff as well as the 

vice president for artistic planning and the marketing director of the SPCO.  I also had the 

privilege to meet with other local arts executives, such as Patrick Dewane, vice president of 

advancement for the Minnesota Opera, to discuss arts development philosophy and arts 

administration education practices in the United States.   

I attended SPCO concerts and events, volunteered at the Arts Partners Concrete and 

Grass festival, and attended seminars and conferences, such as the League’s seminar “What’s 

so Special about Orchestras—for Marketing and Development Personnel” hosted by the 

Philadelphia Orchestra, the Minnesota Council on Planned Giving’s (MCPG) day-long 

seminar “A Walk through the Basics”, and the MCPG Annual Conference at the Saint Paul 

River Center21

During the fellowship, I held phone interviews with orchestra executives form the 

Florida Orchestra, Atlanta Symphony Orchestra, and the Nashville Symphony Orchestra.  I 

participated in a site visit to the Adrian Symphony Orchestra (Michigan), where I observed a 

small portion of the League’s Institutional Visioning Process and spent the following day 

.  In addition, I attended a meeting sponsored by the Mellon Foundation 

between the Pittsburg Symphony Orchestra and the Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra and 

scribed the Oliver Wyman research steering meeting with development executives from the 

SPCO, Philadelphia Orchestra, San Francisco Orchestra and the Atlanta Symphony 

Orchestra.   

                                                 
21 The Arts Partners is a separate 501(c)3 comprised of the executive directors and senior administrative 
representatives from the Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra, the Ordway Center for the Performing Arts, the 
Schubert Club, and the Minnesota Opera.   
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with the Adrian Symphony Orchestra’s executive team discussion marketing, development, 

and strategic planning.   

I also had the privilege to with my Fellow counterpart, Susan Mendenhall who was 

hosted by the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra, to create two “Orchestra Development 101” 

PowerPoint presentations for the League’s online learning center.   

 Upon arrival at the SPCO, I met with Theresa Gienapp, director of development, and 

Jon Limbacher, vice president and chief operating officer, to discuss the specific projects 

planned for me.  A preliminary list was developed by SPCO staff and approved by myself 

and the League with the understanding that the list was a guideline to help me get started and 

that it did not represent the full extent of my duties (appendix C).  The primary list contained 

seven projects ranging from patron development to institutional advancement; when I 

concluded the development fellowship, I had completed nine major projects during my six 

month appointment:    

Figure 4.1: Specific Projects Completed 
 

 
1. FY09 development annual fund plan 
2. Planned giving 
3. Recognition societies 
4. Vote Yes! Campaign 
5. The acknowledgement process 
6. Musician sponsorship program 
7. Board website  
8. Board directory and the President’s directory 
9. Development 101 presentations for the League of 

American Orchestras online learning center 
 

 
 The following information is presented using a template that presents bulleted 

objectives and methodology followed with a contextual narrative of background, goals, 
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methodology, and conclusions.  Uniformed presentation of information allows for quick 

reference and easy comparison among the projects.     
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a. Specific Projects 
 
i. FY09 development annual fund plan 
 
Objectives 

 
 Attend, transcribe, and translate all notes into one compelling document that showed 

the strategies for FY09 
 Bring the draft to the final development retreat to be reviewed and edited before 

presenting it to the development committee at the end of August 
 
Methodology 
 

1. Attend, transcribe and translate development retreats 
2. Create a presentation summarizing FY09 annual fund strategy 
3. Create FY09 Annual Fund Plan and Background Material packet for the board  

 
   

  My first major project was to transcribe and summarize the development retreats in 

order to prepare a presentation for the development committee meeting in August, 2008.  

Retreats are half- or whole-day events (which occurred in July) during which the department 

staff meet at an off-site location and discusses past-year outcomes, sets preliminary goals, 

and develops strategies for the upcoming year.  One of the biggest challenges for me in this 

initial project was learning the organization’s structure, how it operated, and terminology 

specific to the SPCO.   

  Attending the retreats with relatively little knowledge of the organization’s structure 

and programs was difficult and slightly overwhelming.  I felt as thought I could not 

contribute as well as I would have liked.  Although immersion into the SPCO was 

intimidating, attending these retreats provided me with a solid understanding of the 

organization’s practices, goals, and mission and, thus, a more complete foundation for future 

projects.     
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  There were five development retreats during the summer of 2008.  Each retreat 

focused upon a topic, such as individual giving, corporate giving, or patron development.  

The supervisors for the development sub-department (the assistant directors) would 

summarize their departments’ FY08 goals and outcomes, assess past strategies that were 

successful or unsuccessful, identify potential problem areas, and present preliminary ideas 

for their division’s FY09 strategy.  During each presentation, all staff members participated 

in critical discussion about results and strategies and helped create the FY09 strategic plan 

for the division.  These FY09 strategic plans were later internally reviewed and tweaked 

before being presented to the development committee in late August.        

  Having the opportunity to participate in, record, and reflect on notes from these 

retreats gave me understanding of past strategies, how the parts of the organization work 

together, how the annual fund is structured, and insight into the internal dialogue of the 

SPCO.  Participation in these retreats provided me the groundwork necessary to complete my 

first major project: recording the data from the retreats for internal use by the development 

team and helping to create the FY09 development strategic plan presentation for the 

development committee.    

  After transcribing the retreat notes, it was apparent that I had a vast amount of 

information.  The difficulty I faced when creating a presentation for the development 

committee meeting was finding the balance between too much and too little information.  

The information I transcribed captured the presentations made by the development staff, 

questions raised about possible FY09 strategies, and motivations for the strategies proposed.   

  I created a PowerPoint document with every note from the retreat, because I was not 

sure how much detail should be provided to the development committee.  Did they need 
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explicit prose about why we believe some FY08 strategies were or were not successful and 

how we developed the FY09 strategies?  Or was it more appropriate to provide them 

abridged information?    

  I worked with Mr. Limbacher and Ms. Gienapp to trim the document down from a 

comprehensive presentation to one that was more manageable and of appropriate scope for a 

committee presentation.  The presentation provided the development committee with a bullet 

summary of FY08 and development strategies to be implemented for FY09.  The original 

prose-style presentation was archived in the development files as the complete record of the 

discussions that took place during the retreats.   

  Once the development committee presentation was created, I focused on developing 

the FY09 development annual fund packet for each board member’s individual campaign.  

The FY09 development annual fund packet for each board member was created due to the 

revised board campaign strategy developed during the retreats.  The board campaign is 

governed through individual giving as independent campaign separate from non-board or 

governing member campaigns.   

  Individual giving at the SPCO is monitored in four main categories or campaigns.  

For each campaign, a target annual fund fundraising goal is determined22

                                                 
22 Corporate and foundation giving are tracked as separate items in the annual fund.  

.  The goal is based 

on past fiscal year performance and anticipated attrition and growth.   Each campaign is 

managed by one of the assistant directors of development or, in the case of the board 

campaign, the director of development.   
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Figure 4.2: Individual Giving Campaign Tiers at the SPCO 
 

 
1. Board campaign: includes only current board member individual contributions 
2. Governing Members campaign: includes only governing members individual 

contributions 
3. Individual giving ≥ $1500: includes only individuals giving $1500 or more 
4. Individual giving ≤ $1499: includes all individual gifts under $1500 

 
 
  During the retreats, there was heavy discussion regarding the role of the board in 

fundraising.  The development staff sought to design a fundraising strategy that would 

engage more board members and optimize their fundraising potential.  It was determined that 

the most successful way to increase participation and success was to work with each board 

member to create a personalized development plan.   

  The strategy developed was to: 1) divide the board among four development staff 

contacts (the director of development and the three assistant directors of development), 2) 

arrange meetings with each board member to discuss and identify areas where they might be 

successful in fundraising, 3) create a personalized development plan specific to the board 

member, and 4) utilize staff contacts and the development committee to monitor and 

facilitate the process.   

  It was decided that a comprehensive packet containing a personalized plan and 

information about the SPCO would be created as the backbone of the board-centered 

fundraising strategy.  The packet would contain a summary of FY08 results, projected goals 

for FY09, historic information about the SPCO’s annual fund, talking points about the SPCO, 

summaries about upcoming and current SPCO programs and events, a personalized 

fundraising work plan, and the contact information for their staff contact.  Although it was 
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not part of my initial work plan, Mr. Limbacher charged me with the responsibility of 

creating this document. 

  To start, I created an outline of possible contents for the packet to guide my collection 

process.  I collected annual fund data from the development team, information about current 

and future SPCO projects from the marketing and education departments, and worked with 

the patron-centric taskforce to develop a list of talking points around the three main foci of 

the SPCO: excellence, community service, and accessibility23

  Although it might have seemed a simple process to collect the information and put it 

in one location, the project was, in fact, quite demanding and had to be completed in a 

relatively short amount of time.  Most of the information existed in some form, whether in 

the database or on the internet, but it was my responsibility to bring the information together 

in a cohesive, understandable, and useful document.  The process of fleshing out which 

information should or should not be included, determining the placement of each section 

within the body of the document, formulating content, and deciding on terminology was 

scrutinized.  The final product was a succinct and informative document while remaining 

useful and user friendly 

.  The information was 

collected into a single document that the development team felt provided the board with 

pertinent information to manage their fundraising goals.   

(appendix D).   

 

 

 

 

                                                 
23 The patron-centric taskforce is a focus group comprised of members from marketing, development, and 
operations that help create interdepartmental strategies focusing on patron development. 
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Board-Centered Fundraising     

 The role of the board is to govern and, to some extent, fundraise on behalf of the 

organization.  Board members are, therefore perhaps, the most important individuals in 

fundraising.  Board members often have capacity and leveraging ability to benefit the 

organization.  Often, strategies to utilized board members in fundraising campaigns have 

been haphazard.  In many organizations, board member are brought together, given a 

fundraising goal, asked to “sign up” for potential prospect calls, and, in general, simply asked 

to help with little or no focus on how they will accomplish this task.  As a result, it is not 

uncommon that only about 10% will be active and effective in fundraising; but what about 

the 90%?   

 Like many other orchestras, the SPCO board is divided into committees, such as the 

finance or investment committee, to help governing focus.  The development committee 

assists and governs the development efforts of the SPCO.  Once the development retreats 

were finished, the development staff met with the development committee to discuss the 

FY09 development strategies, strategies that included a new method of board management: 

the individualized annual fund development plans. 

 After the board was divided among the development staff, the staff members met with 

Mr. Limbacher.  Mr. Limbacher and the development team identify preliminary areas where 

the board member may be successful.  During the first meeting between the staff and board 

member, the staff member discusses the plan with the board member.  The board member 

then has the opportunity to articulate preferences for certain roles and the opportunity to 

suggest alternate development sources for which the staff may not have been aware.  After 
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the initial meeting, the staff member updates the board member’s annual fund plan to reflect 

changes that may have developed during the conversation.     

 By meeting individually and identifying specific and personalized fundraising tasks, 

the development team creates a more holistic and achievable development experience for the 

board member.  Many board members view fundraising as an “icky” practice that many find 

uncomfortable, yet fundraising is the lifeblood of nonprofit organizations.  If organizations 

are unable to obtain resources, the art will not be experienced and the organizations will fail.     

 The focus of the development committee continues to be in the governance of 

development strategies.  The development committee is also used by the staff to nudge board 

members who have annual fund plans, but have not progressed.  If, for example, the 

development staff member was unable to get the board member to respond or act on their 

annual fund plan, the staff member could go to the development committee to get help in 

motivating the inactive board member.  This is done by leveraging the relationships among 

board members.      

Leveraging is about understanding hierarchical relationships.  A relationship network 

is an individual or corporation’s set of personal and professional associations.  Understanding 

the relationship networks of patrons gives development professionals the ability to leverage 

action from individuals and corporations though their board members.    
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Figure 4.3: Board Centered Fundraising 

 
 

 
 

To better illustrate the leveraging relationship, let us look at a hypothetical situation.  

Jane is an executive of Corporation X and John is an executive of Corporation Y.  Jane’s 

company hires John’s company to audit its finances.  Jane is in a position of power over John 

because John is reliant on Jane’s continued business to run his business successfully.  

Therefore, Jane is in a position of leverage and has the ability to get John and his company 

engaged in philanthropic behavior.   

 John is motivated to participate in Jane’s philanthropic endeavors because he has 

vested interest in building his relationship with Jane and her company.  The more they 

support the same causes, the more alike they view themselves, which increases the odds that 

the business relationship will continue to grow.  Conversely, if Jane and John only know 

each other casually, neither is in a leveraging position because a potential repercussion for 
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inaction does not exist.  John’s business will not suffer if he does not want to contribute to 

Jane’s favorite organization in this case. 

Often board members may not understand the distinction between cordial 

relationships and leverage relationships.  It is common to hear board members say, “I know 

so-and-so.”  When this is said, the development professional must discern how the board 

member knows this person identify the type of relationship (cordial or one that can be 

leveraged.)  It is good practice to keep track of who a patron’s relationship network, but for 

successful fundraising, it is imperative and to understand a patron’s leveraging relationships.            

 Ideally, the board leads the organization’s fundraising efforts.  Many board members 

do not participate in fundraising other than by giving their personal contribution for a number 

of reasons.  Often board members feel uncomfortable about fundraising, may not have a clear 

understand of what is expected, may want to help but are uncertain about whom they should 

be asking, and then there are the few who are simply not interested in doing more than the 

minimum. The SPCO recognized this problem and developed strategies to optimize each 

board member’s fundraising strengths.  
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Conclusions 
 
  During this process, I gained understanding of the development strategies of the 

SPCO, assisted in creating presentations for the development committee retreat, and created 

the annual fund board packet.  Helping to create the FY09 development annul fund strategy 

was a demanding and exciting first project.  Participating in the retreats and transcribing the 

notes provided me with a foundation to be a successful member of the SPCO’s development 

team during my fellowship.  It allowed me the time to familiarize myself with terminology 

and practices of the organization.  I learned a about how the organization was structured, how 

strategies were created, implemented, and managed, and that the SPCO staff is not afraid to 

critique, get rid, or tweak strategies in the interest of finding the best and most fruitful 

strategies for the organization.  

  It was during these retreats that the SPCO development staff developed a new 

approach to board management.  This new approach culminated in my creation of the FY09 

development annual fund plan board packet.  In years past, board members received a large 

three-ring binder that contained information about the organization, but the practice had been 

abandoned most recently.  In contrast to the board binders of old, the current board packet 

created was designed to be used as a resource for each board member’s personalized 

fundraising campaign.  The sections were created with the intent of usefulness rather than a 

binder chalked full of wordy and cumbersome information.   

 Through this process, I learned a great deal about how to communicate with the 

SPCO board, which, I believe, is the appropriate way to communicate with most boards.  

Often times an abundance of information is actually our enemy.  The department and 

management must understand every reason for why decisions are made.  The board, 
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however, simply needs to know the outcome of that process and a general overview of why 

we have made the decisions we have made.    

 When I created the first draft of the board packet it was nearly seventeen pages long.  

Upon reflection about the document’s purpose and through discussion with Ms. Gienapp and 

Mr. Limbacher, I realized that it simply contained too much information.  Together, 

information was evaluated and excluded when necessary to limit the scope of the sections.  In 

the end, we created a document that was more concise and appropriate for its purpose. 

 As a graduate student who has written numerous documents, it was my tendency to 

include an abundance of information.  I felt that I had to address exactly why each decision 

was made and how we came to each conclusion in detail.  This “habit” comes from writing 

extensively throughout my studies and through my previous experiences at the LSO.  This 

process of developing the board packet and working with the development staff to create the 

FY09 development strategic plan, however, granted me greater understanding about how to 

more effectively communicate and create appropriate documents and presentations for 

practical use outside of an academic setting. 

 This project illuminated the challenges of relying on board members to be key 

fundraisers and how to create strategies that target individual success.  It also provided me 

with candid perspective and understanding of board behavior.  Board engagement in strategy 

building and implementation is vital for achieving a healthy and thriving organization.   

 The purpose of the development staff in an orchestra is to be facilitators.  They are 

responsible for helping board members succeed in fundraising and governance and are 

typically not actually the people making the ask.  They are the individuals pulling the strings 

and putting all the pieces in place until the desired outcome is achieved.                      
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ii. Planned Giving 
 
Objectives 
 

 Audit and evaluate current program and identify new planned giving prospects  
 Create a presentation for the development committee about the planned giving 

program in order to lobby for a new planned giving position and strategy within 
the organization 

 
Methodology 
 

1. Understand  
a. Planned giving 
b. The past and current planned giving tracking process 

2. Analyze how much planned giving comes from ongoing efforts and how much is 
directly linked to an endowment campaign 

3. Create a summary of the current state of planned giving at the SPCO for the 
development committee presentation articulating the value of establishing a 
planned giving position and strategic plan at the SPCO 

4. Identify planned giving prospects 
 

 

In 2001, the SPCO established a full-time planned giving position within the 

organization.  Shortly thereafter, however, due to strategic planning decisions that came 

about during the economic recession in 2002 & 2003, the planned giving position at the 

SPCO was terminated.  The program became a peripheral responsibility to a selection of 

individuals within the development department, most consistently the director of 

development, the assistant to the vice president and chief operating officer, the vice president 

and chief operating officer, and the president.   

After five years without a dedicated planned giving staff member, the development 

team determined that it was in the best interest of the organization to reinvest in this program.  

To add a new staff position, however, a proposal would need to be made to the development 

committee, approved by the development committee, and then presented and approved by the 
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board.  It was essential for the development team to have a comprehensive understanding of 

the current planned giving program and the benefits of adding a new position.  It was my 

responsibility to audit the program and to create a presentation for the committee.      

 This project was extremely daunting when I first got the SPCO.  On the initial work 

plan I received, the project simply stated:  

 Planned Giving 
o Evaluate the program 
o Audit 
o Identify individuals that may be ready to participate in the planned giving 

program 
 
 The objectives were at the same time concise and broad (concise in wording, broad in 

scope).  At this point in my career, I had little experience with planned giving.  In order to 

begin this project, it was necessary for me to become more fluent in planned giving practices 

and, thus, I began reading pertinent information and talking with SPCO staff members 

involved in planned giving.  I felt that I had an obligation to the SPCO to understand planned 

giving to the best of my ability in order to provide them with the most accurate data.  I also 

realized that this was an excellent opportunity to enhance my understanding of planned 

giving.   

Planned gifts are charitable contributions that require planning before they are made 

and often provide the donor with tax benefits and/or life income.  There are many types of 

planned gifts (sometimes referred to as differed contributions) such as: gift annuities, pooled 

income funds, bequests, charitable remainder trusts, charitable lead- or uni-trusts, and life 

insurance.  The benefits of planned giving include reducing the donor’s taxable income while 
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increasing tax-free income, passing assets to family members at a reduced tax cost, and 

making significant legacy gifts to an organization24

A charitable remainder trust (CRT) is an arrangement in which property or money is 

donated to a charity, but the individual continues to use the property and/or receives income 

from it while living.  The beneficiaries receive the income and the charity receives the 

principal after a specified period of time.  The benefit to the donor is that he avoids capital 

gains tax on the donated assets and also receives a tax deduction for the fair market value of 

.   

At the SPCO, there are three common forms of planned giving: bequests, annuities, 

and charitable remainder trusts.  Bequests are perhaps the most common form of planned 

giving at any arts organizations and are the most common at the SPCO.  A bequest is a 

charitable contribution, as set forth in the donor’s will, to a beneficiary, an individual or 

organization, upon the donor’s death.  Upon death, the donor’s estate receives a charitable 

estate tax deduction.     

An annuity is a contract between a charity and a donor where, in return for a donation 

of cash or assets, the charity agrees to provide the donor or designated beneficiary with a 

payment for the duration of the beneficiary’s lifetime.  With an annuity, the donor can claim 

a major charitable tax deduction the year the principle is donated and, thereafter, a calculated 

percentage of the annuity payout is tax deductible as well.  The SPCO’s desired planned 

giving strategic plan for FY09 and in the future was to increase focus on the acquisition of 

annuities.   

                                                 
24 PG Calc, “What is Planned Giving?,”  PG Calc, http://www.pgcalc.com (accessed September 17, 2008).   
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the remainder interest that the trust earned.  In addition, the asset is removed from the estate 

which reduces the donor’s estate taxes25

After I had a better understanding of the general terminology and principles, I felt the 

next logical step was to start auditing the planned giving folder on the shared drive

.  

Although a complex field, planned giving is a very desirable method of giving for 

individual’s lacking the capacity to make significant gifts during their lifetime or for 

advanced donors interested in benefits to themselves while also making a significant gift.    

While bequests, annuities, and CRTs are the most common forms of planned gifts at the 

SPCO, other types of planned giving also include: donor directed trusts, private investments 

held outside, retirement funds, and life insurance.          

26.  I went 

through each subfolder, examined all the documents, and created an index of its contents 

(appendix E).  During this process, I focused on the dates of creation, most around 2001, and 

most recent date modified, usually around 2003 with a few exceptions in 2005 through 2008.  

By focusing on the creation and modification dates, I was able to gain a better understanding 

of how the planned program was functioning in 2001 and which items created in 2001 were 

still in use.  Made apparent by the number of folders and files created in 2001, I concluded 

that in 2001 the planned giving officer was busy establishing, tracking, and experimenting 

with information for the planned giving program.    

Within the master planned giving folder, I found a “Planned Giving Participants 

Report” (PGPR) that was created by the former planned giving officer.  It was also in current 

use by the director of development.  This document recorded each planned gift received since 

                                                 
25 3 types of CRTs are: Charitable Remainder Annuity (fixed $$ amount), Charitable Remainder Unitrust (fixed 
%age), and Charitable Pooled Income Fund (multiple contributors into one fund). 
26 The shared drive is a specific drive on the network that allows multiple people access to all or some of the 
documents in a given area of the network.   
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1984 and listed the name of the donor, date the gift was received, type of planned gift (i.e. 

bequest or annuity), indicated whether the planned gift was acquired as part of an endowment 

campaign or ongoing planned giving efforts, and whether or not the individual was 

recognized in the encore society27

One of the concerns raised by the SPCO staff was about accuracy of information.  

Did they have the most accurate information on the PGPR and how did the PGPR 

information compare to the information in Raiser’s Edge (RE) 

.   

28

Once the comparison between the lists was complete and anomalies identified, I 

checked the investor’s hard file in order to find out which list had the correct information

?  In order to address this 

question, I needed to compare the PGPR report with a planned giving report from RE.  To 

establish the most concise and current planned giving list, I pulled a planned giving list from 

RE, compared the RE report to the PGPR, and looked for differences between the two.  

When I found an inconsistency, such as an investor listed on one list but not the other or 

differing contribution amounts, I highlighted problem.   

29

After the information was verified, I began analyzing how planned gifts were secured 

at the SPCO.  I was able to identify if gifts were acquired through an endowment campaign 

.  I 

then made the necessary corrections to the PGPR and made a list of RE updates that would 

be corrected by the data coordinator.  In most cases, the planned giving amounts in RE were 

correct with the exception of some bequests that were either not entered or the RE coding 

(i.e. appeals, campaign, type) was incorrect.  Incorrect RE coding would result in an 

incomplete list being pulled from RE.   

                                                 
27 The Encore Society is the recognition society for individuals who participate in planned giving at the SPCO.  
These individuals are recognized in a special location in the program book.   
28 Raiser’s Edge is the primary fundraising software used at the SPCO.   
29 A hard file is a collection of information, in paper form, that is filed and stored.   
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or if they were acquired through ongoing planned giving efforts.  My analysis revealed that 

84% of all planned gifts were, in fact, acquired through an endowment campaign and only 

16% through ongoing planned giving efforts.  In addition, 28% of endowment 2 and 30% of 

endowment 3 was secured in the form of planned gifts as opposed to outright contributions.  

Furthermore, 80% of all planned giving was in the form of bequests and only 20% in the 

form of life income gifts (LIG) such as annuities and CRTs.  Annuities accounted for only 

3.6% of total planned giving and 18% of all LIGs.   

 The information concerning annuities was important because the development staff 

sought to increase efforts in securing annuities.  Annuities provide the organization with an 

upfront cash gift as opposed to a bequest that will most likely not impact the organization 

until much later.  I compiled all this information into a presentation that was incorporated 

into the development committee presentation and went over my results with Mr. Limbacher 

and Ms. Gienapp.            

Figure 4.4: Analysis of the Planned Giving Program at the SPCO 
 

 
Summary of Planned Giving at the SPCO

 Total  Present Value  Realized 
Annuities 562,733$             483,358$            79,375$              

Total Expected Realized
Other LIG 2,538,949$          1,002,950$         1,535,999$         
Bequests 12,597,376$        11,498,000$       1,099,376$         

Planned Giving Totals 15,699,058$        12,984,308$       2,714,750$         

Endowment Inspired & Ongoing PG Program Comparison
PG from Endows 13,213,334$        84% of Total PG
PG from Ongoing 2,485,724$          16% of Total PG

(28% of endow2 & 30% of endow3 was generated from planned giving)  
 

 
Once I created the presentation, I returned my focus the issue of inconsistent planned 

gift coding in RE.  Proper coding of gifts in RE is important because the data in RE is the 
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first place the staff looks to get information about an investor’s contribution history.  

Although the account may be credited with the contribution regardless of how it is coded, it 

will not be an accurate representation of giving history (i.e. what gifts came in as a result of a 

specific campaign).     

Most gift processing policies at the SPCO were well implemented except for planned 

giving.  In order to demonstrate fiscal responsibility, it is important that all information is 

correct.  For information to be correct, the gift processing methodology must be consistently 

executed even during staff turnover.  Upon reviewing the data, it became clear that most of 

the problems with planned gift tracking in RE were the result of improper coding (i.e. 

appeals, campaign, type) or difficulty in booking the gift so that financial records are still 

correct when the finance department runs an RE report. 

For example, an investor calls because she is confused.  She has recently been asked 

for a significant gift to the current endowment campaign, but thinks she already gave $3 

million.  Her RE account does not show any such contribution amount, but she insists that the 

contribution does exists.  After closely reviewing her hard file, however, it becomes apparent 

that there was a $3 million contribution to the previous endowment campaign.  But why 

didn’t the $3 million show up in her RE account? 

It did not show up in her RE account because it was not a cash gift made to the 

SPCO.  The investor used the $3 million to establish an external foundation to provide funds 

to the SPCO at a later date.  If the staff booked the $3 million into her RE account, it would 

cause confusion for the finance department and the auditors because the SPCO never 

received the $3 million.        
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Balancing the tracking of planned gifts and maintaining accurate financial records 

does pose a challenge.  Booking a gift happens if and only if a gift is received or if the 

organization receives a written document from the investor stating that the organization is the 

beneficiary of a differed gift.  As an organizational rule, verbal notifications are not sufficient 

grounds for booking a gift.  Tracking difficult gifts was one of the main reasons that the 

original planned giving officer created a manual database, the PGPR, which would not affect 

reports run by the financial department.   

Bequests, for example, can be difficult to track for many reasons, the most common 

being the dollar amount credited to the investor.  Many times the investor will notify an 

organization that they are beneficiaries, but often chose not to disclose the dollar or 

percentage amount bequeathed to the organization.  This can become a tracking problem.  

While we want to record an investor’s contribution, if we put an inaccurate amount into RE, 

the financial reports will be skewed and perhaps suspect during an audit.   

Another difficulty with bequests is that they can be revoked at any time.  If, for 

example, the investor becomes unhappy with the organization he may choose to put his 

resources elsewhere.  In this case, the organization may not be informed of the change until 

after the investor passes.  If we chose to credit the investor’s RE account with a dollar 

amount that is not received, the organization is then put into a situation where they will have 

to write-off the contribution.  As institutional policy, if the SPCO receives written 

notification of a planned gift without a specified amount they simple book the gift into RE at 

$5,000; a reasonable amount that is consistent with the SPCO’s planned giving history and 

industry standards.      
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Annuities posed a unique problem: should the present value or original value of the 

annuity be tracked in RE or in the PGPR?  This question was raised by the development staff 

for two main reasons: 1) the SPCO decided that they will recognize the annuity in financial 

records and giving societies based on the gift’s original value, but 2) they would like to track 

the annuity’s present value because they felt it is a more accurate representation of the 

annuities worth and, thus, a more accurate number for tracking and assessing the SPCO’s 

planned giving efforts over time.  The original value is the cash amount received.  The 

present value of an annuity is a calculation of the cash contribution at a given point in time 

that takes into consideration the life expectancy of the individual(s) involved and potential 

growth of the annuity over time.   

The problem with entering the present value of an annuity into RE, as opposed to 

entering the original value, is that the present value does not accurately reflect the 

individual’s contribution at the time of the gift.  If, for example, the individual creates a 

$400,000 annuity, the present value may only be around $150,000.  Thus, if we enter a 

$150,000 gift into RE, the investor will only receive credit for the $150,000 gift, not the 

$400,000 gift.   The investor, however, feels as if they have just made a $400,000 gift and 

should be recognized as such.   

Just as important, is that if we only enter the $150,000 present value into RE, the 

financial records will show a surplus of $250,000 that will have to be explained to auditors.  

Conversely, however, if the organization only accounts for the original value of the annuity, 

it is not accurately reflecting the principle’s depreciation over time.  Therefore, while the 

annuity will grow and depreciate with the market, the organization is also making payments 

out to the investor and only keeps the remaining principle at the time of the investor’s death.  
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As a result, it was determined that the present value of the annuity at the time of contribution 

was a more accurate reflection of remaining principle and, thus, the more accurate number 

for assessing the planned giving program over time.     

It was apparent that there needed to be two methods for processing planned gifts: one 

that would be used for RE and one that would be used by the development department.  

Creating an independent planned giving tracking document that does not affect the financial 

records was achieved with the PGPR.  The PGPR allows the development staff to include all 

gifts that may be realized regardless of whether or not the organization is able to book them 

into RE.   

Having a comprehensive tracking document allows the SPCO to track the present 

value of annuities as well as differed gifts held outside the organizations, such as an external 

investment fund set up to benefit the organization at a later date.  The PGPR provides the 

development staff with accurate information about the planned giving program and allows 

them to keep track of major gifts without compromising the integrity of the financial data 

managed in RE.   

Inconsistencies in RE identifiers and booking difficulties, led me to develop the 

planned giving policies for the SPCO.  In order to create a working planned giving policy, I 

met often with the data coordinator, director of development, and the finance department to 

ensure that each department’s needs were met and that all data would be inputted correctly.  

After many meetings with this group, I was able to create a new planned giving processing 

policy that is now in use at the SPCO.  
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Figure 4.5: Planned Giving Processing Policy 
*see appendix F 

 

for full planned giving policy 
 

Processing a Planned Gift 
 
Bequest 

 Written or Verbal Notification of a Bequest 
o Written document copied by AVP & distributed to the DC, PGP and DD  

 (VP, Board Chair and/or President when necessary) 
o Verbal notification: AVP (or the holder of the information) will email information to DC, 

PGP and DD (VP when necessary) 
 Send info about Encore Society 
 Gift can be entered once encore sheet is returned 

• Specific amount listed: PGP or DD will enter that amount into PGTR 
• Unknown amount: PGP or DD will enter $5,000 into PGTR 

o Over the Transom (OTT): AVP will copy and distribute documentation to the DC, PGP 
and/or DD.  

 PGP or DD will enter that amount in PGPR & complete an entry worksheet for the 
DC 

 DC will enter the amount into RE (type: as necessary, appeal: plngiv)   
 Complete the Planned Gift Entry Worksheet for the DC 

o The DC keeps Planned Gift Entry Worksheet with backup & puts with batch; copies are also 
filed in the donor’s purple planned giving file.   

o If amount unknown, book $5,000 
o If contributor returns Encore Society enrollment form at a later date with gift value details, the 

DC can edit the existing entry with this new information 
 

*Nothing will be entered into RE until the PGP or DD completes the Planned Gift Entry Worksheet for the 
Data Coordinator. 

 
Bequest Acknowledgement 

 First contact after notification of a bequest: (DC, PGP or DD) 
o Research the individual’s past relationship with the SPCO 
o Phone and/or email individual to express appreciation of gift  

 VP, Dev Committee Chair, and/or President will email acknowledgment if necessary 
o Invite them to become a member of the Encore Society 
o Record, in the call log, any details about the gift, individual or family 
o Possibly invite individual (or their family) to an SPCO rehearsal, for coffee, or other meeting 

to make a personal contact (PGP, DD or other dependent upon the gift and patron involved) 
 AVP or PGP prepares written acknowledgement with Encore Society information and enrollment form  

o Send only a written acknowledgement and the appropriate tax documentation if the gift was 
over the transom  

 Ask family or estate manager if we can list patron posthumously  
o Wait about a week or two to see if the Encore Society form will be returned. 

 
Processing a Planned Gift 

 
II. Annuities 
 
 Verbal or written interest in an annuity: info is relayed to the DD or PGP 

o Research prospect’s history with the SPCO (DC or PGP) 
o Annuity Checklist  

 Proposal created by DD or PGP 
 DD or PGP meets with prospect (via phone if necessary) 
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 Contract created by DD or PGP 
 Contract agreed upon by prospect and SPCO 

o Notify Finance Manger of a pending annuity  
o Hard copy prospect info (communications & contracts) goes into their purple PG folder 

 Cash gift received 
o AVP: copies documentation and distributes to DC, DD and PGP 
o PGP or DD emails finance & DC that a check was received 
o Give copies of annuity proposal, application and agreement to Finance Manager 
o enter cash amount received into RE & PGPR 

 Type will be cash, stock/property (sold), or as applicable (not other) 
 RE: Enter Charitable Deduction in “Receipt Amount”  

 
Annuity Acknowledgement   
 
 DD or PGP will prepare written acknowledgment that will contain appropriate tax documentation for 

the gift deduction and outline annuity plan for patron 
o DD or PGP will prepare acknowledgement from President or Board Chair as necessary 

 Invite patron to SPCO open rehearsal or for a meeting to thank them in person (case by case basis) 
 
 

General RE info related to Planned Giving 
 

 Fund: will be whatever year the fund was received (endoXXXX) even if the original pledge was 20 
years before, such as in the case of a bequest.  The original bequest may have been made in 0102, but 
the cash wasn’t received until 0809.  In this case the fund would be endo0809 since that was the year 
in which the fund was received. 

 
 Type: RE types are dependent upon the planned gift type 

o Bequests notified: other 
o Bequest realized 

 cash, stock/property or as applicable  
o Annuities: enter Gross value cash, stock/property (sold) or as applicable  

 Charitable deduction value recorded in receipt amount 
o Charitable Remainder Trust: other 
o Pooled Income Fund: other 
o Held Outside: cash, pledge, or other as necessary 

 
 Campaign: A gift (any gift) gets a specific endowment title, such as endow3, if an only if the fund 

was brought in as a direct result of endowment efforts.  If we are in a campaign drive and a previously 
unknown $5,000 endowment bequest comes in, it must be marked as endoun rather than endow3 
because the funds were not specifically related to endow3 efforts.     

 
 Reference: must indicate the specific type of planned gift, i.e. bequest, annuity, charitable remainder 

trust 
 
 Appeal; should always be plngiv 

 
            

 

 Another major portion of the planned giving analysis project was to identify 

planned giving prospects.  Originally, I felt that the constituency groups that would 
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potentially be good planned giving prospects were: 1) current or past board members and 

governing members without planned gifts and 2) other individuals with a strong subscription 

history (i.e. were multis) and a total contribution history greater than or equal to $2,00030

The Planned Giving Company found that one of the most effective ways of creating a 

planned giving prospect list was to identify the loyals of your organization.  Loyals are those 

.   

I utilized RE to run a list that contained all current board, past board, and governing 

members and their planned giving history.  I then ran a second lists that contained multis 

with contribution histories.  I sorted the multi list data by total contribution and excluded 

individuals with planned gifts and/or lifetime contributions less than $2,000.  I merged the 

two lists together and had a master prospect list with about 200 names.  

After attending the Minnesota Council on Planned Giving (MCPG) annual conference 

in November, however, I realized that my initial methodology was faulty and the list was 

probably not as beneficial as I thought.  Attending the conference gave me a better 

understanding of how to identify viable planned giving prospects.  The most eye-opening 

lecture that I attended during the conference was given by Sam Caldwell, vice president for 

the Planned Giving Company.   

His presentation “The Old Gray Mare Ain’t What She Used to Be: The Revolution in 

Planned Giving Marketing” mostly discussed marketing techniques.  His company, however, 

has done a great deal of research about reasons why people give and how to target those 

individuals.  Throughout the presentation, he provided us with a great deal of useful and 

proven data.   

                                                 
30 Multis are individuals who have more than one subscription package.  For instance, they are Ordway 
subscribers and they also subscribe to a neighborhood series.  $2,000 was determined by Mr. Limbacher 
because he felt that it would help narrow the scope of the search while identifying individuals who already 
demonstrate a long-term commitment to the organization. 
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individuals who have given 15 times or more to the organization regardless of duration.  

They may, for example, have given once a year for fifteen years or they may have given 5 

times over three years.  His company found that after individuals have intentionally 

contributed 15 times, regardless of whether or not they have a subscription, they have crossed 

into the threshold of being loyals.  According to the Planned Giving Company’s research, 

loyals are 8-10 times more likely to make a planned gift and 91% of all loyals would be 

willing to participate in planned giving if it was presented or known to them.  This new 

information prompted me to create a list that targeted these attributes: individuals, regardless 

of subscription history, who have a lifetime contribution greater than or equal to 15 and who 

have given within the last five years.   

Another attribute of ideal planned giving prospects I learned while at the conference, 

contrary to popular belief, was that most planned giving participants do not engage in major 

giving during their lifetime.  They are more often than not the individuals who have given the 

same amount consistently over time.  For instance, at the SPCO, the average gift on the new 

planned giving prospect list, comprised of nearly 1,000 individuals, was only $50.   

Once I had the new prospect list, I created a presentation for the development staff 

that calculated the potential amount of unsecured planned gifts currently in the SPCO’s 

database, provided them with a projection of continued panned giving potential on a yearly 

basis, and provided them with almost 1,000 viable prospects.  I identified $4,299 million of 

unsecured planned giving opportunities within the SPCO’s current database and projected a 

potential growth of $2,271 million per year.       
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Figure 4.6: Uncultivated Planned Giving Analysis 
 

 

PG Summary:
# of individuals who have given 15 or more times & who
do not have a planned gift: 945

Loyals are 8 to 10 times more likely to make a planned gift &
91% of all loyals will be or would be willing to be involved
in planned giving (Sam Caldwell, VP of the PG Company) 860

If we assume a gift of $5,000 for each individuals:

Churn Effect:
# of new donors in FY08 1,997
Projected % of future loayals from each year 25%
# of potential new PG donors 499
Realistically: 91% of potential PG donors 454

If we assume a gift of $5,000 for each individual:

What this means:
*Currently we have $4,299 in potnetial PG that has not been secured.

*Of the 2,000 new donors we bring in each year, assuming that only 25%
of those donors will become loyals and thus potential PG participants,
we can expect a potential growth of $2,271 in PG each year.

4,299,750$             

Summary of uncultivated planned giving opportunties at
The Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra

2,271,588$             

 
 

 
 
 
Conclusions 
 

My work in planned giving enhanced my understanding of planned giving practices.  

It also allowed me to provide the SPCO with a comprehensive analysis of its planned giving 

program and a strategically identified list of planned giving prospects.   I analyzed data and 

created a presentation about the planned giving program at the SPCO for the development 
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committee, created and implemented a policy for processing planned gifts, and created a 

detailed list and analysis of planned giving prospects at the SPCO.   My analysis and data 

was utilized by the staff to help the board understand the current state of planned giving at 

the SPCO and allowed them to successfully lobby for a new planned giving position.   

From August through September of 2008, the management of the SPCO intended to 

initiate a more strategic planned giving program and to hire a new planned giving officer.  In 

October, however, the impact of the economic downturn was no stranger to the SPCO and 

the administration began developing strategies to overcoming the hardships they would be 

facing.  The SPCO anticipated the wake of this year’s economic downturn and acknowledged 

that the impact will be, perhaps, felt even more severely in the years to come.    

As a result, the management began forecasting for FY10 and FY11.  Although the 

administration received approval by the development committee to reinvest in the planned 

giving program, the administrative staff determined that in light of the economic difficulties 

ahead it was an improper time to move forward with the original strategy.  Thus, they 

decided not to hire a full-time planned giving officer.  

   The planned giving analysis that I did for the development team was well received 

and appreciated.  The director of development felt that it was a process that needed to be 

done, but in the past the SPCO simply did not have the manpower or time needed to devote 

to this task.  Both the development and financial staff were grateful to have an agreed upon 

and intentionally designed planned gift processing policy.   

 Planned giving was an area in which I spent a great amount of time during this 

fellowship. Prior to this opportunity my knowledge of planned giving was primarily with 

bequests and trusts.  I have a greater understanding of the possibilities available to 
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organizations and investors in the realm of planned giving. Through this project, I acquired 

understanding about different planned giving options, how planned giving functioned within 

an arts organization, and how to strategically identify viable planned giving prospects.      
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iii. Recognition Societies 
 
Objectives  
 
 Analyze and critique current giving society systems/models 
 Identify strengths & weaknesses of the current models utilized 
 Suggest ways to “streamline” so that the societies are more consistent and clear 

 
Methodology 
 

1. Identify and understand current societies 
2. Create a presentation about current situation and proposal for a new structure to bring 

to the final development retreat for critique and discussion among the development 
staff  

3. Once the new structure was agreed upon at the development retreat, create a final 
presentation for the development committee meeting in August. 

 
  

 In order to understand how the SPCO recognized individual giving and its giving 

societies, I met with the director of development and the assistant director of development for 

individual giving to discuss the process and societies.  I then went through the program books 

from the previous season to see how the recognition societies were presented.  It soon 

became clear that there were three main recognition categories for individual giving: 

traditional, multi-year, and musician sponsorship.  Each category had its own place in the 

program book, which, in total, occupied quite a lot of space; space notoriously valuable and 

agonized over in any organization.  Once I identified the three main categories, I analyzed 

each to better understand the similarities and differences among them.   

The traditional individual recognition societies are perhaps the most common method 

of donor recognition at any orchestra and most arts organizations.  They recognize individual 

contributions by year and are grouped together based on the amount contributed.  The 

contribution requirements for each tier differ from organization to organization and are 

typically based on the mean, mode, and range of gift sizes relative to the organization.  Each 
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tier usually has a special name such as silver, gold, or platinum that is the identifier for an 

individual’s gift range.  At the SPCO, the recognition tiers were named after past artistic 

directors: Sipe, Davies, Zukerman, Hogwood, and Wolff.      

Figure 4.7: Traditional Recognition Society Model   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Donation Range Name of Society 
$1,500-$2,499 Sipe (not in all programs) 
$2,500-$4,999 Davies (not in all programs) 
$5,000-$9,999 Zukerman  
$10,000-$24,999 Hogwood 
$25,000-$49,999 Wolff 

 
 With the traditional model, there is a great need to maintain contact with donors 

throughout the year so that when it comes time to ask for the next gift they are prepared to 

give.  This requires continued stewardship by the organization to help increase the 

relationship between the investor and organization.  A major weakness, as opposed to multi-

year commitments, is that organizations begin the fiscal year with fewer investor 

commitments and a greater mountain to climb in order to meet fundraising goals.   

 For instance, if the organization is able to secure multi-year gifts, they being the fiscal 

year with a percentage of gifts already secured, which will help alleviate some fundraising 

stress.  If your development goal is to raise $100,000, starting the fiscal year with $20,000 in 

secured pledges and a need to raise $80,000 is not as daunting as starting the fiscal year with 

$0 and needing to raise the entire $100,000.  Similarly, the traditional model has the potential 

to seem temporary, which does not foster a great sense of loyalty from the investor to the 

organization.  The commitment is only for one year and the investor can simply decide not to 

contribute the following year.   
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 A significant flaw that I identified in the SPCO’s traditional recognition society was 

the naming of the tiers.  The recognition tiers were named after past artistic directors, which 

suggested adherence to an artistic model no longer in use at the SPCO.  Similarly 

incongruent was calling the recognition societies the “conductor’s circle”.  They needed to 

create new names for the recognition society and tiers that were in alignment with the artistic 

practices of the SPCO.       

Multi-year commitments are individual contribution pledges that span a period of 

time.  The multi-year contribution strategy was implemented in the 2006-07 season as a 

buildup to the SPCO’s 50th anniversary season, the 2008-09 season.  Contribution 

commitments often span between three to five years.  The investor agrees to contribute X 

amount of dollars each year for a total contribution of Y.  For instance, an investor will sign a 

pledge form stating that they will pay a total of $30,000 to the SPCO in three installments of 

$10,000 per year.   

The development team soon realized that the multi-year contribution strategy was a 

viable way to secure gifts prior to the beginning of a fiscal year.  Thus, they have decided to 

continue developing strategies to make the multi-year commitment a common contribution 

practice for investors, not just an episodic occurrence around an event.  Multi-year 

commitments guarantee that the organization will start a new fiscal year with a solid base.  

This is a benefit of the multi-year strategy that you do not get with the traditional model.    

A drawback of the multi-year contribution strategy is the potential for the 

organization to neglect stewardship of investors once the pledge is secured.  Stewardship of 

an investor is the process of maintaining contact and serving their needs in a respectful and 

dutiful way throughout the year.  Stewardship of multi-year commitment individuals may 
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unintentionally decrease once the pledge is secured.  This may result in the investor feeling 

as if they are no longer a priority to the organization.   

Unintentional stewardship neglect can happen simply because of the sheer volume of 

work the development team has and the need to make priority choices.  Unfortunately, 

however, stewardship neglect may ultimately result in the individual pulling funding from 

the organization once the initial commitment has been satisfied.  It is the responsibility of the 

development staff to monitor stewardship progress throughout the year so that an investor’s 

commitment to the organization is not compromised.    

Conversely, multi-year commitments have the potential to increase patron investment 

in the health of the organization.  If an individual commits funds for future years, they are 

indicating, whether consciously or subconsciously, that they have an interest in seeing the 

organization thrive over time.  This is a good indicator that they have become more invested 

in the long-term health of the organization than, say, a one-time contributor.           

The argument could be made that if the individual is willing to commit a major gift, 

then they are already invested in the organization.  However, although the initial motivation 

for the multi-year strategy was to secure major gifts, the development team is currently 

securing multi-year gifts from its telefunding constituency.  This group is engaging in multi-

year pledges as low as $50 a year for a total of $150 over three years.  Securing lower dollar, 

multi-year gifts fosters investment behavior and the habit of giving to the SPCO over time.  

This is part of the SPCO’s strategy to create a culture of giving.  The development team is 

currently working with the marketing department to find a way to recognize these donors as 

well.        
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Figure 4.8: Multi-Year Model Recognition Tiers  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Donation Range 
$10,000-$14,999 
$15,000-$29,999 
$30,000-$49,999 
$50,000-$99,999 
$100,000 + 

 
In the multi-year model, investors are recognized based on the total pledged amount 

rather than the amount that they are giving each year.  For example, if the investor has 

pledged a total of $100,000 over three years, they will be listed in the $100,000+ tier even 

though they are giving roughly $33,000 each year.  This is done because the SPCO wants to 

highlight multi-year major giving in hopes of enticing other to participate.   

 There are many investors in the SPCO who consistently give major contributions in 

amounts upwards of $10,000 per year.  They are expected to give that amount each year and 

rarely falter.  In this case it is easy to see that they are well invested in the organization.  By 

highlighting the total contribution amount of the multi-year contribution, the SPCO is 

enticing these individuals to sign a pledge form for contributions they will most likely be 

making anyway.  By signing the pledge form, the individual will then be highlighted in the 

program book in a category that is perceived as prestigious.  The SPCO, in turn, will have 

secured contributions they were most likely going to receive anyway.         

During my review of the multi-year recognition societies, I realized that there was not 

a unique overarching name for this group nor did they have names for each tier.  This group 

was simply called “multi-year” in the program book.  While accurately descriptive of these 

individuals, it does not stand out or instill desire in others to participate.    
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I suggested that an overarching name be created, but felt that a special name for each 

donation tier was unnecessary.  Investors will be recognized in both the multi-year 

contribution section and in the traditional model based on their individual contribution 

amount.  For instance, investors giving $100,000 over three years will be listed in the 

traditional society tier encompassing the $33,000 yearly contribution as well as the $100,000 

level of the multi-year commitment section. 

The development team concluded that recognizing individuals in two locations would 

be the most appropriate practice.  They wanted to keep the traditional and multi-year 

contributions in separate locations in the program book.  They rationalized that in order to 

continue promoting the multi-year contribution, it was important to keep the section 

separated and highlighted in hopes of drawing others to engage in the practice.  There may be 

a time in the future when most people have switched to a multi-year practice, but currently 

the yearly, traditional practice is prominent.   

The last recognition society evaluated was the musician sponsorship program.  

Although officially an opt-in program, it did receive a special recognition location in the 

program book.  The musician sponsorship program offers investors the opportunity to 

sponsor a musician or artistic partner for the current season depending on their previous 

season’s total contribution amount31

During the sponsorship period, the musicians and sponsors meet as schedules permit.  

It is the responsibility of the development staff to help facilitate these meetings.  

.  The program is designed to help investors and 

musicians develop lasting personal relationships.  The hope is that these relationships will, in 

turn, foster greater commitment from the investor in the organization.   

                                                 
31 The musician sponsorship assignments are created at the beginning of the season.  Therefore, the SPCO relies 
on the immediate past season’s total contribution amount in order to determine the level of sponsorship 
eligibility for the current season. 
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Coordinating the musician sponsorship program was one of my initial responsibilities when I 

got the SPCO, and is discussed in further detail in section 6 of this chapter.   

One weakness of the musician sponsorship program is that the staff coordinates only 

one meeting among the sponsors and musicians, the Open Rehearsal.  If either is unable to 

come to attend and are unable to coordinate an alternative meeting, the sponsor may feel that 

there is no benefit to the sponsorship.  The development staff does, however, also notify the 

musicians and the sponsors that they would be happy to help arrange alternative meeting 

times if either is unable to attend.         

Figure 4.9: Musician Sponsorship Program  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Donation Range Name of Sponsorship Eligibility 
$5,000 + Artistic Partner 
$10,000 + Musician Sponsor 
$20,000+ Principal Musician Sponsor 
$25,000+ Guest Artist Sponsor  

 
Overall, the musician sponsorship recognition society is in alignment with the 

SPCO’s artistic philosophy of putting SPCO resources, the orchestra and musicians, as the 

focus.  Meeting and supporting them is the incentive for contributing major gifts.  The main 

problem with the musician sponsorship program was, actually, the amount of space the 

listing took up in the program book.  Every person listed in the musician sponsorship 

program would also be listed in the traditional society section and, in some cases, in the 

multi-year contribution section.  It seemed that there might be a way to consolidate the 

societies to utilize space more efficiently.       
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Once I had a better understanding of each recognition society, I created a master chart 

to identify their essential characteristics and to create a single-view representation of the 

recognition societies at the SPCO: 

Figure 4.10: Recognition Societies at the SPCO 
 

     Donation Range  Society Name 
Recognition Location in 
Program Book 

     From   To      
1 Traditional  $       1,500.00   $  2,499.00  **Sipe Not Always in Program 
   "Conductors Circle"   $       2,500.00   $  4,999.00  Davies Not Always in Program 
     $       5,000.00   $  9,999.00  *Zukerman Always Listed 
     $     10,000.00   $24,999.00  *Hogwood Always Listed 
     $     25,000.00   $49,999.00  *Wolff Always Listed 
     $     50,000.00   $99,999.00  *50th Anniversary (NEW) Always Listed 
            
2 Multi-Year  $     10,000.00   $14,999.00    3-Year & Davies 
     $     15,000.00   $29,999.00    3-Year & Zukerman 
     $     30,000.00   $49,999.00    3-Year & Hogwood 
     $     50,000.00   $99,999.00    3-Year & Wolff 
     $1,000,000.00   (+)    3-Year & 50th Ann. 
            
3 Artists & Musician  $       5,000.00   (+)  Artistic Partner Zukerman--50th 
  Sponsorship  $     10,000.00   (+)  Musician Sponsor Zukerman--50th 
     $     20,000.00   (+)  Principal Musician Sponsor Zukerman--50th 
     $     25,000.00   (+)  Guest Artist Sponsor Zukerman--50th 
            
  *Indicates fulfillment of financial requirement to Sponsor an Artist or Musician   
  **Has been dropped to $1,000 for the 0809 Season     

 
 By creating this chart and looking at the program books carefully, it became clear that 

there were many places where overlapping in recognition occurred.  Some individuals were 

listed in as many as three separate places in the program book.  

For the final development retreat, I created a presentation that outlined each 

recognition society and identified the areas that needed to be addressed: developing new 

names for the traditional tiers, creating an overarching name for the multi-year pledges and 

traditional recognition societies, and finding a way to consolidate the societies in the program 

book to free up valuable space (appendix G).  After the presentation, we discussed different 

ways in which we could modify the current names in order to better reflect the SPCO’s 

sensibilities.  The discussion of the current society names, possible new names, and the 

artistic philosophy of the SPCO, is soon became clear that we already had the “new” society 
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names that best reflected the sensibilities of the SPCO.  They were the tier names from the 

musician sponsorship program.    

We felt that it would make sense and be a better represent the SPCO’s philosophies if 

we used the names from the musician sponsorship society as the names for the traditional 

recognition society tiers.  This proposal came after extensive discussion about the musician 

sponsorship program and how it would be integrated if we chose to use the musician 

sponsorship names for the traditional tier names.  The development staff felt that reconciling 

the musician sponsorship program with the traditional recognition society was something that 

could be done.   

In the traditional model, each tier would be some type of musician or ensemble name 

depending on their individual yearly contribution.  Those who qualified to sponsor a 

musician, however, would still have the opportunity to participate in the functions of the old 

musician sponsorship program, such as sponsoring a musician for the season and having the 

opportunity to meet personally with them if they chose to do so.  For identification in the 

program book (since the musician sponsorship program would no longer exist in a separate 

location) individuals participating in the sponsorship would be indicated with a symbol.   

Together, the department also developed new overarching names for the traditional 

society, Leadership Investors, and for the multi-year society, Sustaining Investors.  When 

changing the societies, the development staff had to reconcile merging the traditional society 

with the musician sponsorship program.  This resulted in altering some of the musician 

sponsorship structure slightly.   

For example, in the original musician sponsorship program structure, the guest artist 

was positioned as the top tier, i.e. it took the largest contributions in order to sponsor a gust 
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artist.  The discussion reviled that this was perhaps contrary to the SPCO’s philosophy that 

sought to elevate the orchestra and SPCO musicians.  Unintentionally, the SPCO was 

passively telling people that guest artists are still “more valuable” than SPCO musicians. To 

correct this subliminal message, it was logical to rearrange the tiers to better reflect the 

SPCO’s philosophy: the chamber orchestra, musicians, artistic partners, and then guest 

artists.   

Figure 4.11: Proposed Recognition Society Changes 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Changing “Conductor’s Circle” to Leadership Investors 
  Adding a special name to the multi-year pledges: Sustaining Investors 

 

     Donation Range   Current Society Name  New Society Name 
     From   To      
1 Leadership Investors  $       1,000.00   $  2,499.00  Sipe Ensemble Sponsor 
  *Conductor's Circle  $       2,500.00   $  4,999.00  Davies Guest Artist Sponsor 
     $       5,000.00   $  9,999.00  Zukerman Artistic Partner Sponsor 
     $     10,000.00   $24,999.00  Hogwood Musician Sponsor 
     $     25,000.00   $49,999.00  Wolff Principle Musician Sponsor 
     $     50,000.00   $99,999.00  New Chamber Orchestra Benefactor 
            
2 Sustaining Investors  $     10,000.00   $14,999.00      
  *No Name  $     15,000.00   $29,999.00      
     $     30,000.00   $49,999.00      
     $     50,000.00   $99,999.00      
  *Getting rid of the sponsorship programs as a separate entity    
3 Artists & Musician  $       5,000.00   (+)    Artistic Partner 
  Sponsorship  $     10,000.00   (+)    Musician Sponsor 
     $     20,000.00   (+)    Principal Musician Sponsor 
     $     25,000.00   (+)    Guest Artist Sponsor 

 
After the development department’s discussion of the recognition societies, I created 

a PowerPoint presentation for aforementioned development committee meeting in August 

(appendix H).  Over all, the recommended changes were approved by the development 

committee and will take effect in late FY09 or early FY10.  While minor adjustments will 

occur, such as should we use “sponsor” or “society”, the overall recommended changes will 

be made.    
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Conclusions 

 The outcome of the project was changing the SPCO’s recognition societies to better 

reflect the organization’s artistic practices and philosophies.  During the final development 

retreat, new names for the traditional tiers and overarching names for the traditional and 

multi-year societies were created.  The suggestions were accepted and approved by the 

development committee and will be implemented in the latter half of the 2008-09 season.   

Both the development staff and the development committee appreciated this work.  

The marketing department had expressed interest in finding a way to consolidate space in the 

program book.  By combining the musician sponsorship program with the tradition tiers, the 

space formerly occupied by the musician sponsorship program, a little more than a quarter of 

a page, would be available for alternative use.  Similarly, the development team and the 

board were grateful to have traditional tier names that better reflected the SPCO.        

 When I presented the information about how the current traditional recognition 

society names suggested adherence to an artistic model no longer in use at the SPCO, the 

development staff and committee mentioned to me that they had never thought about it that 

way before.  For many of the staff and board members, the traditional tiers had always been 

named after music directors.  It was an accepted practice and it had not been brought to the 

SPCO’s attention until my analysis. 

 This project granted me the opportunity to contemplate how an organization 

recognizes its investors and the importance of semantics.  Organizations must be strategic 

and intentional about how they present themselves to the community they rely on for support.  

Communication inconsistencies can create perplexity or distrust in the investor toward the 
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organization.  By honoring our investors in a traditional model that adheres to a practice no 

longer in use at the SPCO, the organization was sending mixed messages to its investors.   

 The SPCO actively and intentionally promotes its orchestra, musicians, and music as 

the identity of the organization, but in recognition practices they were promoting conductors.  

While relatively minor, this inconsistency, despite the organization’s educational efforts, can 

cause confusion.  It can cause some to view the organization as simply another orchestra with 

a conductor as the leader, no different from any other in the country. 

 It is the responsibility of the organization’s administrative staff to identify 

inconsistencies and implement appropriate strategies to reconcile them.  Many arts 

administrators work in overdrive.   They are so very busy with not enough time to devote to 

everything they would like to resolve.  Many arts organizations are simply understaffed for 

the amount of work demanded of them.   
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iv. Vote Yes! Campaign 

 
Objectives  
 
 Organize the fundraising strategy for the SPCO’s efforts to the Vote Yes! campaign 

 
Methodology 
 

1. Identify individuals to be solicited 
2. Compose and organize the solicitation letter from the board chair to the prospects 
3. Provide the board chair, Mr. Limbacher, and Ms. Gienapp with follow-up call lists 
4. Track campaign progress 

 
 

Vote Yes! is a non-profit, 501c4, campaign to support the clean water, land, and 

legacy amendment to the Minnesota constitution article XI “Appropriations and Finances” 32

Passing this amendment would potentially double or triple the resources available to 

qualifying organizations.  For example, the SPCO’s state funding would increase from 

$275,000 to between $550,000 and $800,000 annually.  The amendment will increase sales 

tax rates by 3/8ths of 1%, an increase of .375% or 3 cents of every qualifying $10.  This 

increase will be effective from July 9, 2009 through June 30, 2034, a total of 25 years, and 

will cost the average Minnesota family less than $.15 a day and about $1 a week.  The money 

raised will be annually divided among four constituency groups: 33% (≈$100 million) for the 

.  

The amendment, which was voted upon and approved on November 4, 2008, is designed to 

generate approximately $300 million annually for the protection, enhancement, and 

restoration of Minnesota’s environmental and cultural heritage.  The money raised will be 

used to supplement current state funding and is not allowed to be used as a substitute.   

                                                 
32 A 501c4 is the IRS code for a non-profit organization typically involved in lobbying or a political campaign.  
These organizations are non-profit and tax exempt, similar to the more familiar 501c3, but donations to a 501c4 
are not tax deductible because of their political emphasis.  For more information please visit the IRS website 
devoted to charities and non-profit organizations:  http://www.irs.gov/charities/index.html.  

http://www.irs.gov/charities/index.html�
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Clean Water fund, 33% (≈$100 million) for the Outdoor Heritage Fund, 19.75% (≈$59 

million) for the Cultural Heritage Fund, and 14.25% (≈$43 million) for the Parks and Trails 

Fund. 

In March of 2008, development and executive leaders from local arts and 

environmental organizations gathered to discuss fundraising for Vote Yes!  During this 

meeting, it was determined that $5 million would be needed to run a successful campaign.  

Environmental organizations agreed to raise $3 million while cultural organizations agreed to 

raise $2 million.  The SPCO hypothesized that they would be able to raise $100,000 of the $2 

million need.  In July, the cultural development and executive leaders gathered once again to 

assess the campaign’s success.   

Initially many organizations believed that they would be able to received large 

donations, between $25,000 and $50,000, from a select group of individuals, but that soon 

proved unfruitful.  We found that many individuals were interested in the campaign, but they 

were not willing to contribute at a significant level.  Rather, they chose to contribute in 

amounts between $1,000 and $5,000.  During this meeting, organizations agreed to an 

alternate fundraising strategy to solicit smaller contributions from more individuals.   

Mr. Limbacher determined that I would organize and implement the revised 

campaign strategy in light of the meeting.  Through careful consideration, we established a 

new SPCO goal of $75,000, determined that the board would be our primary solicitation 

group, and asked for contributions between $500 and $5,000.  To do this, we enlisted the 

help of the boar Chair, Erwin Kelen, to facilitate peer-to-peer asks.   

Two main issues that governed our revised strategy were time and resources.  There 

was a great need to get the money raised quickly.  As the campaign approached the 
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November 4th election, the cost of running a campaign increased.  The closer to the voting 

date, the more costly advertising and marketing became.  The concern with resources was 

that we would be targeting our board for contributions.  We postulated that even though the 

contributions were not going to SPCO, board members would perceive the request as simply 

another solicitation from the SPCO since the solicitors were affiliated with the SPCO.     

Ms. Gienapp and I compiled a list of all board members and determined a specific ask 

amount based on their contribution potential and knowledge about the individual.  The list 

and ask amounts were then approved by Mr. Limbacher.  I composed a letter that would be 

sent out by Erwin Kelen, board chair, to all the board members.  The letter included 

information about the campaign, how SPCO was involved, and a specific ask amount for the 

board member addressed.   

Once the letter was approved by Mr. Kelen, we printed copies on letterhead, 

couriered them to Mr. Kelen’s office for his signature, and mailed them out with a business 

reply envelope. 

Figure 4.12: Vote Yes! Letter to Board 
 

 
July 22, 2008 
 
  
Dear <<Name>>,  
 
I am writing on behalf of The Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra, as well as all arts and environmental 
organizations in the state of Minnesota, to ask for your support of Vote Yes!, a major campaign to pass an 
artistic and environmentally focused constitutional amendment on November 4, 2008.  If approved, the 
amendment will generate $300 million annually for clean water, wildlife habitat, and arts and cultural 
heritage over a 25 year period.  It is an unprecedented opportunity not likely to reoccur. 
 
For arts groups, it denotes a doubling or even tripling of financial support from the Minnesota State Arts 
Board.  The Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra’s state funding, for example, could increase from the $279,000 
it currently receives to between $557,000 and $837,000 annually.  
 
Major Minnesota arts and environmental organizations have united and determined that it will be necessary 
to raise $5.5 million to implement an effective campaign.  The arts community has agreed to raise $2 
million of the $5.5 million needed.  The SPCO has set an organizational goal to raise $75,000 toward the 
$2 million and are asking Board members to consider making a contribution in the $500-$5,000 range.     
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Miriam and I have already contributed and are asking you to join us and consider making a contribution of 
$ on behalf of The Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra.  It is imperative that the funds be raised quickly in order 
to ensure a successful and cost efficient campaign.  The closer we get to the election date, the more costly 
advertisements become. 
 
Checks should be made payable to Vote Yes! MN and mailed to the SPCO at the address listed below. 
Please note that contributions to the Vote Yes! Campaign are not tax deductible.  If you have any questions 
regarding the ballot initiative, please feel free to visit the Vote Yes! website at: http://www.yesformn.org or 
e-mail ballot questions to Peggy and Ralph Burnet, Co-chairs of Vote Yes! at: ppburnet@usinternet.com.     
 
Thank you so much for your unwavering support of The Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra and consideration 
of this request.  
 
Best regards, 
  
Erwin A. Kelen  
Chairman, Board of Directors 
The Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra 
 

 
<<Insert Michelle Bair Address Info>> 
 

 
About a week after the letters went out the master list was divided into three call lists 

for Mr. Kelen, Mr. Limbacher, and Ms. Gienapp.  Each party was responsible for doing a 

follow-up call and/or e-mail to the individual who was solicited.   

 

Conclusions 

 This project taught me the difficulties of solicitor perception when raising money for 

other organizations, how to work with a political agency within the bounds of legal restraints, 

and the importance of maintaining a healthy, not exclusive reliance on government funding.  

The majority of contributions came in after the follow-up calls were made.  There were a 

number of individuals who gave, some who declined, but overall the amount per gift was 

lower than anticipated.   

 We believe that lower participation and contribution amounts were due to the solicitor 

and, to some extent, the Vote Yes! organization.  Many of the non-arts groups involved in this 
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campaign, such as the water conservationists and hunting organizations, thought arts 

organizations would be able to raise a large portion of the money needed.  This thought 

existed for a few reasons: 1) because on a yearly basis arts organizations have some of the 

most sophisticated development practices and successful fundraising campaigns and 2) arts 

organizations are often dealing with a more sophisticated type of donor with the capacity to 

make significant gifts.  In reality, however, the arts organizations were faced with the task of 

coming to investors with another fundraising campaign.  

  In contrast to many non-arts organizations, arts organizations are typically involved 

with two to three major fundraising campaigns at a time, all relying on its investor base for 

support.  In this instance, even though the SPCO was soliciting its investor base on behalf of 

the Vote Yes! campaign, the solicitor was still the SPCO.  Regardless of where the money 

was going, to the investor, it seemed as if it were another SPCO campaign in addition to the 

annual fund, endowment, special, and capital campaigns.   

 Compounding this situation was the 501c4 status of the Vote Yes! campaign and tax 

regulations.  For most all donors a motivating factor to give a substantial gift is, in union with 

their desire to support a cause in which they believe, is the benefit of a charitable tax 

deduction.  Since Vote Yes!  was a lobbying political agency, contributions to the 

organization were not tax deductible.  Individuals supporting the campaign had to make the 

decision to donate without benefit to them.  This is one of the main reasons why the 

contribution size may have been smaller than anticipated.   

 Although there was some difficulty in securing the funding that we initially sought, 

on November 4, 2008 the amendment passed and was adopted into Minnesota’s Constitution.  

The amendment contains specific language about how the funding will supplement, not 
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supplant current state funding, “…The money dedicated under this section [of the 

constitution] shall be appropriated by law. The dedicated money under this section must 

supplement traditional sources of funding for these purposes and may not be used as a 

substitute33

When I left the SPCO in December, however, there was concern expressed 

throughout the arts community that in light of the economic downfall and $4.8 billion deficit 

facing the state, creative measures might be taken to reduce the current state’s allocation of 

over $5.9 million

.”   

34

 The possibility of reduced state funding for FY10 and FY11 was a factor considered 

when the SPCO administration decided to begin the forecasting process.  While the SPCO 

does rely on government support to an extent, almost 90% of its revenue comes from other 

sources.  This is not the case in many organizations.  This balance between government and 

alternative revenue sources, such as individual contributions or foundation support, allowed 

the SPCO to be relatively minimally affected by a possible reduction in state support.  

.  With the knowledge that a large portion of the money will eventually 

return once amendment funds become available, this is a possibility.  It would be 

unconstitutional to change the designated beneficiary of this amendment, but it is possible 

that other creative measures could be taken to alter the state’s regular funding.   

                                                 
33 Minnesota State Legislature. “Minnesota State Constitution, Article XI Section 15.” State of Minnesota,  
http://www.house.leg.state.mn.us/cco/rules/mncon/Article11.htm (accessed January 26, 2009). 
34 Minnesota State Legislature.  “2010-11 Biennial Budget, Arts Board: Agency Profile.”  State of Minnesota,  
http://www.mmb.state.mn.us/doc/budget/profiles/arts.pdf: 1 (accessed October 7, 2008).    
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v. The Acknowledgement Process 

 
Objective 
 
 Evaluate the current system and suggest ways of improving and utilizing email 

 
Methodology 
 

1. Understand the current acknowledgement process 
2. Identify institutional concerns regarding the acknowledgement process 
3. Identify ways in which to utilize email in the acknowledgement process 
4. Update the acknowledgement table to reflect the desired changes in the 

acknowledgement process.   
 

  

 The acknowledgement process is the procedure by which the development and 

administrative staff recognizes an investor’s contribution.  Many arts organizations have the 

ability to recognize investors in many ways.  The most common acknowledgement practice, 

at any organization, is through a letter or note of appreciation coupled with the tax 

documentation.   

A unique acknowledgement possibility for performing arts groups, however, is the 

use of program materials as a means for recognition.  Most organizations list its investors in 

recognition societies in the program book.  And with increased use of the internet as a means 

for communication, many arts organizations have taken to keeping acknowledgment pages 

on its website.          

Determining how the organization is going to recognize contributions is an essential 

component of investor stewardship.  In order to maintain high standards of immediate and 

efficient acknowledgments, it is important for the organization to have a well defined and 

institutionally implemented acknowledgment process.  Without a strategically planned 

acknowledgment process in place, the organization risks unintentionally alienating an 
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investor by failing to recognize their gift in a meaningful and timely manner.  Often, a 

personalized and immediate gift acknowledgement is more important to the investor than a 

listing in the program book or their name on a recognition plaque35

 Figure 4.13: Original SPCO Acknowledgement Chart 
 

.   

The SPCO development department did have an acknowledgement process in place, 

but Mr. Limbacher and Ms. Gienapp felt it needed be reevaluated, updated, and reintroduced 

to the department.  The development department’s hope was to find a way to utilize such 

applications as email to provide more immediate acknowledgements to investors.   

How much From whom For what Prepared By Signer Notes
less than $250 Individuals Annual Fund Data Coordinator NA Receipt

$250-$1499 Individuals Annual Fund Indi Gifts Mgr Theresa
$250-$1499 Past Board Annual Fund Indi Gifts Mgr Theresa

$1500+ Non-Board Individuals Annual Fund Ass't Dir-Indi Gifts Theresa some exceptions to Jon
$1500+ Past Board Annual Fund Ass't Dir-Indi Gifts Theresa some exceptions to Jon

Any Amount Board Annual Fund Ass't Dir-Indi Gifts Theresa some exceptions to Jon
$1-$1499 Corporations Annual Fund Corp Relations Theresa
$1500+ Corporations Annual Fund Corp Relations Theresa

Any Amount Foundations Annual Fund Grants Assoc Jon
Any Amount Corp Fdn Annual Fund Grants Assoc Jon
Any Amount Corp Matching Gifts Annual Fund Data Coordinator Becky once per year
Any Amount Individuals Donate the Difference Data Coordinator NA Receipt
Any Amount Individuals Planned Gifts Ass't to VP/COO Theresa some exceptions to Jon
Any Amount Individuals Honor/Memorial Gitfs Data Coordinator NA Card
Any Amount Indi or Indi Fdns Advancement Ass't to VP/COO Jon
Any Amount Corp or non-Indi Fdn Advancement Grants Assoc Jon (through grants)
Any Amount Indi or Indi Fdns Endowment Ass't to VP/COO Jon
Any Amount Corp or non-Indi Fdn Endowment Grants Assoc Jon (through grants)
Any Amount Indi or Indi Fdns Capital Ass't to VP/COO Jon
Any Amount Corp or non-Indi Fdn Capital Grants Assoc Jon (through grants)
Any Amount Corp or non-Indi Fdn CONNECT Grants Assoc Jon (through grants)

Gift Acknowledgement

 
 
 This acknowledgement chart was updated after Mr.  Coppock announced his 

retirement as SPCO president in July, 2008.  This is why the president, a key individual in 

the acknowledgement process, is not listed on this acknowledgement chart.  Once Sara 

Lutman, however, took over as the president in November, the acknowledgement chart was 

updated once again to reflect her participation in the process.   

                                                 
35 Kathleen Hansen,  “In Their Own Words: Three Philanthropists Teach Us About Planned Giving” (notes on a 
presentation at the Annual Conference of the Minnesota Council on Planned Giving, Saint Paul, MN, 
November, 2008.) 
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In order to gain a more complete understanding of the acknowledgement process, I 

reviewed the acknowledgement chart and met with Ms. Gienapp and with Mr. Limbacher to 

discuss what mortifications they were hoping to see.  Through my discussions with the 

development department, it became clear that they wanted to increase and define a systematic 

method for utilizing email in the acknowledgment process, establish processes for utilizing 

the board chair and the development committee chair, create a turnaround timetable, and 

make the acknowledgment process as efficient, clear, and practical as possible. 

 I provided the development staff with a presentation that outlined the current 

acknowledgement practices at the SPCO.  Guided by this presentation, we discussed the pros 

and cons of the current systems and contemplated problems that may arise from 

implementing new, more “modern” methods of acknowledging a gift, such as potential 

investor dissatisfaction of getting an email instead of a written letter.  We also critiqued the 

appropriateness of current processes and sought to find areas where we responsibilities could 

be consolidated.   

In true SPCO fashion, all changes and strategies created came about through cohesive 

department discussion.  Once we felt that all changes and processes were reasonable and 

appropriate, I created a final presentation for internal use (appendix J).  The final approval of 

the acknowledgement process changes came from the director of development and the vice 

president and chief operating officer.       

 Increasing the use of email was accomplished in two main ways: emailing an 

acknowledgement when a board, governing member, or major gift is received and by 

utilizing the email receipt feature in Raiser’s Edge.  The vice president and chief operating 

officer or director of development and the board chair, development committee chair, or 
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president, as appropriate, will email an acknowledgement when a board member or major 

gift is received.  This will provide the individual with immediate recognition for their gift.  

The data coordinator, Beck Ten Brink, is currently taking Raiser’s Edge training courses to 

better understand Raiser’s Edge, which will give her the ability to start using the email 

receipts.     

 One of the main purposes of this project was to streamline the acknowledgement 

process as much as possible.  In the original acknowledgement process capital, endowment, 

and advancement gifts were being acknowledged in two places: individual contribution 

acknowledgements were handled by the assistant to the vice president and chief operating 

officer, Anne Murphy, and corporate contribution acknowledgements were handled by the 

grants manager, Becky Klein.  Through departmental discussion we concluded that it was 

more logical to consolidate these responsibilities.  They are now both handled by the 

assistant to the vice president and chief operating officer.   

 By creating and including the time frame turnaround information in the master 

acknowledgement chart, the development department will be better informed of the 

procedures that need to take place as well as the urgency of action that should be present.  

The time frame turnaround is the time it should take from receipt of a gift to when the 

individual should receive an acknowledgement and/or when the development staff member 

will send out the physical acknowledgement, including the necessary tax documents, as is the 

case for the data coordinator and the individuals giving less than $250.   

 Depending on the time of year, the SPCO receives hundreds of individual gifts under 

$250 and it would not be an efficient use of the data coordinator’s time to try to get out 

acknowledgements and tax information to those individuals on a daily basis.  Conversely, it 
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is extremely prudent and important to acknowledge your higher end and board investors as 

soon as the contribution is made.  These are typically the individuals who are personally and 

financially invested in the organization and have the means to make significant gifts to the 

SPCO in the future.  An immediate acknowledgement gives the investor the reward they 

desire to feel good about making the contribution.             

Figure 4.14: Modified Acknowledgement Chart 
 

Email Strategy

How much From whom For what Prepared By Signer Time frame
less than $250 Individuals Annual Fund Data Coordinator NA/Receipt Every 2 weeks Receipt
$250-$1499 Individuals Annual Fund Indi Gifts Mngr DD Every week
$250-$1499 Past Board Annual Fund Indi Gifts Mngr DD Every week
$1500-$4,999 Non-Board Indi Annual Fund Ass't Dir-Indi Gifts DD Day of/ w/in 24hrs DD, dev committee chair when 

appropriate (vulnerable gifts, 
exceptional increase, new member)

$5,000+ Non-Board Indi Annual Fund Ass't Dir-Indi Gifts Pres Day of/ w/in 24hrs VP & COO and/or dev committee chair 
when appropriate

Any Amount Board Annual Fund Ass't Dir-Indi Gifts Pres Day of/ w/in 24hrs VP & COO, dev committee chair, 
and/or board chair when appropriate

$1-$4,999 Corporations Annual Fund Corp Relations DD Every week
$5,000+ Corporations Annual Fund Corp Relations Pres Day of/ w/in 24hrs
Any Amount Foundations Annual Fund Grants Assoc Pres within the week
$1-$4,999 Corp Fdn Annual Fund Grants Assoc DD within the week
$5,000+ Corp Fdn Annual Fund Grants Assoc Pres within the week
Any Amount Individuals Donate the Difference Indi Gifts Mngr N/A Every 2 weeks
Any Amount Individuals Planned Gifts Ass't to VP/COO Pres Day of/ w/in 24hrs VP & COO when appropriate
Any Amount Individuals Memorials/Honors Data Coordinator N/A (Card) Day of/ w/in 24hrs Card
Any Amount Any (indi or Corp) Advancement Ass't to VP/COO Pres Day of/ w/in 24hrs VP & COO when appropriate
Any Amount Any (indi or Corp) Endowment Ass't to VP/COO Pres Day of/ w/in 24hrs VP & COO to write personal thank you 

note; email from board chair when 
appropriate

Any Amount Any (indi or Corp) Capital Ass't to VP/COO Pres Day of/ w/in 24hrs
Any Amount Corp or non-indi Fdn CONNECT Indi Gifts Mngr DD Day of/ w/in 24hrs

Key:
Pres: President
VP & COO: Vice President and Chief Operating Officer
Ass't to VP/COO: Assistant to the Vice President and Chief Operating Officer
DD: Director of Development
Ass't Dir-indi Gifts: Assistant Director of Development, Individual Giving
Indi Gifts Mngr: Individual Gifts Manager
Corp Relations: Corporate Relations Manager
Grants Assoc: Grants Associate

Gift Acknowledgement

SPCO Gift Acknowledgements

 
 
 

Conclusions 

The outcome of this project was providing the development staff with an updated 

acknowledgment chart and gained insight into the necessity and processes of 

acknowledgments.  Once the chart was completed, I presented it to the development staff 
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during a staff meeting.  The development staff members were grateful to have the 

opportunity to discuss the acknowledgement process in depth.   

In every organization, there are practices occurring that many members of the 

department may not aware.  This is not the fault of the staff or administration.  It is simply a 

product of being engrossed in individual responsibilities.  Even though the acknowledgement 

process may not directly affect every team member, it is valuable to have a staff-wide 

conversation about who does what and how.  This helps to not only familiarize everyone with 

organizational practices, but it is also a wonderful professional development opportunity for 

the staff.  The staff was greatly appreciative that I took the time to work through 

implementing and recording the acknowledgement process, but also that Ms. Gienapp and I 

shared our methodology and results with them.         
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vi. Musician Sponsorship Program 
 
Objective 
 
 Implement the musician sponsorship program for the 2008-09 season 

 
Methodology 
 

1. Identify investors who qualify to become musician sponsors 
2. Coordinate the sponsorship of musicians 
3. Plan and coordinate the open rehearsal 

 
 

The musician sponsorship program was implemented during the 2003-04 season as a 

way to increase the relationships between investors and musicians.  Helping to build these 

personal relationships enhances the investor’s relationship with the organization.  In order to 

participate in the program, an investor must have a subscription for the current season and 

must have given at a certain level during the previous season.  The donation range and 

subsequent sponsorship ability is broken down as follows:  

Figure 4.15: Musician Sponsorship Donation Range and Sponsorship Level 
 

 

Donation Range Sponsorship Level 
$  5,000 + Artistic Partner 
$10,000 + Musician Sponsor 
$20,000 + Principal Musician Sponsor 
$25,000 + Guest Artist Sponsor 

 
For instance, if at the beginning of the 2008-09 season an investor has a subscription 

and cumulative donation of $10,000 for the previous 2007-08 season, then he will be sent a 

letter with an offer to become a musician or artistic partner sponsor.  Investors are not 

required to sponsor based on the highest donation level, they are simply given more options 

as to which musicians they are eligible to sponsor.  
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During the 2004-05 season the SPCO made a conscious decision to focus on 

promoting its musicians rather than an artistic director (i.e. the conductor) amidst the 

implementation of the artistic partner model.  The musician sponsorship program started 

during the 2003-04 season.  This is only one year before the shift to the artistic partner 

model.  It was designed not only to increase intimacy between investors and musicians, but 

also to focus attention on the SPCO’s constant and main assets: the orchestra, music, and 

musicians. 

The musician sponsorship program is designed to bring donors together with 

musicians in order to foster those relationships.  These relationships, in turn, actually build 

and enhance the investor’s commitment to the organization.   It builds and enhances an 

investor’s ownership in the organization, because the investors are creating personal 

relationships with the “stars” of the organization.  It provides them with the opportunity to 

become a “super insider”, rather than simply a spectator.  Individuals who feel that they are 

part of the organization are more likely to be interested in the organization’s long term 

health; thus, they often feel compelled to continue or increase contributions and to bring their 

friends and family into the organization as well.     

Each year, sponsors are invited to attend an open rehearsal.  An open rehearsal is a 

SPCO musical practice that is open to the public.  Prior to the rehearsal, there is a small 

reception with light hors d’oeuvres and beverages.  Other benefits for the sponsor include 

receiving post-cards from their musician while the musician is on tour, get-togethers outside 

of the open rehearsal, and the ability to get to know their musician on a more personal level.      

One drawback to the program is that there is only one specific, SPCO-coordinated 

event for the sponsors to meet their musician.  If, for instance, the sponsor or musician is 
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unable to attend the event, it may be difficult to coordinate an alternate meeting time.  A 

relationship that does not get fostered defeats the purpose of the program.   

Similarly, if the sponsor chooses to sponsor a guest artist or artistic partner, it may be 

difficult to arrange a time for the two to meet.  Guest artists and artistic partners are in town 

for a short amount of time, only during their performance weeks, and scheduling conflicts 

may not provide the opportunity to get together.  It is the responsibility of the assistant 

director of development for individual giving to manage these meetings if at all possible.    

The individual giving division of the development department is broken down into 

two main constituency groups: individual donations less than $1,500 and individual 

donations greater than or equal to $1,500.  The assistant director of development for 

individual giving governs the individual giving division within the development department.  

This person is also responsible for overseeing the work of the individual gifts manager and 

the development data coordinator.  The assistant director of development for individual 

giving governs the individual donations greater than or equal to $1,500, the Individual gifts 

manager governs donations less than $1,500, and the data coordinator is responsible for 

imputing and managing all constituency information in RE.  

Figure 4.16: Individual Giving Staff at the SPCO 
 

 
 

Individual Giving Division Focus 
Assistant Director for Individual Giving Donations ≥ $1,500 
Individual Gifts Manager Donations < $1,500 
Development Data Coordinator Manages Raiser’s Edge Data  
  

 
The musician sponsorship program is typically implemented and managed by the 

assistant director of development for individual giving.  This is reasonable because the 
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constituencies targeted have given a cumulative amount of at least $5,000.  This season, 

however, the duties were transferred to me.   

To begin this project I met with the assistant director of development for individual 

giving, Ms. Debby Whaley, to get an overview of the program and to discern the procedures 

necessary to execute the task36

Figure 4.17: Musician Sponsorship Program Procedure 
  

.  Upon this meeting I developed the following guidelines that 

have subsequently been put in practice for individuals working on the musician sponsorship 

program in the future:   

 
Key:  RE: Raiser’s Edge 
 SPCO: The Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra 
 TG: Theresa Gienapp, Director of Development 
 Text in Blue: Indicates the file name in the Musician Sponsorship folder 
   

1. Compose a list, from RE, of all eligible sponsors ($5,000+)  
2. Compare the new list with the MASTER Musician Sponsor List   

a. Looking for new people on the current RE list  
3. The Opt-in letter to potential sponsors should include the following:  

a. Notification letter that they are eligible to be a sponsor   
b. List of Musicians that they are eligible to sponsor based on their eligibility level  
c. Response Sheet for them to return   
d. Return envelope  

4. Track letter returns so that people who responded first get first choice  
a. If a new individual decides to sponsor a musician, add that individual to the 

MASTER Musician Sponsor List  
b. If they do not respond, follow up with them and make a note; sometimes it may be 

better to leave it alone, ask TG if not sure  
5. Track who wants what musician so that you don’t have one musician sponsored four times 

and one musician who is not sponsored at all  
6. Assign Musicians to Sponsors (Work with TG on this)  
7. Send sponsors acknowledgement letter letting them know which musician they will be 

sponsoring   
8. Letter to Musicians letting them know who sponsored them and include the following:  

a. SPCO thank you notes for them to sign  
b. Stamps on each envelope  

9. Send Invitation for the Open Rehearsal to the Sponsors   
10. Send Invitation for the Open Rehearsal to the Musicians   
11. Send e-mail and/or phone Sponsors and Musicians to remind them about the Open Rehearsal 

and reception to follow  
12. Follow up with musician about coming to the Open Rehearsal 
13. Recruit a musician to give the opening welcome at the rehearsal 

                                                 
36 Ms. Whaley left the SPCO at the beginning of August because she started a family and was replaced by Ms. 
Holly Carpenter.   
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Debby and I created an RE list with all investors whose total contributions for FY08 

where greater than or equal to $5,000.  Once we identified the investors who met the 

requirements for the musician sponsorship program, I sent each investor a letter introducing 

them to the program and an enclosure that allowed them to identify the musicians they would 

like to sponsor.  Many returned their selection prior to the deadline date while others were 

called or emailed during the following weeks to see if they were interested in participating.   

Ms. Gienapp, Holly Carpenter (the new assistant director of development for 

individual giving that took over the position in August), and I then assigned musicians to 

sponsors.  Once the assignments were made, I notified both musicians and sponsors of the 

outcome and provided thank you cards for the musicians to send to their sponsors.   

In November, the musicians and sponsors were reminded about and asked to RSVP to 

the open rehearsal that would take place on December 10.  I created an Excel sheet to track 

responses.  I primarily utilized email to communicate with the musicians and sponsors 

because the development department wanted to see if it were possible to increase the use of 

email to communicate and coordinate these types of programs.   

Historically, the sponsors receive paper notification and RSVP request, but, as 

aforementioned, the development department was experimenting with more efficient and 

money saving strategies, such as increased email usage.  We found that the majority of 

sponsors, with the exception of two, actually preferred to receive the RSVP reminder via 

email.  It allowed them to quickly respond with a yes or no without having to remember to 

fill out the RSVP form and send it in the mail.     
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Figure 4.18: Musician Sponsorship Electronic RSVP 

 
 

 

 
 

Conclusions 

The open rehearsal was well attended by both sponsors and musicians and all 

appreciated that the SPCO took the time to connect one another.  In the past, the open 

rehearsal was catered by the Saint Paul Hotel, but in the interest of saving money, the 

development staff catered the event.  We got food from Sams Club and wine was donated by 

a local winery.  The reception was held in one of the SPCO Center rehearsal rooms, 

decorated by the development and operations staff.  The open rehearsal was well attended 
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and, for those unable to attend, the development department notified both musicians and 

sponsors that we would be happy to arrange alternate meetings.     

Upon changing the SPCO’s giving societies, the SPCO will no longer have the 

current musician sponsorship program.  Instead, individuals will automatically become 

musician sponsors as it correlates to contribution level.  They will be sent a letter or email 

allowing them to pick a specific musician to sponsor if they are interested, but are not 

required to sponsor a musician.  There will still be a musician sponsor opening rehearsal 

event for those individuals who choose to sponsor a specific musician.   

During my time at the SPCO, I was able to implement the musician sponsorship 

program for the 2008-09 season which, in turn, took some pressure off of the new assistant 

director of development for individual giving, Holly Carpenter.  I was able to assist in the 

transition process by taking the responsibility for implementing an important patron 

development strategy.  The musician sponsorship program provides sponsors the opportunity 

to make a personal connection with the musicians.  It not only fosters building these 

relationships, but also emphasizes the SPCO’s strategic decision to make the orchestra and 

musicians the face and main asset of the SPCO.      
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vii. Board Website 
 
Objective 
 
 Update the private board website with current material 

 
Methodology 
 

1. Evaluate the current status of the private board website 
2. Determine what information is out-of-date and what information is missing 
3. Create the parameters for web content (i.e. how far back should the materials go?) 
4. Learn how to design and add content to the website 
5. Update the look and content of the website 
6. Help the SPCO set new website updating guidelines 
 
  

 The governance committee meeting of October 1, 2008 started out as usual: a call to 

order, review and approval of the previous meeting’s minutes, and a discussion led by the 

governance committee chair.  One topic of discussion at this meeting was the board survey 

results.  The board survey is an end of the year review of the SPCO by the board.  During the 

discussion, one individual asked if the results were posted on the board webpage.  He was 

told that they were and then a discussion ensued about the current status of the board 

webpage.  There were concerns about material on the website not being up-to-date and 

discussion about the usefulness of the website in its current state.   

 The governance committee debated the website’s problems for about fifteen minutes 

and was adamant about getting the website updated immediately.  During this discussion, it 

was also determined that the SPCO board directory needed to be updated as well.  The board 

decided that they wanted a directory that includes biographical and contact information for 

each board member (the board profile directory project will be discussed further in the 

following section).   
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 What started with a discussion about the board survey results, ended up with the 

development staff taking the responsibility for overhauling the board website as soon as 

possible.  Mr. Limbacher told me that he would like me to take the responsibility for this 

project.  Although I’ve never designed a website before, I felt comfortable enough with my 

computer skills and the reliability of the IT staff for help that I could complete the task well 

and quickly.  We decided that we wanted to get the website updated and running within two 

weeks. 

 Before I began altering the website (not to mention learning how to alter the website), 

I needed to understand its current state.  I had never seen, nor known about the website prior 

to beginning this project and needed to get a better understanding of the board’s concerns.  

The home page contained links to such things as the strategic plan, the staff directory, 

publications and articles of interest, and the current board directory.  When you scrolled 

down the page it had a link for each SPCO committee and some task forces that no longer 

existed.  Each committee link should have linked to another page that would give the board 

members meeting materials and meeting minutes, but most of the meeting and minute links 

were out of date and content was missing.  

 Once I had the opportunity to view and critique the website, I met with Mr. 

Limbacher and Ms. Gienapp to discuss the content we wanted available to the board.  Some 

of the committee notes went back to 2004 while some were non-existent.  We decided that 

each committee link would take you to a page that gave you two options, minutes or 

materials, and the content would begin in FY08 and move forward from there.  We also 

decided that once all the committee charters were approved, they would be listed on the same 

page as the “minutes or materials” page.  The desired website format would be as follows: 
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Figure 4.19: Updated SPCO Website Diagram 
 

 
 SPCO Private Board Website Home Page 

o General information  
 Board Directory 
 Contact Information 
 Board Survey 
 Articles of Interest 

o Annual Meeting 2008-09 
 Materials 
 Financial statements 

o Strategic Plan 
 2006 Strategic Plan Update 
 2002 Strategic Plan 

o Board and Committee Materials 
 Committee link 

• Minutes 
o Specific Dates 

• Materials 
o Specific Dates 

• Committee Charter 
 

 
 Now that the content parameters were established, I worked with the assistant to the 

vice president and chief operating officer, Anne Murphy, to determine which staff member 

was responsible for organizing the materials and keeping the committee meeting minutes.  I 

met with each staff person personally and discussed the situation so they would understand 

the circumstances surrounding the urgency of this matter.  I then emailed the group with 

background information as to why the website is being updated, told them which materials 

and/or meeting minutes were missing, and gave them a deadline to get the materials to me so 

that I could update the website. 

 Most of the content was out of my control at this point, so I turned my attention to 

learning how to design and modify the website.   I met with the IT staff and they helped me 

understand the basic process of html web design.  I began with small tasks, such as changing 

text format and uploading new material to the website.  Then I got curious about how to 

make the website look more aesthetically pleasing.  The original website was white with 
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some colored text, not terribly exciting, and quite dated in comparison to the SPCO’s main 

website.  I began searching the internet for html website design tools and was soon able to 

change the background’s color and to insert or remove small graphics.           

 I began cleaning up the website by taking down files that pre-dated the parameters set 

by Mr. Limbacher, Ms. Gienapp, and I.  The materials that I took down from the original 

website still exist on the server.  I simply created new pages to host the updated information.  

I learned how to use an image as a background graphic and created an updated and music-

centric board website for the SPCO.   

Once I collected all the minutes and materials from the staff, I uploaded them to the 

website.  After the updated website was reviewed and approved by Ms. Gienapp and Mr. 

Limbacher, the board was notified of the update.  The board members were very happy to 

have the updated website.   

Figure 4.20: Updated Homepage of the SPCO Board Website 
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 To keep the website up-to-date I met with Mr. Limbacher, Ms. Gienapp, Anne 

Murphy, and Amy Thirsten, the executive assistant to the president and key staff member 

responsible for updating the website, and created the following guidelines to govern website 

maintenance: 1) Meeting materials will be posted on the website at least one week prior to 

the committee meeting and 2) Minutes from the meeting will be typed, approved by a 

supervisor, sent to Anne Murphy, and posted no later than two week after the committee 

meeting. 

 

Conclusions 

 The outcome of this project was gained knowledge about how to design a website, the 

importance of prudent communication with the board, the importance of anticipating 

governance concerns—particularly if they are easily reconciled, and a newly designed and 

updated website that was useful and satisfactory to the board.  It could be argued that this 

was a preventable situation.  There was a lack of institutional communication about who, 

what, where, and when material should be updated and/or included.  The board website was 

created, but an institutional procedure for maintaining and managing the website did not 

exist.  Had a policy been in place and utilized over time, the problem could have been 

avoided.    

The board website is a useful tool for maintaining communication among the 

different committees and is a localize place for SPCO governance resources.  The main 

reason that the board website deteriorated in usefulness was because there was no one 

individual charged with the responsibility to govern the website.  By creating and 
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implementing board website procedures, the website will be able to continue to be a valuable 

resource for board members.     

 The board was very happy to have a website that was more aesthetically pleasing and 

that contained up-to-date and useful content.  Staff members from every department 

appreciated the resource as well.  The development staff was especially grateful that we were 

able to address the governance committee’s concerns and complete the change only two 

weeks after the governance committee’s directive.        
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viii.  Board Profile Directory and the President’s Directory 

Objective 
 
 Create a board profile directory  
 Create a comprehensive presidential directory for the incoming SPCO president, 

Sarah Lutman, based on the board profile directory 
 
Methodology 
 

1. Look at the current directory and find holes that needed to be filled 
2. Create a template for the profile directory 
3. Gather updated a biographies and photos of every board member 
4. Print and mail copies of the directory to each board member 
5. Upload the new profile directory to the website 
6. Create guidelines for managing the board directory 
7. For the president’s directory: expand the profile directory to include individual 

contribution and ticketing history, spousal and relationship information, as well as 
philanthropic activity at other organizations 

 
  

 The SPCO’s board is comprised of 60 members.  During the governance committee 

meeting of October 1, 2008 (the meeting discussed in the previous section), the board 

requested that the website be updated and that a more comprehensive profile directory be 

created and circulated.  The board directory on the board website at the time of the October 1 

governance committee meeting was not complete.  In many places, it did not include photos.  

It also did not include biographical information.  Having pictures and biographical 

information were two features very important to the board.  The board members wanted a 

document that was comprehensive and useful.   

Many of the board members do not interact outside of the SPCO and, therefore, do 

not actually know each other by face nor do they remember each member’s  biographical 

information.  By having a directory with pictures and profiles, board members would be able 

to “jog” their memory of who’s who before coming to a board meeting.  They would also be 
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able to keep the directory in their board packet and, as one of them suggested, could look at it 

during a meeting if necessary.   

 As a new member to these meetings, I understood how frustrating it could be to meet 

a board member at one committee meeting and struggling to remember their name and 

biographical information at the next meeting two months later.  I could remember the face, 

but could not remember the name.  This was a frustration that many, particularly new board 

members, face.  

The profile directory that I created includes a photo, home and business contact 

information, current committee service, term expiration date, and biographical information 

about each board member.  The original SPCO directory contained photos if available, home 

and business contact information, and the date that their board term expires.   

It was expressed in the governance committee meeting, and in following meetings 

with Ms. Gienapp and Mr. Limbacher that they would like to include current photos, 

biographical material, and contact information, but also a more concise section as well.  With 

that in mind, I created a template that included a “board contact information at a glance” 

section for easy access, followed by the in-depth profile on each board member.  The 

template that I created for the board profile directory is outlined as followed: 
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Figure 4.21: Outline of the SPCO Board Profile Directory 
 

 
1. SPCO Governance information 

a. Offices and the individuals who hold them 
b. SPCO office contact information 
c. Private board website address 

2. Board Contact information at a glance 
a. Business information 
b. Home information 
c. Email address 

3. Board Profiles 
a. Photo 
b. Business information 
c. Home information 
d. Term expiration 
e. FY09 committees 
f. Biography  
 

  

 Much of the profile directory data included was already available to me, such as on 

which committees they served, how long they had been a member of the board, and when 

their current term expired.  I also found a number of photos in different development and 

administrative files on the hard drive, a few I found on the internet, and the rest sent them in 

upon request.  There were only two individuals that did not send in photos.  To get their 

pictures, I found out what committees they were on, when the committee next met, took a 

camera to the committee meeting, and took their pictures at that time.  In a relatively short 

amount of time, I was able to collect all the photos needed for the board profile directory.      

Constructing the biographical information for the board members was perhaps the 

most difficult part of the assignment.  Once a potential board member is chosen, a 

presentation about the individual is given to the governance committee.  The governance 

committee then votes on whether or not the individual will join the board.  These 

presentations contain biographical information about the individuals in question.   
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For many board members, I was able to find biographies from these governance 

presentations.  For others, I had to dig a little deeper.  There are board members who have 

been on the board for many years37

The internet proved a useful way to get current biographies for many of the board 

members.  Many board members hold executive positions within the Twin Cities, and their 

company biography was online.  Ms. Gienapp then emailed each board member with the 

biography I constructed, had them review the biography, make corrections or additions as 

they saw fit, and had them send it back to us.  Once we received the updated biography, I 

copy and pasted it into the template that I created (

.  On occasion, I was able to construct their biography 

from their board file, from the internet, or found one in the notes section of RE.   

When a prospect becomes a board member, they are required to fill out an 

information sheet that asks questions about their education, hobbies, families, and other 

philanthropic organizations for which they may be involved.  Unfortunately, some of these 

information sheets were very old and out of date.  They did, however, provide me with some 

useful information that would not change, such as the school(s) they attended and degree(s) 

earned.   

appendix K). 

Once the board profile was complete, I began creating a template for the president’s 

directory.  The SPCO does not usually create a yearly presidential directory.  This year, 

however, we had a new president beginning at the end of November and although she had 

                                                 
37 It seems incongruent to identify a board member’s term end date while saying that the SPCO does not have 
serving limitations.  However the terms exist to provide the members with “jumping off” points if for some 
reason they are unable to continue serving.  When a board member’s term has expires, he has the opportunity to 
decide whether or not he would like to continue on the board.  If the he makes the decision to stay for another 
term, the member is then reaffirmed for another term at the annual meeting of members.  This policy was 
established because it did not make sense to SPCO management to kick off committed and active board 
members simply because their term had expired.  The board evaluates the board members and will recommend 
that a member depart once his term is up if he is an unproductive or detrimental, but ultimately the board does 
not have serving limits.   
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been an SPCO board member, she needed a comprehensive and concise resource to increase 

her familiarity with the board members.   

Mr. Limbacher asked me to create an inclusive document profiling each board 

member that contained contribution and ticketing history, other philanthropic organizations 

in which they were involved, family and relationship information, and any other information 

about these individuals that she should know.  In order to create this comprehensive 

document, I created an Excel sheet that contained all the data to be included.  Once all 

pertinent information was in the Excel sheet, I utilize the directory merge tool in Word to 

insert the information into the presidential directory (appendix L).  The outline of the 

presidential directory is as followed:   

Figure 4.22: Outline of the President’s Directory 
 

 
 Photo 
 Business information 
 Home information 
 Spouse information 
 Contribution Summary 

o Total committed to the SPCO 
o Length of contribution history 
o FY08 gift 
o FY09 ask 
o Current endowment gift 
o Planned giving participation 

 SPCO 2008-09 Series Subscription 
 SPCO ticketing history 
 Board involvement 

o Dates served 
o Term expiration 
o Current board committee(s) 

 General comments 
 Education 
 Biography 
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Conclusions 

 While demanding, this was a very insightful project that provided the SPCO with two 

significant documents: 1) a board profile directory and 2) a presidential directory.  The 

profile directory was appreciated by the board members, staff, and musicians of the SPCO.  

Once the profile directory was posted onto the board website, I sent the link to the SPCO 

staff and musicians.  Many staff members commented on how beneficial this document was 

to effectively doing their jobs.  As noted by Jason Piehl, production manager, “This is great!  

I have asked about this since I have worked here because so many of us need to know who 

people are but don’t have the day to day interaction.  Thanks for doing this38

  

.” 

                                                 
38 Jason Piehl, email message to author, November 14, 2008. 
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ix. Development 101 PowerPoint for the League of American Orchestras 

Objective 
 
 Create an orchestra development 101 PowerPoint presentation targeted toward novice 

development interns for the League of American Orchestras’ online learning center. 
 
Methodology 
 

1. Work with Susan Mendenhall to develop an outline of things that we want to include 
in the presentation (phone and email conversations) 

2. Create the skeleton PowerPoint Presentation 
3. Volley the presentation back and forth between Ms. Mendenhall and I until we feel 

that we have included all the information that we wanted to include 
4. Have the presentation reviewed by other development staff members from our 

respective orchestras 
5. Give the presentation to the League of American Orchestras 

 
  

 In alignment with the League of American Orchestras’ 2006 strategic plan goals, the 

League vigorously works to provide its members with resources for understanding orchestra 

organizational practices39

 The purpose of the PowerPoint was to provide novice interns with general orchestra 

development information.  Ms. Mendenhall and I spoke over the phone to discuss what sort 

of information we would like to include in the presentation.  Ms. Mendenhall created a 

skeleton PowerPoint presentation that outlined the different chapters we wanted to include 

and sent it to me for review and to add information.  We also created a self-imposed deadline 

.  In this spirit Allison Ball, director of leadership training and 

recruitment at the League and supervisor for the development fellows, asked Susan 

Mendenhall, my Development Fellow counterpart hosted by the Atlanta Symphony 

Orchestra, and I to create an orchestra development 101 PowerPoint presentation for the 

League’s online learning center.   

                                                 
39 League of American Orchestras Executive Summary. “Supporting Orchestras in a New Era: A Strategic 
Direction and Implementation Plan for the League of American Orchestras, 2007.” League of American 
Orchestras.  
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of November 21 to govern our process.  The date was selected because it would give us a 

sufficient amount of time to complete, review, and edit the presentation prior to giving it to 

the League and allowed enough time to make changes, if needed, prior to the end of our 

fellowship appointment once the League received the presentation.  

 This process of adding information and sending back and forth to one another 

continued for about a month and a half, both of us working on it as we had time.  Information 

was added and subtracted over time until we felt that we had created a high-quality 

presentation.   

Figure 4.23: “Orchestra Development 101: Philanthropy to Performance” Outline 
  

 
I. Chapter 1: The Orchestra Animal 

a. Constituency Groups 
b. Sources of Revenue 

II. Chapter 2: Introduction to Development 
a. Development vs. Fundraising 
b. Patron Development  

III. Chapter 3: Fundraising Theory 
a. Process of Fundraising 
b. The Churn Effect 
c. Building Blocks 

IV. Chapter 4: Campaign Terminology 
a. Annual Fund Campaign 
b. Institutional Giving 
c. Capital Campaign 
d. Planed Giving 
e. Special Events 

V. Chapter 5: Development Personnel 
a. Director of Development 
b. Individual Gifts Officer 
c. Major Gifts Officer 
d. Corporate Gifts Officer 
e. Planned Giving Officer 

VI. Chapter 6: Orchestra Leadership and the Development 
Team 

a. Orchestra Organization 
b. Administrative Leadership 
c. Board Development Leadership 
d. Board Centered Fundraising 

VII. Bibliography 
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 Next, we had the presentation reviewed by our respective development departments.  

Both development departments reviewed the presentation and made suggestions or asked 

questions.  Ms. Mendenhall and I clarified any questions raised by our teams and then sent 

the presentation to the League.   

After the League received the presentation, the League informed us that it was 

actually too long.  Ms. Mendenhall and I then created another more basic presentation and 

ended up providing the League with two presentations: one that was for novice interns and 

one that was more in depth for those looking for additional information.   

Figure 4.24: “Orchestra Development 101: The Basics” Outline  
 

 
I. Chapter 1: Development Personnel 

a. Director of Development 
b. Individual Gifts Officer 
c. Major Gifts Officer 
d. Corporate Gifts Officer 
e. Planned Giving Officer 

II. Chapter 2: Campaign Terminology  
a. Annual Fund Campaign 
b. Institutional Giving 
c. Capital Campaign 
d. Planed Giving 
e. Special Events 

III. Chapter 3: Introduction to Development  
a. Development vs. Fundraising 
b. Patron Development  

 
 
 

Conclusions 

 This was a very enjoyable project because I had the opportunity work with Susan 

Mendenhall.  It allowed us the time to think about and articulate the fundamentals of 

orchestra development in light of our newfound knowledge through our respective fellowship 

experiences.  Although we set out to complete only one development presentation for the 

League, we were able to provide them two useful presentations:  1) “Orchestra Development 
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101: Philanthropy to Performance” (appendix M) and 2) “Orchestra Development 101: the 

Basics” (appendix N).  Both presentations provide the reader with clear information about 

orchestra organizational structure, development theories and practices, and general 

development terminology. 

 This project taught me a great deal about creating an educational document with 

another person.  Ms. Mendenhall and I have many similar and different experiences in 

orchestra development.  The differences between the ASO and the SPCO are quite great.  An 

obvious difference between the two is the artistic models.  The ASO has the traditional 

artistic director model while the SPCO has the artistic partner model.  Another great 

difference, significant to development and organizational structure, concerns revenue models.  

A large portion of the ASO’s revenue stream is reliant on such things as popular concerts, 

like the Eagles.   

 The SPCO’s artistic scope, however, is primarily on what would be classified as 

classical music.  During the development of these presentations Ms. Mendenhall and I would 

both present models, such as a revenue stream, based on the organizations in which we were 

familiar.  When discussing this phenomenon we decided that providing duplicate, yet slightly 

differing data, would not serve the purpose of the presentations.  Therefore we simply 

compromised to create the most general yet accurate organizational representations pertinent 

to the objective of the presentation.   
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Chapter V 
 

Learning Experiences 
 
 
 

 The League of American Orchestras provided Susan Mendenhall and me with a 

variety of learning experiences, including attending the Orchestra Leadership Academy 

seminar “What’s So Special About Orchestras—for Development and Marketing Personnel”, 

phone interviews with Michael Pastreich, executive director of the Florida Orchestra, and 

Susan Plageman, vice president of external affairs for the Nashville Symphony Orchestra, 

and a site visit to the Adrian Symphony Orchestra (ASOM) in Adrian, Michigan to view part 

of the League’s Institutional Visioning process and to discuss development and marketing 

techniques with the ASOM administrative team.  In addition to the learning experiences 

afforded me by the League, the SPCO sent me to the Minnesota Council on Planned Giving 

(MCPG) annual conference and day-long seminar “A Walk through the Basics”.  

Independent of these experiences I also conducted exploratory phone interviews concerning 

organizational, revenue, and annual fund structure with Michael Pastreich from the Florida 

orchestra and Paul Hogle from the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra.   

 The extent of my learning experiences was vast and granted me insight into real 

challenges facing American orchestras.  Writing on each learning experience would exceed 

the scope and purpose of this section, which is to provide the reader sample insight into the 

learning opportunities afforded League fellows.   

The phone interviews conducted were candid discussions on sensitive topics and, 

upon reviewing my notes, determined that the content is not appropriate for publication in a 

public document.  I will, however, expound and critique the learning experiences that greatly 
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impacted my leadership development and understanding of orchestra development practices 

during this fellowship: the Orchestra Leadership Academy seminar “What’s So Special 

About Orchestras—for Development and Marketing Personnel”, attendance at the Minnesota 

Council on Planned Giving, and the site visit to the Adrian Symphony Orchestra.   

 
a. Seminars and Conferences 
 
i. Orchestra Leadership Academy seminar "What's So Special About Orchestras—for 
Development and Marketing Personnel" in Philadelphia on July 21-22. 
 
Purpose 
 
 To learn about the unique nature of development and marketing in an orchestra 

setting.   
 
Summary of the Experience 

 I began my fellowship at the beginning of July, and by the third week of July, Susan 

Mendenhall and I were sent to Philadelphia to attend the League’s academy seminar “What’s 

So Special About Orchestras—for Development and Marketing Personnel”.  It was very 

early in our fellowship appointments, but the seminar topic was appropriate, helpful, and 

provided Ms. Mendenhall and me the opportunity to meet and get to know one another.  The 

purpose of the seminar was to introduce relatively new orchestra marketing and development 

personnel to the “orchestra animal” and unique challenges of the field40

                                                 
40 League of American Orchestras, “What’s So Special About Orchestras—For New Marketing and 
Development Personnel,” (handout presented at the Marketing and Development seminar of the League of 
American Orchestras, Philadelphia, PA. July, 2008). 

.    

…The internal dynamics that drive decision-making and organizational culture can 
appear mysterious—even off-putting.  What can we do [to] ensure the success of 
those entering our world in the marketing and development areas?  This seminar is 
not Marketing and Development 101.  It is a deep dive into what makes orchestras 
special.  What are the specific opportunities and challenges that may face new 
marketing and development personnel (or those with those responsibilities in their 
portfolios)?  And, what information and insights can we provide that help to ensure 
success and improve retention?   
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The key areas discussed during this seminar were how development and marketing in 

the orchestra world is unique and the importance of relationship building to running 

successful campaigns.  The key moderators for this seminar were both executive 

administrators at the Philadelphia Orchestra: Ed Cambron, vice president of marketing and 

public relations, and Anna Madonia, vice president of development and board relations.  

Susan Hoffman, president and CEO of the Adrian Symphony Orchestra, was also a panel 

speaker who presented a case study on her organizations success.   

Since Susan Mendenhall and I visited the Adrian Symphony Orchestra, this case 

study will be discussed in section B of this chapter.  The seminar began with an overview of 

the orchestra animal, discussions about how orchestras are similar and different to other 

nonprofits, identifying unique characteristics of orchestras, and identifying the different 

constituency groups with which orchestras interact.  It continued with a the Adrian 

Symphony Orchestra case study and more targeted discussions about building institutional 

goals, establishing intuitional plans, how to deal with conflict, the importance of breaking 

down internal silos, and concluded with reflections on the content of the seminar. 

Some similarities among orchestras and other nonprofits include the nonprofit status.  

Most nonprofit organizations rely on a combination of grants, earned income, and 

contributions in order to fund projects.  This directly impacts the development departments 

which are primarily responsible for resources acquisition and management.  There was a 

discussion about how it is probably easier for nonprofit organizations that are more service 

oriented to raise funds, such as a child welfare service.   

Another major topic discussed during this seminar was the importance of team 

building and breaking down departmental silos.  In many orchestras, there are often 
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department territory wars that actually prohibit organizational advancement.  For instance, 

marketing and development departments often have different departmental goals.  The 

marketing department is focused on selling tickets and advertisements while the development 

department is focused on patron development and securing donations.  If the departments are 

have not embraced working toward a common goal, sometimes territory conflict can occur.  

Neither department can see the forest for the trees.  To remedy this problem, many 

organizations have implemented strategies to bridge this gap.   

The Nashville Symphony Orchestra (NSO), for example, realized this was a problem 

in its organization.  Compounding this problem was the fact that the marketing and 

development departments did not even work on the same floor.  It is difficult to work cross-

departmentally if you do not share common goals and if you never see one another.  The 

NSO made the decision to physically reorganize and put the development and marketing 

departments on the same floor in close proximity to one another.  This was a successful 

strategy that helped them break-down its organizational silos.    

 

Conclusions 

 This seminar provided me with insight into issues facing every orchestra in the 

country.  Through the guidance of the seminar moderators, we identified common problems 

in orchestra management specific to marketing and development, postulated strategies to 

overcome those problems, and had the opportunity to meet other professionals in orchestra 

marketing and development.  It was a good seminar to attend at the beginning of my 

fellowship because it provided me with a foundation concerning orchestra marketing and 
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development and with a reference point for which to analyze marketing and development 

strategies at the SPCO.   

 
ii. Minnesota Council on Planned Giving 
 
Purpose 
 
 To attend a professional planned giving seminar and conference and increase my 

understanding of planned giving techniques and practices. 
 

Summary of the Experience 

 As part of its FY09 development strategic plan, the SPCO wanted to revitalize its 

planned giving program.  As previously discussed in chapter II, section 2, auditing and aiding 

the SPCO in developing its planned giving strategy was one of my major projects.  Mr. 

Limbacher and Ms. Gienapp felt that attending the Minnesota Council on Planned Giving 

(MCPG) sessions would better prepare me to help them in this process.  The SPCO sent me 

to two MCPG events: the day-long seminar “A Brisk Walk through the Basics” presented by 

planned giving guru Craig Wruck and the MCPG annual conference.   

  “A Brisk Walk through the Basics” was attended about a week prior to attending the 

MCPG annual conference and provided me with extraordinary and well presented 

information that prepared me for the annual conference.  The “A Brisk Walk through the 

Basics” presentation was created and first published in 1986 by Bob Evenson, one of the 

founders of the Minnesota Planned Giving Council and revered planned giving professional.   

Craig Wruck, who conducted the day-long seminar, is the vice president of development for 

the Hazelden Foundation, has served in similar capacity at numerous other foundations and 

organizations, is former president of both the National Committee on Planned Giving and the 

Minnesota Planned Giving Council, and has over 30 years of planned giving application, 
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training, and consultation experience.  The seminar provided us with in depth information 

about planned giving basics, such as terminology, and strategies to develop planned giving 

programs. 

 The MCPG annual conference was a two day event with presentations appropriate for 

novice and experienced planned giving professionals.  While none of the conference 

specifically focused on planned giving in an arts organization, most all seminars and topics 

were still applicable.  This may be one of the unique characteristics of planned giving; its 

concepts and strategies are applicable for all organizational types.                               

 

Conclusions 

“A Brisk Walk through the Basics” was by far one of the most beneficial seminars I 

have had the opportunity to attend.  Mr. Wruck is a brilliant pedagogue with an impressive 

command of the material.  He presented the most complicated information with great ease 

and everyone that I spoke with at the seminar felt that while the information was dense and 

intricate, Mr. Wruck communicated with such clarity that the information was actually easy 

to comprehend.  

The MCPG annual conference provided me with a number of different types of 

seminars that ranged from planned giving marketing strategies to expert discussions about 

planned giving tax regulations.  I was able to take away applicable strategies that I could 

immediately use to help develop the SPCO’s planned giving strategy and it facilitated critical 

discussion about planned giving, such as the role of planned giving in a depressed economy.  

This organization provides members with access to the industry’s great thinkers and strategy 

developers.       
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 Attending the planned giving seminar and conference was a valuable opportunity that 

exceeded my expectations.  I learned a great deal about the basics of planned giving as well 

as strategies applicable to orchestra planned giving programs.  It provided me with invaluable 

insight into the process of identifying viable planned giving prospects and taught me about 

productive methods of communicating with prospects.  After attending this conference I was 

able to provide the SPCO with a comprehensive analysis of its planned giving program and I 

was able to provide them a meaningful planned giving prospect list.  Attending these 

conferences coupled with my planned giving experiences at the SPCO made me realize that 

planned giving is something that I would like to do in the future.  It is a specialized area of 

development that is interesting, something that I easily became passionate about, and an area 

of development that came naturally to me.       

 
 
b. Site Visit to the Adrian Symphony Orchestra 
 
Purpose 
 
 To observe part of the institutional visioning process and to discuss patron 

development strategies of the Adrian Symphony Orchestra with its administrative 
staff.   

 
Summary of the Experience  

 Visiting an American orchestra separate from either host institution was part of the 

development fellowship program’s design.  It allowed Fellows the opportunity to critically 

examine another American orchestra in contrast to our host institutions.  The Adrian 

Symphony Orchestra in Adrian, Michigan (ASOM) is about forty-five minutes south of Ann 

Arbor.  Similar to many Michigan cities, Adrian is an industrial town and historically has 

been faced with higher than average unemployment rates.  In December of 2008 Lenawee 
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County, where Adrian is located, reported an unemployment rate of 10.2%, significantly 

above the national average of 7.2% for the same month41,42

1. The Institutional Visioning Process  

.  In November 2008 Susan 

Mendenhall and I visited the ASOM and were invited to participate in part of ASOM’s 

institutional visioning process in addition to spending the following day with the ASOM 

administrative staff discussing implemented strategies that have been significantly 

successful.   

 

 The ASOM was selected by the League to participate in the institutional visioning 

program (IV).  The IV program is a three-year implementation program designed to help 

select organizations identify principals of long-term institutional growth, guide them through 

the process of critical self-reflection, facilitate disciplined big-picture thinking, and help them 

create and develop strategies to achieve its BHAGs.  The League provides the board and 

administration with leadership development through seminars, mentoring, and access to the 

League’s leadership faculty.  The session that Ms. Mendenhall and I participated in was led 

by Lowell Noteboom, board chair of the League and former board chair of the SPCO.    

Participation in the ASOM’s institutional visioning process was incredibly high.  It 

was attended by almost the full ASOM board, 25 out of 29 members, the entire staff, and 4 

musicians.  The process began at noon on Sunday and lasted until around 6:00pm.  The 

session started with lunch and cordial conversation among each table, then Lowell introduced 

the day’s objectives and gave a presentation about the IV process.  Since Lowell was the 

                                                 
41 Editorial, “Closing ATS: is that the answer?,” Daily Telegram, http://www.lenconnect.com/archive/ 
x776483727/EDITORIAL-Closing-ATS-Is-that-the-answer (accessed January 29, 2009). 
42 Bureau of Labor Statistics, “Economic News Release: Employment Situation Summary,” United States 
Department of Labor, http://www.bls.gov/news.release/empsit.nr0.htm (accessed January 29, 2009). 
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board chair during the SPCO’s institutional visioning process, although undertaken absent 

League assistance, much of his presentation utilized the SPCO as a reference point.  His 

presentation walked the group through the process of articulating its purpose, core values, 

and envisioning 10-30 year goals for the organization in order to eventually establish its 

BHAGs.  The IV process was clearly presented and the activities Lowell organized were 

relevant, well received, and productive.   

 The ASO articulated possible achievements they hope to obtain in the future as well 

as possible core values, purpose, and BHAGs.  Since this was an early step in a long and 

intentional process, they did not create a final list of visions, purpose, values, or BHAGs.  

Rather, they captured what was discussed and will take the information back to the 

institutional visioning committee.  Its IV committee will trim down the material and attempt 

to capture the essence of the discussions.  After they have sifted the information to a more 

manageable scope, the IV committee will take potential visions, purposes, values, and 

BHAGs back to the board, staff, and musicians for further discussion. The ASOM’s possible 

BHAGs included financial robustness, appropriate compensation for staff and musicians, 

education, and artistic excellence and performance opportunities.            

 

2. Patron development strategies  

 Not in its too distant past, the Adrian Symphony Orchestra was facing massive 

deficits and, like many regional orchestras, struggling to connect with, diversify, and grow its 

audience.  Susan Hoffman has served as the president and CEO of the ASOM for 22 years.  

The ASOM is only 28 years old.  Her tenure at this organization from basically its inception, 

through financial hardship, and now as a healthy, upward bound organization creating buzz 
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in the orchestra community, has provided Ms. Hoffman with an extraordinary and unique 

perspective on orchestra management.  Through her experience and dedication to the ASOM 

she has, “…led the organization in creating a new, sustainable-funding model that has 

removed the orchestra’s debt, doubled its endowment, and fully-integrated audience 

development with donor development43.”  Mr. John Dodson, music director of the ASOM 

since 2001, has also been instrumental in the ASOM’s transformation, “… Dodson’s tenure 

has explored a new orchestral model featuring a variety of concert genres, diverse concert 

venues, innovative audience-outreach programs and broad educational efforts for adults as 

well as children44

                                                 
43 Adrian Symphony Orchestra, “About the ASO,” http://www.aso.org/about.htm (retrieved January 30, 2009). 
44 Ibid. 

.” 

 About five years ago and fully aware of the financial discord engulfing the 

organization, the board, Ms. Hoffman, and Mr. Dodson agreed that drastic changes must be 

made in order to reverse the damage and stabilize the organization.  Similar to the SPCO the 

ASOM undertook a critical examination of its programs and practices and felt that some were 

simply inadequate or inappropriate for the community they serve.  One inspirational and 

invaluable strategy that Ms. Hoffman and Mr. Dodson undertook to better understand how 

the ASOM can serve the needs of the community was by going out and talking to everyone 

they could.  Not just the board, investors, or current audience members; everyone, especially 

the people who were not coming to concerts.  Ms. Hoffman and Mr. Dodson spent a great 

deal talking with the community about how they can make the orchestra experience more 

accessible and appealing and continue to rely on its community to help gauge whether or not 

its mission as a non-profit service organization is still focused and valuable.          
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 Through its discussions with the community, the ASOM created a strategy to 

integrate audience and donor development by removing the needles and adding a purple cow.  

The inspiration for this strategy came in part from Seth Godin’s 2005 book Purple Cow: 

Transform Your Business by Being Remarkable.  Mr. Godin’s book provides a critique of 

traditional marketing practices and argues that they are inadequate.  He suggests that the 

most successful way of marketing is to create purple cows, which are remarkable experiences 

or products that create buzz around the organization and, in essence, market themselves.  In 

the orchestral setting, for example, having a free brunch for everyone at the end of a matinee 

creates a unique orchestra experience.  The addition of a brunch to the orchestra experience is 

a purple cow.  It is uncommon, acts as a platform for patron discussion of the musical 

experience, allows the audience to mingle with the musicians after the concert, and creates a 

social opportunity in Adrian.  Through their discussion with the community, Ms. Hoffman 

and Mr. Dodson recognized a need for a weekend social brunch.  Recognizing this need 

helped the ASOM develop the free brunch after a weekend matinee strategy that has been 

hugely successful in increasing concert attendance to those matinees and in community 

appreciation of the organization. 

 Removing the needles is the process of alleviating tension points of the concert 

experience such as what to wear, finding parking, the time between arriving and when the 

concert starts, when to clap, and during intermission.  For individuals who have grown up 

attending concerts or other artistic performances, these tension points have become 

somewhat numbed.  The ASOM staff began asking themselves questions about a first-timers 

experience in order to identify and eventually alleviate the needles45

                                                 
45 Adrian Symphony Orchestra, “A Brief Description of the Integrated Adrian Model, (2008),” (handout from 
the visit to the Adrian Symphony Orchestra in Adrian, MI, from November 15-17, 2008). 

:        
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 Needles: Think of your concert hall as a doctor’s office. While the doctor is oblivious 
 to the needles in the room, the first time patient can focus on nothing else. Where are 
 the needles in your concert-going experience? See with new, first-timer eyes. Where 
 would  you be uncomfortable if you weren’t a regular? 
 
 The ASOM has developed strategies to help alleviate the tension points of the concert 

experience such as making sure there is always something for individuals to read or do 

during intermission and creating concert experiences, such as its Casual Classics series 

which allows the audience to eat popcorn and have alcoholic beverages during the 

performance.  Eating popcorn and having an alcoholic beverage during a concert removes the 

needles and adds a purple cow at the same time.  It creates a more welcoming environment 

for individuals that may view going to the orchestra as stuffy and not for the common man.  

While the music is just as pristine as if it were a “traditional” concert experience, the 

environment is more casual, welcoming, and creates buzz.      

 Another patron development strategy that removes the needles is learning to speak the 

language of your audience.  While this may seem obvious, it is actually a very serious 

problem that orchestras often overlook or ignore; especially regional orchestras in less 

cosmopolitan areas.  Historically the ASOM, like most every orchestra in America, took a 

very traditional approach to marketing: market concerts by composer and music.  The reality 

of the situation is that if we could gauge our community’s knowledge about classical music 

composers and pieces, it would be very low.  Most would know of Mozart, Beethoven, and 

Bach, but other than that it is a lost leader to market a composer or a piece when current or 

potential audience members do not know who they are or why they are important.   

 People attend for a number of reasons, some out of love for the art, they use to play, 

or they think it might be something interesting and sophisticated to try out, but most always a 

name or a piece does not entice the novice person to attend.  For instance when most 
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individuals see an advertisement for Mussorgsky’s Pictures at an Exhibition, they think there 

will be an art exhibit, even if the advertisement is for the local symphony orchestra perhaps 

the exhibit will be in the corridor.  On the other hand, the ASOM found they were more 

successful when they marketed the experience.   

 Take the example of a children’s concert.  If you market the Peter and the Wolf 

Children’s Concert rather than Sergi Prokofiev’s Music for Children, individuals respond 

better to the former because while they do not know who Prokofiev is, they do know Peter 

and the Wolf.  The ASOM’s marketing strategy is governed by this one simple revelation: 

market to them in language they understand and sell them the experience.  This is why the 

ASOM developed event-focused concerts such as the Mother’s Day Concert and use 

provocative concert names like Woman and Wine to entice newcomers.  Half the battle is 

getting people in the door; it does not make sense to estrange them from the beginning.  

 

Conclusions 

 The site visit to the ASOM exceeded my expectations and taught me a great deal 

about marketing and development strategies and leadership.  Having the opportunity to 

participate in a small portion of the IV process was very educational and inspiring.  As 

previously articulated, participation in the process was very high and it was mentioned that 

one board member in attendance flew up from Florida specifically for this event.   

Observing the IV process reinforced some things that I was observing at the SPCO, 

most importantly the necessity of board, staff, and musician ownership in the mission, 

purpose, and goals of the organization.  The ASOM staff takes the time to listen to each 

person and to acknowledge that person’s perspective.  The simple act of listening, respecting, 
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and acknowledging a person’s ideas, even if they are not implemented, is essential to gaining 

their trust and ownership in the organization and strategic plans. 

 One illuminating perspective about visiting the ASOM was learning about a low 

budget, high functioning organization.  Under Ms. Hoffman, Mr. Dodson, and the Board’s 

leadership they have eliminated debt and have restructured the organization’s focus to better 

serve the needs of its community.  Just as important is Ms. Hoffman and Mr. Dodson’s 

dedication to team building.  Although somewhat similar in scope, the ASO was strikingly 

different to my previous orchestra.  The ASO has made monumental advancements in 

audience development, artistic excellence, staff retention and commitment, and the utilization 

of volunteers with a relatively small budget.   

 At some level of my consciousness, I developed the rationalization that perhaps the 

troubles at the LSO were also due to its budget size and small staff, but the ASO changed 

that perception.  Visiting the ASOM helped me realize the importance of being generous to 

your community, staff, board, and musicians.  Even if the organization is small, if everyone 

involved is invested, then everything will find a way to work.  Ms. Hoffman and Mr. 

Dodson’s dedication and generosity to everyone connected to the ASOM is apparent by staff, 

musicians, and board commitment to the organization.        

Having the opportunity to speak with Ms. Hoffman and Mr. Dodson and to hear what 

their staff and board had to say about them, taught me a great deal about leadership. How 

they motivated and connect with the staff and the community is quite inspiring.  The 

leadership qualities that I saw in Ms. Hoffman and Mr. Dodson that are qualities needed in 

any executive position were generosity, humility, awareness and nimble thinking, and 

honesty and transparency.   
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 Ms. Hoffman and Mr. Dodson are generous in many ways.  They are endlessly 

giving their time to the ASO and they actively take time to be emotionally and personally 

generous to their staff and musicians as well as with each member of their community.   

Emotional and personal generosity is the willingness and genuine interest in and caring for 

others.  Ms. Hoffman intentionally takes the time to get to know each staff member on a 

personal level as well as a professional level.  Mr. Dodson told us that at first he was 

uncertain as to why Ms. Hoffman would take time out of a staff meeting to ask each person 

about other things going on in their lives.  After all there was so much to do and so little time 

to do it.   

One day, a few months after he arrived at the ASO, there was a situation that forced 

Ms. Hoffman to ask the entire staff to stay for basically the entire night.  Without hesitation 

everyone in the office called their respective families and told them that they needed to stay 

at work.  Some staff members had plans that night and simply told their spouses that they just 

had to reschedule and that was that.  Mr. Dodson said that this incident was the moment he 

realized why Ms. Hoffman spent so much time building the family in the ASO office.  He 

realized that people were so invested in the organization, not just because of a paycheck, but 

because they were committed to the art, the organization, and to each other.   

Ms. Hoffman and Mr. Dodson are very willing to take risks and they are also 

completely capable of saying, “Hey that was a huge failure”.  They encourage their staff to 

think outside the box and to challenge their ideas and are not quick to dismiss any idea.  They 

do not seek to be right or superior.  They are humble enough to set personal goals aside for 

the success of the organization and for the success of everyone involved.  Self awareness 

about successful strategies and the willingness to change strategies quickly is also tied to 
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humility.  While they may have spent a great deal of time postulating and creating 

development or marketing strategies, both Ms. Hoffman and Mr. Dodson listen to what the 

community tells them they need and are amenable to change.   

Take, for instance, changing in how concerts are programmed and marketed.  I know 

many music directors that would be vehemently opposed and insulted by the sheer idea of 

creating a program driven by finding ways to engage and access the audience rather than 

approaching it from the artistic side first.  Mr. Dodson is so committed to the orchestra and 

the community that he is willing to break all orchestral norms and listen to what his audience 

was telling him.  There is a belief in the industry that by programming accessible music you 

are somehow compromising artistic integrity.  True artists are those that understand that 

artistic integrity is not indicative of a piece’s accessibility.  This mindset is a widely accepted 

industry fallacy.  Mr. Dodson and Ms. Hoffman, however, have critically examined how they 

communicate with the community and have responded.  They realized that by presenting 

accessible music and understanding appropriate communication they were able to increase its 

audience.  This simple strategy of listening and having the insight to find a way to 

communicate and engage the audience has literally turned the ASOM around.      

Honesty and transparency is perhaps one of my most favorite traits about good 

leaders and is present at both the ASOM and the SPCO.  Both organizations are honest with 

its constituencies about goals, difficulties, and strategies and do not conceal information.  In 

every business there is a need for a level of discreetness, but transparency is not about full 

disclosure. Transparency is about being honest with the facts of the organization.  It is often 

apparent if an organization is in trouble, particularly nonprofit organizations, because the 
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organization never talks about its struggles or strategies to overcome those struggles.  

Everything is always “just fine”.   

 The conversations that Susan Mendenhall and I had with Mr. Dodson and Ms. 

Hoffman were very enlightening and candid.  There were many strategies implemented at the 

ASOM that mimicked strategies at the SPCO such as the patron revenue model, patron 

development pipeline (called the “on boarding process” at the ASOM), multi-year 

contribution strategy, and grassroots marketing strategies.  It was very apparent that the 

board, staff, and musicians of the ASOM are very dedicated to the organization.  Through 

critical reflection and a willingness to listen and to be nimble, the ASOM has transformed 

itself from a struggling regional orchestra to an organization with no debt, a growing 

endowment, increased audiences, and 10% community penetration, significantly greater than 

the industry average of 1% or 2%.           
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Chapter VI 

Conclusions 

 

 During this fellowship, I learned a great deal about creating and implementing 

effective development strategies; such as board centered fundraising, patron engagement and 

stewardship, and community service.  Perhaps more importantly, however, is what I learned 

about the essential characteristics of organizational leadership.  Both the SPCO and the 

ASOM employ some of the most gifted leaders I have had the privilege to meet.  My 

experiences at the SPCO and observations at the ASOM illuminated characteristics of 

effective leadership which, in turn, has benefited and enhanced two exceptional 

organizations.   

 

a. Essential Characteristics of Organizational Leadership 

 The essential characteristics of successful organizations that I observed at The Saint 

Paul Chamber Orchestra and at the Adrian Symphony Orchestra can be broken down into 

two categories: 1) administrative qualities and 2) organizational qualities.  Administrative 

characteristics are those qualities demonstrated by the administrators of the organizations.  

Organizational characteristics are those qualities demonstrated by the organization.  

Figure 6.1: Effective Leadership Characteristics 

 
Administrative 

• Listening 
• Humility & Generosity 
• Honesty &Transparency 

 
Organizational 

• Honesty & Transparency 
• Autonomy 
• Governance 
• Resources 
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 Listening  

  At both organizations, the administration had a great capacity to listen to the board, 

staff, and community.  Administrators listened to and utilized the board to develop the 

organizational strategic plans and BHAGs (Big Hairy Audacious Goals).  The SPCO and 

ASOM administration understood the importance of board “buy-in” and investment in order 

to successfully execute a plan.  Buy-in is the process of getting an individual to support 

organizational actions plans and philosophies.  Both the SPCO and the ASOM found that the 

one of the most effective processes for achieving board buy-in is to ensure that the board is 

invested in the organization.  Consequently, an effective method to increase investment in the 

organization is to ensure that the board members view themselves as significant contributors 

to the organization.  A simple, yet successful way to ensure that individuals feel like 

significant contributors is to listen and acknowledge their ideas and concerns. 

  Listening to staff was another process that has led these two organizations to function 

at very high levels.  The top administration at both organizations allows staff members to 

become autonomous and highly effective members of the team.  The administrators 

encourage staff members to think outside the box and empower them by letting them lead 

projects and determine the most effective processes for achieving departmental goals.  While 

the top administrators at both organizations are highly invested and involved with 

departmental functions, they understand the importance of listening to the needs of the staff 

and the necessity of empowering the staff to make critical decisions for the benefit of the 

organization. 

  Perhaps the most important constituency group to listen to was the community that 

the organization serves.  At both organizations, the top administrators listed the ability to 
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listen to the needs of the community as one of the most important abilities of successful non-

profit administrators.  

  The administrative staff of the ASOM, for example, understood their community and 

created strategies to help potential patrons connect with the organization.  Their Casual 

Classics series was inspired by a conversation that the artistic director, Mr. John Dodson, had 

with an Adrian local named Mel.  Mel is a blue-collar worker and felt that while he might be 

interested in attending an ASOM concert, it would be uncomfortable and he did not know 

anything about the music anyway.  Mr. Dodson took Mel’s insight regarding his fears and 

discomforts of going to an orchestra concert to heart; and, with the ASOM administrative 

staff, developed the Casual Classics series.   

  The Casual Classics is a concert series that takes place in a very relaxed atmosphere.  

The audience is seated at tables and is served popcorn and beverages, both alcoholic and non-

alcoholic.  Before each piece is played, John talks to the audience about the piece, composer, 

social and historic events occurring when the piece was composed, takes questions, and, with 

the musicians’ help, demonstrates different components of the piece to listen for when played 

in full.   

  This tactic has been incredibly well received by the community because it breaks 

down the “us and you” barrier that exists between most audiences and orchestras.  The 

patron-centered focus of the ASOM helped the administrative staff create and execute a 

strategy that addressed the needs of the community and increased community ownership in 

the organization. 
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Humility and Generosity 

  Humility and generosity are leadership qualities that deal with the ability to be 

empathetic towards all constituencies and a willingness to give time to board, staff, and the 

community.  Humility is the ability to, as a leader, admit when there is information or 

answers that are unknown, when failure has occurred, and acknowledge when the staff, 

board, or patrons have done well.  Encouraging staff and board members to challenge 

proposed strategies and to constructively participate in developing alternative strategies are 

humble and generous characteristics demonstrated by administrators at both organizations.   

  Top administrators at both the SPCO and the ASOM understand personal limitations 

and actively seek the expertise from the board, staff, and community.  These administrators 

are not threatened by autonomous board and staff members and, quite often, value the 

contrasting views.  The administration often seeks out individuals with contrasting view 

because they provided the organization with an alternative perspective; a perspective that 

often illuminates holes in the original strategy.  

           Top administrators are, to some extent, obligated by their job responsibilities to give a 

great deal of their time, both on and “off” the clock, to the board.  And while this interaction 

is extremely important in developing a healthy and active board, top administrators are often 

left with little time to get to know their staff.  Getting to know each staff member is one 

ingredient of success that Susan Hoffman, president and CEO of the ASOM, uses.   

  Ms. Hoffman is intentionally generous with her time to staff as well as the board and 

patrons of the ASOM.  In a conversation with Susan Mendenhall and me, Mr. Dodson, 

artistic director of the ASOM, mentioned that when he first began working at the ASOM, he 

did not understand why Ms. Hoffman spent precious time during staff meetings to ask each 
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person about their weekend and life.  It was not until he witnessed the staff’s commitment to 

Ms. Hoffman that Mr. Dodson realized the importance of being generous with your time to 

the staff as well as to the board and community. 

  At the Adrian Symphony Orchestra, the administrative staff are also the key 

personnel for concert production; something that is very common at many small to medium 

budget orchestras.  Orchestras of this size are dealing with a situation where individuals work 

regular forty-hour work weeks and are responsible for producing the concerts and fundraising 

events as needed. 

  During a concert week, the ASOM was also producing a fundraising event.  The night 

before the fundraising event was scheduled to happen, Ms. Hoffman realized there were a 

number of tasks that still needed to be completed and had to ask the staff to stay late in order 

to meet the deadline.  Mr. Dodson was shocked at how amenable every staff person was to 

calling home, canceling plans, and staying for the rest of the night.   

  Through Ms. Hoffman’s generosity and genuine interest in her staff’s lives, the staff 

had become invested in not only the orchestra, but also in Ms. Hoffman.  The staff’s 

investment in the ASOM and in Ms. Hoffman is what helps the organization maintain 

momentum in the face of fatigue, such as excessive working hours, or inconvenience, such as 

a pending deadline.  It was during this event that Mr. Dodson realized why Ms. Hoffman was 

so generous with her time to the staff.  Generosity is a practice that Ms. Hoffman uses to 

build her team’s investment in one another and in the orchestra.  
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Honesty and Transparency 

  Honesty and transparency is about telling the truth to the appropriate people—such as 

board, staff, patrons, and the community—, at the appropriate time, about challenges facing 

the organization.  Once the appropriate constituencies are aware of the challenges, including 

those individuals in important discussion on how the organization is creating strategies to 

deal with those challenges will increase the organization’s chance of success.  Including 

constituencies in important discussions increases the likelihood that those constituencies will 

become more invested in the strategy, thus, increasing the chance of success.     

  When facing financial difficulties, both the ASOM and the SPCO turned to the 

community.  The organizations talked to the respective communities about the troubles they 

were facing and, in both situations, the communities supported the organizations and helped 

them overcome the problem.   

  The SPCO, for example, diligently communicates with the board, staff, patrons, and 

community about its financial results at the end of the year.  While it often does not have to 

report negative fiscal results at the end of a year, it does maintain a belief in consistently 

communicating accurate information about the organization to all constituencies.  The 

transparency of the organization can be seen in its December 17, 2008 fiscal announcement 

in Pioneer Press46

...The ensemble finished the fiscal year ended June 30, 2008, with a surplus of more 
than $125,000, enough to wipe out the last of an accumulated deficit from 2003. The 
orchestra operates on an annual budget of about $12 million.  The chamber orchestra 
is now operating without any external debt, and its numbers are a bright spot in a 
national music landscape with its share of storm clouds: In California, the Santa 
Clarita Symphony announced this week it would cancel its 2009 season; last week, 
the Baltimore Opera filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection, listing at least $1.2 

:  

                                                 
46 Dominic Papatola, “SPCO Ends Fiscal Year with Surplus, Wipes Out Debt,” Pioneer Press (December 17, 
2008), http://www.twincities.com (accessed March 21, 2009). 
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million in debt...The chamber orchestra also saw increased giving by individuals and 
corporations to its annual campaign.  But the orchestra, like most nonprofit 
organizations, saw the value of its endowment decline, a reflection of the freefall of 
global stock markets. The value of the chamber orchestra's endowment stood at $37 
million at the end of this fiscal year; in notes accompanying the SPCO's annual 
report, auditors noted the value of the portfolio fell 4.5 percent from June to 
September.  

  It is often easy to tell if an organization is in trouble because it never talks about its 

struggles or strategies to overcome those struggles.  Everything is always “just fine”.   

 
Autonomy 
 
 Autonomous organizations are those with the ability to question industry practices 

and to develop strategies that are appropriate for the organization’s unique needs and 

mission.  The SPCO and ASOM have moved away from industry “norms” in areas such as: 

artistic governance, ticketing philosophy, and marketing practices.      

The SPCO questioned the viability of the traditional, industry used, and hierarchical 

artistic director model.  Through reflective examination of its mission and position within its 

community, the SPCO administration and board felt that an alternate artistic governance 

model would better serve its needs.  Thus, the organization established the artistic partner 

model that gave more artistic governing power to SPCO musicians and eliminated the artistic 

director position.      

Likewise, challenging conventional ticketing practices has helped the SPCO increase 

audience attendance.  The SPCO also has a unique understanding about the relationship 

between ticketing practices and how industry ticketing practices can affect the audience 

development progression.  The SPCO, for example, strives to be accessible.  One method this 

is achieved is through ticket pricing.   
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The SPCO utilizes the audience development philosophy of resource acquisition, 

which seeks to get as many people into a concert hall as possible and eventually convert them 

into investors.  If potential audience members cannot or choose not to attend concerts 

because ticket prices are high or constantly changing when there is a guest artist, audience 

development efforts are undermined.   

Think about ticketing in the context of modern society.  Compare the experience of 

going to a movie with that of going to an orchestra concert.  Tickets for an orchestra concert 

can range from $10 to $100+, depending on the organization, but an average ticket price is 

about $25 per person.  Movie tickets, however, are around $12 per person; roughly half the 

cost of an orchestra ticket.  It would cost $25 for one or $50 for two novice audience 

members to attend a symphony concert.  Asking an individual to spend this amount of money 

on experience they are not sure they will enjoy is a bit lofty.  If the goal of the organization is 

to develop audience members, it must be willing to help audience members make the 

decision to attend.  One achievable way is through lowering ticket prices and not 

participating in variable pricing.   

   One of alternative marketing strategies employed by both the SPCO and the ASOM 

is the switch from conventional marketing strategies to grassroots marketing strategies.  

Conventional marketing strategies include the purchasing of advertisement space in 

newspapers and on television and radio.  Grassroots marketing strategies include word-of-

mouth or viral marketing and social networking.  The SPCO, for example, does not purchase 

advertisement space in newspapers.  This choice released marketing resources that can be use 

in alternative ways.        
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Both the SPCO and the ASOM challenge industry norms and, through this process, 

have become stronger, healthier, and community supported organizations.  These 

organizations are comfortable taking calculated risks and accepting failure as a tool for 

growth. 

 

Governance 

Excellence in governance, as demonstrated by both the SPCO and the ASOM, is the 

ability to be foresighted, create and implement strategic plans, and create and implement 

assessment processes.  Foresightedness is having the ability to articulate a potential problem 

before it becomes a crises.  Strategic planning is about taking the time to intentionally plan 

how to achieve a goal or to deal with a problem.  Assessment is the process of creating 

meaningful metrics that can be used to monitor and articulate success and progress to staff, 

board members, patrons, and the community.     

Foresightedness and strategic planning, for example, were demonstrated by the SPCO 

when the economic landscape began changing in October, 2008.  Routinely, the SPCO 

begins budgeting for the upcoming fiscal year at the turn of the calendar year.  A fiscal year, 

for the SPCO, is from July 1st through June 30th.   

In October 2008, only three months into FY09, SPCO foresaw that the events of 

October 2008 would impact upcoming fiscal years.  Thus, it began forecasting for FY10 and 

FY11.  The SPCO anticipated the recession, identified potential areas where expenses could 

decrease, and began creating strategy to govern the organization through FY11.   
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Resources 

 Organizations must have resources to survive.  Excellence in resources is the ability 

to articulate the organization’s business model, identifying sustainable resources, cultivate 

those resources through board action and patron education, and being fiscally responsible 

with all resources.  Understanding the business model will help and organization identify its 

sustainable resources.  Ideally, the identification of sustainable resources indicates where the 

majority of financial support should come from and where the organization has the most 

control.   

Once the sustainable resources are identified, the organization must cultivate those 

resources through board action and patron education.  As demonstrated by the SPCO and the 

ASOM, leadership in resource acquisition should begin with the board.  Both organizations 

have cultivated highly active boards that are invested in governance and fundraising.   

Patron education has been achieved by communicating to the audience and general 

public about the importance of charitable contributions.  Both organizations spend time 

articulating its “case” and intentionally communicating the case to all constituencies.  The 

“case” is a collection of reasons why the community should support the organization.  The 

SPCO, for example, broke its case down into three main categories: excellence, community 

service, and accessibility47

Identifying and securing resources creates an expectation of fiscal responsibility.  

Fiscal responsibility, for example, is about the ethical and proper treatment of every dollar 

.  Within each category, the organization has identified specific 

achievements to be communicated to constituencies about the mission, success, and service 

of the organization.  These categories and specific achievements were compiled to help 

articulate why individuals, corporations, and foundations should support the SPCO. 

                                                 
47 Bair, Michelle, Theresa Gienapp, et al. “Board FY09 Annual Fund Plan and Background Material,” (2008). 
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that comes into the organization.  Fiscal success demands consistent communication with 

constituencies about where the money will be used.  Fiscal responsibility is also about 

finding ways, as a manager, to maintain balanced budgets and operations absent significant 

external debt or deficit.     

 

Coda 

This fellowship has enhanced my knowledge and understanding of orchestra 

management, leadership, and team building and has provided me with skills for continued 

success in developing mission driven strategic plans48

 The SPCO is a cross-disciplinary organization able to achieve high levels of success 

because of their ability to effectively communicate and strategize across departments.  It was 

a combination of this cross-disciplinary process of strategic planning and implementation 

coupled with Mr. Limbacher’s role in the organization as the vice president and chief 

operating officer that made it possible for me to work with and learn about each 

department

.  Mr. Limbacher was extremely 

proactive in my education and encouraged me to meet and become involved with other 

departments during my time at the SPCO.   

 In a way I feel as though I have had opportunities and experiences afforded to 

management fellows.  I had the opportunity to work with the marketing, finance, and 

operations departments as well as having the opportunity to observe and work with other 

Twin Cities performing arts groups.      

49

                                                 
48 A methodological template to help create strategic plans is available in 

.  Through this experience, I have developed a greater understanding of 

Appendix M of this document.   
49 Bruce Coppock, President of the SPCO from 1999-2008, resigned his post in July, 2008 and Sarah Lutman, 
current President of the SPCO, did not assume her duties until late November, 2008.  As vice president and 
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financial, marketing, and operational strategies, insight into how these departments interact 

and are affected by one another, and the importance a patron-centered focus to guide 

strategy.   

 The most important lessons I learned about organizational management were the 

importance of being foresighted, strategic, and intentional rather than reactive to challenges.  

The management of the SPCO is constantly planning for the future and actively takes 

measures to alleviate possible crises before they happen.  The management’s ability to 

understand the socio-economic environment in which the organization operates coupled with 

the management’s willingness to make hard decisions ensures the SPCO’s success through 

difficult times.             

 Complimentary to their foresighted, strategic, and intentional qualities, the SPCO is 

an autonomous organization that has successfully broken with industry norms.  It is bold 

enough to question industry practices, analyze how those practices work through the lens of 

its unique mission and goals, and decide if those strategies are appropriate.  If conventional 

industry practices are not central to the mission or governing principles, the SPCO is willing 

to change or forego the practice. 

 One of the most profound elucidations from this fellowship was the necessity of 

understanding an organization’s unique business model and identifying sustainable resources.  

This understanding is essential for maintaining organizational focus and optimizing strategic 

plans.  The identification of sustainable resources is vital for the long-term health of any 

organization and directly affects an organization’s ability to achieve goals.        

                                                                                                                                                       
chief operating officer and the senior executive staff member, Mr. Limbacher assumed many presidential 
responsibilities during the transition period.          
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 This fellowship has provided me with insight into how orchestras view itself within 

its community.  Historically, many orchestras have positioned themselves as quazi-for-profit, 

elitist institutions.  This distorted position within the community has led many orchestras to 

bankruptcy and has thickened the glass between the community and the organization.   

  The simple act of stating, “Yes, we are a philanthropic organization here for the 

community and we must learn to listen to them” has changed how the SPCO and the ASOM 

strategize to better serve community needs.  By embracing its service status and realizing 

how vision and mission can facilitate service, the SPCO has created a financially stable, 

artistically exceptional, community conscious, and community supported organization. 
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Appendix B 
 

The Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra organization chart 
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Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra Organizational Chart 
 

President & Managing Director 
Sarah Lutman 

VP for Artistic Planning 
John Mangum 

VP & Chief Operating Officer 
Jon Limbacher 

Executive Assistant 
Amy Thirsten 

Production Manager 
Jason Piehl 

Orchestra Personnel Manager 
Kelly MacLennan 

Technical Manager 
Jon Kjarum 

Librarian 
Jim Kortz 

Education Manager 
Erin Jude 

Asst. to VP & COO 
Anne Murphy 

Director of Development 
Theresa Gienapp 

Dir. of Marketing & Comm. 
Jessica Etten 

Asst. Dir. Dev. – Individual Gifts 
Holly Carpenter 

Asst. Dir. Dev. – Instit. Support 
Melissa Spencer 

Asst. Dir. of Patron Devel. 
Katie Berg 

Individual Gifts Manager 
Sarah Bane 

Grants Associate 
Becky Cline 

Communications Manager 
Kelly Belich 

Subscription Marketing Manager 
Lindsey Thoreson 

Creative Manager 
Aimee Johnson 

Marketing Assistant 
Gretchen Klaus 

Development Data Coordinator 
Becky Ten Brink 

Ticket Services Manager 
Jim Belich 

Director of Finance  
Julie Fliflet 

Finance Manager 
Kam Carlson 

Accounting Manager 
Mark Niehaus 

IT by ASPEx 

Assistant Ticket Office Manager  
Jackie Nelson 

Ticket Services Team Coord. 
Matt Preloger 

Ticket Svc./Retail Assoc..75 FTE 
Dorothy Lind 

Ticket Services Associates (12) 
Part time 

Director of Human Resources 
Sandy Larson 

Venue Manager 
Natalie Hokanson 

Asst. Venue Manager 
Mary Phelps 
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Appendix C 
 

 Initial work plan
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Initial plan that I received when I first got to the SPCO 
 

1. Develop the FY09 Annual Fund Plan 
a. Attend all retreats, serve as scribe collecting all notes, and translate all notes 

into one compelling document showing the strategies for FY09. 
b. Draft will be brought to the Development Retreat to be tweaked, edit before 

presenting to the Development Committee at the end of August. 
 

2. Development Giving Societies 
a. Evaluate current systems 
b. Suggest a new system that is consistent and not as confusing 

 
3. Development Acknowledgement Process 

a. Evaluate current systems 
b. Suggest new ways of improving and utilizing e-mail 

 
4. E-mail Collection Strategy: 

a. How can we get more of our donors to give us their e-mail addresses? 
b. How can we be utilizing their e-mails?  Acknowledgements? Solicitations? 

Etc? 
 

5. Subscriber research (as mentioned at the Governance Committee Meeting) 
a. Who has been coming and giving for many years that could be a potential 

Board candidate? 
 

6. Planned Giving 
a. Evaluate the program 
b. Audit 
c. Identify individuals that may be ready to participate in the planned giving 

program.  
 

7. Musician Sponsorship Program 
a. Coordinate the “Opt-in” letter sent to all at the $10k level 
b. Follow-up and confirm matches 
c. Plan and implement the Musician Sponsor Open Rehearsal 
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Appendix D 
 

“2008-09 Annual Fund Plan  
and Background Material” packet 
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2008-09 Annual Fund Plan 
and Background Material 
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Section 1: My FY09 Annual Fund Plan 
 
 

My Board Contact:  Theresa M. Gienapp

 Think about the people you know.  Which friends or family members should 
become investors in The Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra?   

 
Director of Development 
The Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra 
tg@spcomail.org 
T 651.225.1234 
F 651.292.1234 
  
Third Floor 
The Historic Hamm Building 
408 Saint Peter Street 
Saint Paul, Minnesota  55102-1497 
T 651.292.3248 

 
Initial Plan: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Questions to ask and answer that will help identify potential prospects: 
 

o People who come to concerts and are interested in the cultural and 
community value of the organization 

o People who understand the cultural and community value of the 
organization, but may never have or are unable to come to concerts 

o Individuals already active in other philanthropic organizations 
 
 Think about your business relationships.  In which business relationships do 

you have influence or leverage? 
o Personal accounting, investment, or legal firms 
o Business partnerships     
o Businesses already active in other philanthropic organizations  
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Section 2: The Case for the SPCO 
Excellence, Community Service & Accessibility 

 
In order to advance The Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra as a world-class, accessible, and financially 

stable community resource, it is critical that 
 our Annual Fund grow by 7% each year. 

 
Excellence  

 Artistic Excellence 
o Great success with Artistic Partners  
o Musician-led artistic planning 
o Active proponent for all types of chamber music 
o World-class concerts and musicians  
o Highly successful international touring 
o Organized and produced the inaugural International Chamber Orchestra Festival as a 

highlight of the 50th Anniversary Celebration 
 Financial Stewardship 

o Balanced budget 14 out of the last 15 years—we are responsible contribution 
managers 

o No accumulated deficit and no outside debt 
o FY09: built a completely flat budget in comparison to FY08 in response to current 

economic conditions  
 Industry Leadership 

o Radical business model 
o Unprecedented artistic leadership model 

 Community Support 
o Over the past eight years, the SPCO’s Annual Fund has grown from approximately 

$2.5 million to over $4 million 
o In FY08, the SPCO raised $4,244,835 in the Annual Fund, representing a 6.4% 

increase over FY07 
o 60% of our Annual Fund is contributed by individuals 
o In FY08 there was a significant 6.7% overall increase in individual giving—the most 

sustainable portion of our Annual Fund—representing an increase of $161,241  
 Audience Development 

o Increased the number of households served from 5,000 to 7,000 over the last 6 years 
o On average, our concerts are 86% full 
o The number of season ticket holders has grown from just over 11,000 in the 2002-03 

season, to reaching nearly an all-time high in the 2007-08 season at  16,300 ticket 
holders 

 
 
“To judge from the unanimous cheering of the audience at Sunday night’s Zankel Hall performance… 
it’s safe to say that America’s only full-time chamber orchestra…which hadn’t played in New York in a 
decade—is back on the block in a serious way. The program, which featured not only Dawn Upshaw, 
singing classic works for voice and ensemble by Stravinsky and Ravel, but also a luminous 
arrangement of four Schubert songs by Osvaldo Golijov, was both alluring and bold, and the playing 
was uniformly first-rate.” 

Russell Platt (2008) 
Carnegie Hall Performance: The New Yorker’s Blog “Goings On” 
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Community Service 
 Education and Family Programs 

o Free family music: serving nearly 2,500 children and their families every year thanks 
to a generous grant from the Target Foundation that makes all these concerts free. 

 Start the Music!: Early childhood and family program for children ages 3-6 
 xplorchestra!: Child and family program for children ages 6-13 
 Family concerts at Ordway Center 

o Camp SPCO: Annual weekend workshop and performance opportunity for adult-
amateur instrumentalists  

o Saturday Special: Seasonal SPCO musician coaching and performance opportunity 
for high school musicians   

o Comcast Community Concerts: FREE!  
 Holiday concerts throughout the Twin Cities each December 

o CONNECT: music education program serving 6,000 elementary and middle school 
students in 16 St. Paul and Minneapolis public schools, provided FREE to teachers 
and participants  

o SPCO musicians and Cultural Partners make over 500 classroom visits, produce 
nearly 50 assembly experiences and provide training and opportunities to 
approximately 260 CONNECT teachers each year. 

 Community Partnerships  
o Current partnerships are with Jeremiah Program, the Center for Hmong Arts and 

Talent (CHAT), and the City of Saint Paul  
o Will continue to develop more partnerships in the future 

 Collaboration with other arts and public service organizations: 
o Arts Partnership 

 Member organizations include: The Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra, Ordway 
Center for the Performing Arts, The Minnesota Opera, and The Schubert 
Club 

 Concrete & Grass: A FREE outdoor music festival in downtown St. Paul 
o TPT: Viewership of previous TPT and SPCO partnership programs has ranged from 

29,000 to more than 112,000 through premiere and encore broadcasts 
o Minnesota Public Radio (MPR) 

 SPCO is regularly featured on MPR’s Performance Today and Symphony 
Cast, which reaches over 1 million listeners each week on over 300 stations 
nationwide.   

 Broadcasts 26 SPCO concerts per year, reaching 96,100 listeners per 
broadcast 

 
 
“We [the Jeremiah Program] find that while free education programs exist in the community, low-
income come families are often unaware of them or are uncomfortable accessing those opportunities.  
By building a partnership to bring music to its campuses, Jeremiah Program can be a bridge for 
families to experience the rich cultural experience of classical music” 
 

Gloria Perez (2007)  
President and CEO, Jeremiah Program 
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Accessibility 
 Target Free Family Music 

 Family concerts at the Ordway are FREE 
 xplorchestra! is FREE 
 Start the Music! is FREE 

 Affordable and low ticket prices  
 Have not increased the price of Ordway evening concert tickets in the last 3 

years 
 $10 & $25 tickets in the neighborhood series  
 Senior Discounts 

• $3 senior discount on single tickets to Ordway Friday Morning Coffee 
and Ted Mann Sunday Matinee Concerts 

• For season ticket holders: an additional 10% off for select sections at 
the Ordway Center, Ted Mann Sunday Matinee and Ordway Friday 
Morning Coffee 

 3M Student Rush tickets: $10 tickets with a valid student I.D. available one hour 
prior to regular season concert  

o Children’s pricing: $5 for children ages 17 and under (1,600 “kids” tickets sold last 
season) 

 Neighborhood concerts: we bring the music to you! 
 8 neighborhood locations (11 locations overall) 

 club2030: Focusing on concert accessibility and experience of our younger patrons 
 Available to anyone between the ages of 20 and 39  
 All members are eligible to buy tickets to SPCO concerts at the Ordway Center 

and Ted Mann for just $10 per ticket! 
 

 
 
“I'm a huge fan of the program…The 2030 Club provides access to one of the Twin Cities best 
cultural programs, the SPCO, for a price even a student can probably afford. The accessible ticket 
price allows us a chance to go out for dinner before, or late night happy hour after the concert. The 
seats are not limited or blacked out, so I've had great luck picking fabulous seats. My favorite part, 
though, is the Jazzed Up Friday night option. It's like a music sampler, you get great orchestra, and 
either more great orchestra or a local jazz band after intermission. This program is so incredible, I 
almost want to keep it a secret so there are more seats for me, but the word is out - I've told all my 
friends.” 

Kim Hyers (2008) 
club2030 member 
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Things to get excited about in the 2008-09 season, our 50th anniversary! 
 
SPCO Musician Festival: The last four weeks of the season will showcase the 
virtuosity in the SPCO’s ranks with programs featuring SPCO musicians as soloists, 
directors, and chamber musicians. Romantic composers Brahms, Mendelssohn and 
Schumann will be the fare, and Concertmaster Steven Copes, Principal Cellist Ronald 
Thomas and Associate Concertmaster Ruggero Allifranchini will be featured as soloists 
and directors in three different programs. Brahms, Mendelssohn, and Schumann wrote 
some of the greatest chamber music of the 19th century, and the SPCO’s collaborative 
approach will bring out the chamber music qualities in some of their orchestral 
masterpieces as well. Featured pieces in this festival include Brahms’ Violin Concerto, 
Schumann’s Cello Concerto, and Mendelssohn’s Piano Trio in D Minor. These weeks 
will also see the return of pianist Jonathan Biss, who will perform Schumann’s Piano 
Concerto and chamber music by Schumann and Mendelssohn, as well as conductor 
Hans Graf, who returns at the request of the members of the Chamber Orchestra to lead 
Mendelssohn’s complete incidental music to Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s 
Dream. 
 
International Chamber Orchestra Festival (ICOF):  Four of the world’s preeminent 
chamber orchestras join the SPCO for the first-ever International Chamber Orchestra 
Festival.  The festival takes place over four weeks in January 2009 right here in the Twin 
Cities. The festival features the unparalleled artistry of the strings of the Chamber 
Orchestra of Europe, the cutting-edge contemporary style of the London Sinfonietta, the 
captivating period-instrument refinement of the Orchestra of the Age of Enlightenment, 
and the vigor and dynamism of America’s own Philharmonia Baroque Orchestra.  A 
highlight of the festival will be a tour de force comprised of the London Sinfonietta, 
members of the Orchestra of the Age of Enlightenment, and The Saint Paul Chamber 
Orchestra.  All of these musicians will come together on January 16th and 17th, 2009 for 
the performance of Heiner Goebbels’ Songs of Wars I Have Seen.  The International 
Chamber Music Festival is an exciting landmark event for the world’s chamber orchestra 
community that should not be missed! 
 
Target Free Family Music: The Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra’s popular Family Series 
at the Ordway Center, xplorchestra!, and Start the Music! programs, are now all FREE 
thanks to generous support from Target. These child-friendly programs feature the 
musicians of The Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra as well as the opportunity for hands-on 
learning. 
 

• Family Concert Series at the Ordway Center provides fun for kids ages 6-12 
on Saturday mornings.  Kid-sized concerts packed with music, learning and fun 
are presented on select Saturday mornings throughout the season.   

• xplorchestra!, the SPCO’s child and family education program, debuted in the 
2006-07 season and serves children ages 6-13 and their families by providing 
more personalized interactions with SPCO musicians, one instrumental family 
at a time, and strives to develop each child’s artistic voice.  After the concert, 
audience members have the opportunity to meet the musicians and explore the 
instruments they play, hands on! 
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• Start the Music!, the SPCO’s early-childhood and family program, has 
captivated and amazed children aged 3-6 and their families since its debut in 
the 2004-05 season. This exploratory program provides hands-on learning 
activities and specialized concerts to stimulate all of the young learners’ 
senses. 

 
Young Artist Program: The Young Artist Program is a groundbreaking post-graduate 
professional development program for highly trained and gifted chamber musicians.  
Beginning fall 2008, the SPCO will sponsor a three-year training residencies for up to 11 
musicians triennially.  The Young Artists Program will draw upon all the resources of the 
SPCO – its musicians, Artistic Partners, guest artists, management and board – to 
mentor young musicians and to provide a rigorous and supportive professional 
environment in which to advance the artistic development of young artists. 
 
2008 Scandinavian tour: In December 2008, the SPCO will go on a five-day, five-city 
Scandinavian tour. The orchestra will perform in Copenhagen, Oslo, Hamburg, 
Gothenburg, and Stockholm. Nicolaj Znaider will conduct the orchestra and perform as 
violin soloist on the tour with programming that includes Mozart’s Violin Concerto No. 5, 
Stravinsky’s Concerto in D, and Beethoven’s 4th and 7th Symphonies. Performances will 
take place in some of the most prestigious concert halls in Scandinavia, including the 
DR Concert Hall in Copenhagen, Oslo Concert Hall, the Musikhalle in Hamburg, 
Gothenburg Concert Hall and Stockholm Concert Hall.  Znaider will join the SPCO for 
tour preview concerts across the Twin Cities from September 18 – 26. 
 
Commissions, World and U.S. Premieres 
As a part of the SPCO’s commitment to music of our time, the SPCO’s 50th anniversary 
season will feature the world premiere of a new work by Maria Schneider, commissions 
by Steven Stucky and Chen Yi, as well as the U.S. premiere of a work by Heiner 
Goebbels.  
 

• As part of her second season as Artistic Partner of the SPCO, Dawn Upshaw 
will join forces with Grammy-winning jazz composer, arranger, orchestra 
leader, and Minnesota native Maria Schneider, who will create a new work for 
Upshaw and the SPCO. For Schneider’s first venture into the Chamber 
Orchestra world, she and Upshaw curate a program meant to illuminate 
Schneider’s musical world. 

• The SPCO will also present the world premiere of a newly-commissioned 
work for Chamber Orchestra by Pulitzer Prize-winning composer Steven 
Stucky. Scott Yoo will conduct the premiere in March of 2009.  

• The commission by Chen Yi is the third and last in the SPCO’s three-year 
composer in residence program with the League of American Orchestras’ 
Music Alive program. 

• As a part of the International Chamber Orchestra Festival, the U.S. premiere 
of Songs of Wars I have Seen by Heiner Goebbels will be performed by the 
same forces that gave the piece its critically acclaimed world premiere - the 
London Sinfonietta and members of the Orchestra of the Age of 
Enlightenment 
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Section 3: Resources Overview 
 

The Big Picture: SPCO Fundraising Efforts 
 
 Annual Fund:  

o Sustainable and renewable support includes: 
 Individual Contributions 
 Corporate Contributions  
 Foundation Contributions 

o Must maintain 7% growth each year in order to ensure financial 
stability 

 
 Endowment:  

o Currently at $40 million 
o Seeking to increase to $80 million 
 

 Bridge Funding (Advancement) 
o Established to help correct a structural deficit while we continue 

building the endowment and Annual Fund 
o Necessary in order to maintain financial excellence and balanced 

budgets 
 

 Other 
o Restricted (CONNECT, Education) 
o Special Events (50th Anniversary, ICOF, Gala) 
o Government 

 
 
Total Revenue: 
 

16%

12%

4%

16%

34%

17%
1%

Ticket Sales
Restricted & Gov't
Contracted Services
Endowment
Annual Fund
Special Funding
Other
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Section 4: FY09 Campaigns 
 

 
($000's)        

  
FY08 

Actual 
FY09 Goals 

(Budget) 

% 
Increase 

over FY08 

$ 
Increase 

over 
FY08 

FY09 
Goals  

(Stretch) 

% 
Increase 

over 
FY08 

$ 
Increase 

over 
FY08 

Board $1,042  $1,080  3.6% $38  $1,145  9.9% $103  
Governing 
Members $193  $195  1.0% $2  $205  6.2% $12  
Indi ≥ $1,500 $691  $597  -13.6% ($94) $750  8.5% $59  
Indi ≤ $1,499 $630  $650  3.2% $20  $670  6.3% $40  
Corporate $1,198  $1,100  -8.2% ($98) $1,235  3.1% $37  
Foundation $495  $478  -3.4% ($17) $495  0.0% $0  
  $4,249  $4,100  -3.5% ($149) $4,500  5.9% $251  
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Annual Fund Divisional Trends FY00-FY08
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Section 5: Annual Fund 
FY08 Overview and Historic Trends 

 
FY08 Annual Fund Overview—ended June 30, 2008 
 

Goal:  $4,226 
Final: $4,248  
6.4% growth over FY07 

 
FY08 Divisional Achievements: 

 
  Individual Contributions:  $2,556 60% of the Annual Fund 
  Corporate Contributions: $1,198 28% of the Annual Fund 
  Foundation Contributions: $   494 12% of the Annual Fund 
 
Historic Trends  
  
  
  
  
  
 
  
 
 
 
 
*6.7% compound growth from 2000 to 2008 
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Section 6: General Information 
 
Board Expectations 
 
A member of the Board of Directors of The Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra is expected 
to: 
• participate in fundraising; 
• approach membership on the SPCO Board of Directors (and its related 

committees) with a level of priority and commitment equal to, or greater than, any 
contributions of time and resources made to other community boards on which 
the member may serve; 

• contribute a minimum personal gift of $7,500 to the Annual Campaign each 
year*; 

• purchase at least one pair of regular SPCO series tickets each season; 
• support, through attendance, special events; 
• serve on one of the SPCO standing and/or special committees; 
• regularly attend Board and assigned committee meetings; 
• serve as an advocate for the SPCO in the community and throughout the nation. 
 
Vision Statement: The Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra will solidify and expand its 
unique position as the nation’s premier chamber orchestra, earning increased local, 
national, and international recognition and financial support through excellence in 
performance, artistic creativity, management, and service to community. 
 
The musicians of The Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra envision an orchestra 
committed to achieving an even-higher standard of excellence.  We seek musical 
growth combined with the highest quality musical leadership and management, as 
well as the individual commitment of each musician to the process of achieving 
excellence. 
 
Mission Statement: The mission of The Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra Society is 
to present a world-class professional chamber orchestra in the Twin Cities, 
dedicated to superior performance, and artistic innovation and education, for the 
enrichment of community and world audiences. 
 
BHAGs: Big, Hairy, Audacious Goals  
 
 To be widely recognized as America’s Chamber Orchestra 
 To be clearly distinctive in artistic profile 
 To be the symbol of excellence in the Twin Cities 
 To be exemplary and robust in financial performance 

 
 
 

*Prior to 2007-08, minimum personal gift was $5,000 and may still be applicable to “grandfathered” individuals 
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Appendix E 
 

Planned giving audit index
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Folder Name 
Document Date 

Ranges Comments 
Acks, Notifications & Condolence Letters 2003-2008 Thank you letters, notification letters 

Advisory Contact Lists 2002-2008 Sparse (4 Docs) 
Advisory Council & Board Liaison 
Descriptions 2002 

2 documents about board PG advisory council and 2 about 
liaison descriptions. 

Call Reports 2002-2005 
Call reports for solicitation and tracking general 
correspondences.  

Charitable Gift Annuity-End of Year Calcs 2006-2006 2 Folders (FY05 & FY06 
Charitable Gift Annuity Payments 2001-2008 Cover letters/Payment Notifications 

Charitable Gift Annuity Proposals 2001-2008 Guidelines; Person Specific; Not many people 

Donor & Prospect Correspondence 2001-2003 Introduction letter, PG Mailing Lists/Letters 
Euro Tour DVD Mailing FY08 Nov of 2007 Encore Society Letters/Mailing Labels 
Events & Seminars 1999-2008 ES Events by Year (Breakfast, Invitations, Program Insert) 

Forms & Brochure Inserts 2002-2008 
Enrollment Forms, Description of the society, Welcome Form, 
Sample Bequest Language, General Information 

Gift Acceptance Approval Documents 2000-2007 
Unexpected Planned Gifts Policies & Procedures/Acceptance 
Forms; Approval Forms;  

Gift Entry Worksheets 2002-2003 Donor Info, Gift info, Admin Info for gift 
Historical Files  2001-2002 Unable to open 

Holiday Cards 2003-2006 4 Excel files of names for holiday cards 
Inquiries & Invite Letters 2001-2007 General Correspondences with new PG Individuals 

Newsletters 2001-2003 
PG Info for patrons/mailing lists for PG info to current PG 
patrons 

Planned Giving Companion (old Software) 1999-2005 Unable to open 

Policies & Legal Documents 2002-2007 
Statement of Legal & Exempt Status; Policies and Guidelines 
via 1996; Project Descriptions; PG 101 Info Topics 

Prelude Program Book 2001-2008 Name Lists for the Program Book 

Presentations 2001-2002 
Some PPT Presentations, Charts, Friends Presentations, Staff 
Presentations, Development Committee Presentations 

Print Materials 2001-2006 

Taxpayers Companion, Fixed Income Ops, Bequests, PDF 
Material for Circulation; Legacy Invite; Encore Society 
Brochure; Thank You Post Cards, Brochure Master Pages 

Program Plans and Activities (Historic) 2001-2003 PG Strategic Planning  

Prospect Lists 2007 3 Excel Worksheets from January 2007 
Reports (Historic) 2001-2003 $ Raised Reports, Endowment Calcs & Reports 
Roman Verostko Artwork 2006 2006 Image Files 

Transitional Files-SMJ50 2003  
Four files about SMJ's departure and things that may happen 
with the PG plan 

Unexpected Planned Gift Procedure 2007 
2 file about unexpected planned gifts, 1 general and 1 is an 
acceptance form. 

Website 2005-2006 3 files about the website 

 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
50 SMJ are the initials of Sara Miller Johnson, Associate Director of Development for Planned Giving 
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Appendix F 
 

The Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra Planned Giving Policy
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The Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra 
Planned Giving Policy 

 
 

 
What is Planned Giving? 
Planned Gifts are charitable contributions that require planning before they are made and often 
provide the contributor with tax benefits and/or life income.  The benefits of being involved with a 
planned gift include: reducing the patron’s income tax while increasing current income, passing assets 
to family members at a reduced tax cost, and making significant donations to philanthropic 
organizations.    
 
Most Common Types of Planned Giving Experienced at the SPCO 
 
 Bequest: When a contributor decides to leave assets to a charitable organization in his or her 

will. The individual’s estate will receive a charitable estate tax deduction at the time of death 
(when the gift is realized).  

 
 Gift Annuity: A gift annuity is a contract between a charity and a donor. In return for a 

donation of cash or other assets, the charity agrees to pay a fixed payment for life to the 
contributor or other designated by the contributor (family, friend). The contributor can claim 
a major charitable tax deduction the year the principle was donated.  Thereafter, a calculated 
percentage of the annuity payment is tax deductible.  Income from a gift annuity can be 
deferred for a period of years. Deferred gift annuities are often set up by younger donors to 
supplement retirement income. 

 
 Charitable Remainder Trust: An arrangement in which property or money is donated to a 

charity, but the individual continues to use the property and/or receive income from it while 
living. The beneficiaries receive the income and the charity receives the principal after a 
specified period of time. The grantor avoids any capital gains tax on the donated assets, and 
also gets an income tax deduction for the fair market value of the remainder interest that the 
trust earned. In addition, the asset is removed from the estate, reducing subsequent estate 
taxes. (3 types of CRTs are: Charitable Remainder Annuity (fixed $$ amount), Charitable 
Remainder Unitrust (fixed %age), and Charitable Pooled Income Fund (multiple contributors 
into one fund)).  

 
Other Types of Planned Giving Experienced at the SPCO 
 
 Held Outside  

o Donor Directed Trusts   
o Private Investment 

 Private Investment Conditional: $$in until X 
 Other 

o Retirement (401Ks) 
o Life Insurance 
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Processing a Planned Gift 
 
I. Bequest 
 Written or Verbal Notification of a Bequest 

o Written document copied by AVP51 & distributed to the DC, PGP and DD52

 (VP
  

53

o Verbal notification: AVP (or the holder of the information) will email information to 
DC, PGP and DD (VP when necessary) 

, Board Chair and/or President when necessary) 

 Send info about Encore Society 
 Gift can be entered once encore sheet is returned 

• Specific amount listed: PGP or DD will enter that amount into 
PGRP54

• Unknown amount: PGP or DD will enter $5,000 into PGRP 
 

o Over the Transom (OTT): AVP will copy and distribute documentation to the DC, 
PGP and/or DD.  
 PGP or DD will enter that amount in PGTR & complete an entry worksheet 

for the DC 
 DC will enter the amount into RE (type: as necessary, appeal: plngiv)   

 Complete the Planned Gift Entry Worksheet for the DC 
o The DC keeps Planned Gift Entry Worksheet with backup & puts with batch; copies 

are also filed in the donor’s purple planned giving file.   
o If amount unknown, book $5,000 
o If contributor returns Encore Society enrollment form at a later date with gift value 

details, the DC can edit the existing entry with this new information 
 

*Nothing will be entered into RE until the PGP or DD completes the Planned Gift Entry 
Worksheet for the Data Coordinator. 

 
Bequest Acknowledgement 
 First contact after notification of a bequest: (DC, PGP or DD) 

o Research the individual’s past relationship with the SPCO 
o Phone and/or email individual to express appreciation of gift  

 VP, Dev Committee Chair, and/or President will email acknowledgment if 
necessary 

o Invite them to become a member of the Encore Society 
o Record, in the call log, any details about the gift, individual or family 
o Possibly invite individual (or their family if OTT) to an SPCO rehearsal, for coffee, 

or other meeting to make a personal contact (PGP, DD or other dependent upon the 
gift and patron involved) 

 AVP or PGP prepares written acknowledgement with Encore Society information and 
enrollment form  

o Send only a written acknowledgement and the appropriate tax documentation if the 
gift was over the transom  
 Ask family or estate manager if we can list patron posthumously  

o Wait about a week or two to see if the Encore Society form will be returned. 
                                                 
51 AVP = Assistant to the Vice President and Chief Operating Officer 
52 DC, PGP, or DD =Data Coordinator, Planned Giving Person, or Director of Development 
53 VP = Vice President and Chief Operating Officer 
54 PGTR = Planned Giving Tracking Report 
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Processing a Planned Gift 

 
II. Annuities 
 
 Verbal or written interest in an annuity: info is relayed to the DD or PGP 

o Research prospect’s history with the SPCO (DC or PGP) 
o Annuity Checklist  

 Proposal created by DD or PGP 
 DD or PGP meets with prospect (via phone if necessary) 
 Contract created by DD or PGP 
 Contract agreed upon by prospect and SPCO 

o Notify Finance Manger of a pending annuity  
o Hard copy prospect info (communications & contracts) goes into their purple PG 

folder 
 Cash gift received 

o AVP: copies documentation and distributes to DC, DD and PGP 
o PGP or DD emails finance & DC that a check was received 
o Give copies of annuity proposal, application and agreement to Finance Manager 
o enter cash amount received into RE & PGTR 

 Type will be cash, stock/property (sold), or as applicable (not other) 
 RE: Enter Charitable Deduction in “Receipt Amount”  

 
Annuity Acknowledgement   
 
 DD or PGP will prepare written acknowledgment that will contain appropriate tax 

documentation for the gift deduction and outline annuity plan for patron 
o DD or PGP will prepare acknowledgement from President or Board Chair as 

necessary 
 Invite patron to SPCO open rehearsal or for a meeting to thank them in person (case by case 

basis) 
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Donor Name(s):       
Date Contacted:       
 
 

Charitable Gift Annuity Checklist 

 
 
οο  Prepare Charitable Gift Annuity Proposal using the Planned Giving Companion Software 

and informational cover letter for donor(s). 
 
 
οο  Receive completed Charitable Gift Annuity application from donor(s). 
 
 
οο  Fax approval form to SPCO legal counsel. Receive signature from legal counsel 

approving CGA. 
 
 
οο  Prepare Charitable Gift Annuity disclosures letter and review with donor(s). 
 
 
οο  Prepare Charitable Gift Annuity agreement and review with donor(s). 
 
 
οο  Meet with donors to receive asset and sign contract. 

οο  Ask if donors would like to join Encore Society. 
 
 
οο  Acknowledgements: from Planned Giving officer, from SPCO President. 
 
 
οο  Enter gift information into Raiser’s Edge. 
 
 
οο  Enter gift information into Planned Giving Participants Excel Report. 
 
 
οο  Enter payment date information into Tickler Report to prompt check requests. 
 
 
οο  Create appropriate hard file. 
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Planned Gift Entry Worksheet 
 

THE SAINT PAUL CHAMBER ORCHESTRA 
DONOR INFORMATION  
Donor Name   
Spouse's Name   
Address   
City, State, Zip   
Phone   
Email   
Birthdate(s)   
    
Financial Advisor Company   
FA Business Address   
Name of Legal/Financial Advisor   
FA Phone   
RE Account Number   
Encore Society Membership   
Encore Society Listing   
    
GIFT INFORMATION  
Type   
Fund   
Amount   
Appeal   
Reference   
Misc. screen notes   
    
    
    
    
ADMINISTRATION INFO  
Date submitted   
Information submitted by   
Date entered into RE   
Information entered by   
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General RE info related to Planned Giving 
 
 Fund: will be whatever year the fund was received (endoXXXX) even if the original pledge 

was 20 years before, such as in the case of a bequest.  The original bequest may have been 
made in 0102, but the cash wasn’t received until 0809.  In this case the fund would be 
endo0809 since that was the year in which the fund was received. 

 
 Type: RE types are dependent upon the planned gift type 

o Bequests notified: other 
o Bequest realized 

 cash, stock/property or as applicable  
o Annuities: enter Gross value cash, stock/property (sold) or as applicable  

 Charitable deduction value recorded in receipt amount 
o Charitable Remainder Trust: other55

o Pooled Income Fund: other 
 

o Held Outside: cash, pledge, or other as necessary56

 
 

 Campaign: A gift (any gift) gets a specific endowment title, such as endow3, if an only if the 
fund was brought in as a direct result of endowment efforts.  If we are in a campaign drive 
and a previously unknown $5,000 endowment bequest comes in, it must be marked as 
endoun rather than endow3 because the funds were not specifically related to endow3 efforts.     

 
 Reference: must indicate the specific type of planned gift, i.e. bequest, annuity, charitable 

remainder trust 
 

Appeal: should always be plngiv

                                                 
55 Will use trust as the type if that option becomes available (dependant upon Data Coordinator’s RE training & 
time)  
56 Case-by-case basis; Get approval from finance and the Director of Development for type 
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Appendix G 
 

“Recognition Societies” presentation for the development retreat 
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Appendix H 
 

“Recognition Societies” presentation for the development committee 
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Appendix I 
 

Vote Yes! information flyer
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VOTE YES! For Minnesota 
What is the Campaign? 

Vote Yes! is a major campaign to pass an artistic and environmentally focused constitutional 
amendment on November 4th.  If approved by voters in November, the amendment will generate $300 
million annually for clean water, wildlife habitat, and arts and cultural heritage over a 25 year period.  
For arts groups, it denotes a doubling or even tripling of financial support from the Minnesota State 
Arts Board.  For example, The Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra’s state funding, for example, would 
increase from the $279,000 it currently receives to between $557,000 and $837,000 annually. 

 
How will the amendment increase funding? 

It will increase the sales and use tax rate beginning July 1, 2009 by 3/8ths of 1% on taxable sales until 
the year 2034.    
 

“How much will this cost me?”  
It will cost less than 15 cents a day and about $1 a week for the average family.   

 
How is the money divided among all the organizations?  
 

 
 
How is the SPCO involved with the Vote Yes! campaign?  

Major Minnesota arts and environmental organizations have united and determined that it will be 
necessary to raise $5.5 million to implement an effective campaign.  The arts community has agreed to 
raise $2 million of the $5.5 million and the SPCO’s personal goal is to raise $75,000 from board 
members as well as other potential donors.   

 
Where to find out more information:  

If you have any questions regarding the ballot initiative, please feel free to visit the Vote Yes! website 
at: http://www.yesformn.org/index.php or contact the following: 
 

Vote Yes! Minnesota: 
Sheila Terryll, Fundraising Coordinator 
2334 University Ave W 
Suite 150 
St. Paul, MN 55114 
Main Phone: 651-644-2088 
Email: info@yesformn.org 

 
 
 

OR 

The Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra: 
Michelle Bair, Development Fellow 
Third Floor 
The Historic Hamm Building 
408 Saint Peter St. 
Saint Paul, MN 55102-1497 
Direct Phone: 651-292-6993 
Email: mbair@thespco.org 

http://www.yesformn.org/index.php�
mailto:info@yesformn.org�
mailto:mbair@thespco.org�
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Appendix J 
 

“Acknowledgement Process” presentation 
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Appendix K 
 

Sample page from the board profile directory∗

                                                 
∗ Publishing the actual sample pages would be unethical, since they contain sensitive information about board 
members.  Therefore, the information in the following page was substituted to provide the reader with a general 
understanding of the directory’s content and layout.   
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Appendix L 
 

Sample page from the presidential directory∗

                                                 
∗ Publishing the actual sample pages would be unethical, since they contain sensitive information about board 
members.  Therefore, the information in the following page was substituted to provide the reader with a general 
understanding of the directory’s content and layout. 
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Appendix M 
 

“Orchestra Development 101: Performance to Philanthropy” presentation 
for the League of American Orchestras∗

 
 

                                                 
∗ The League of American Orchestras is currently editing the final presentation that will be on their website.  At 
the time of this dissertation’s publication, the League-edited version had not been completed.  The following 
presentation information is what Susan Mendenhall and I turned in to the League.       
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Appendix N 
 

“Orchestra Development 101: the Basics” presentation  
for the League of American Orchestras∗

 
 

                                                 
∗ The League of American Orchestras is currently editing the final presentation that will be on their website.  At 
the time of this dissertation’s publication, the League-edited version had not been completed.  The following 
presentation information is what Susan Mendenhall and I turned in to the League. 
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Appendix O 
 

Strategic plan worksheet
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Strategic Plan Development Worksheet 
 
1. Organization’s Mission  
 
 
 
2. Desired Outcome 

 
 

 
3. Key steps that need to happen in order to achieve desired outcome 
 
 
 
4. Key constituency groups affected/involved 
 
 
 
5. Hurdles to overcome (opposition or potential problems with the plan or goal) 
 
 
 
6. How the plan serves the mission of the organization or BHAG (Big Hairy Audacious 

Goal) 
 
 
 
7. Individual who will manage the implementation and progress of the strategy 
 
 
 
8. Methodology to implement the strategy 
 
 
 
9. Methodology to track the progress of the strategy 
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Appendix P 
 

Effective Leadership presentation 
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